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Preface

The multi-dimensional model represents data as a set of measure values asso-
ciated to points in a multi-dimensional space. Databases of this type are com-
mon in the context of On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP), for supporting
the decision-making process of enterprizes; they are also used for describing
attribute frequency distributions for query optimization in relational DBMSs,
and can be found in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for representing
data values associated to geographical locations. The main goal of applications
operating in these contexts is to extract large-scale summary information from
the available data, rather than to inquire detailed data items. In particular,
these applications are mainly interested in exploring and aggregating values
within specified ranges of the domain. These kinds of aggregate query are
called range queries.

A common feature in all the cited contexts is the very large size of the ex-
plored data sets. This makes exact query answering practically unfeasible: the
exact evaluation of complex aggregations, involving large portions of the data
set, would require a prohibitive linear scanning. Such a high computational
cost is not tolerable in the above scenarios where efficient and promptly data
analysis is one of the main requirements. Moreover, a dramatic precision in
range query answers is usually not needed; “good” estimates of query results
often suffice to accomplish effectively many data analysis tasks. It is therefore
very important to find approximate answers to range queries quickly in order
to allow flexible, interactive ad effective data exploration.

The most successful approach to the problem of providing “fast” approxi-
mate answers to aggregate queries consists in summarizing data into compact
structures, and issuing range queries over summary data, rather than over
detailed ones. Following this approach, some approximation is introduced in
query answers, as summarization is a lossy compression. On the other hand,
the amount of data corresponding to the range of a query which must be
accessed in the summary structure is much less than the number of elements
that should be extracted from the original data set. This implies that com-
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puting query answers on summarized data can be much faster than evaluating
them on raw ones.

In other application scenarios the need to summarize multi-dimensional
data arises also from other issues than making query answering more efficient.
In particular, in the context of data stream processing, data is produced by
“continuous” sources, such as geographically distributed sensors, which send
possibly endless streams of readings to a centralized processor. No bound can
be given to the amount of information which goes through the data stream
management system, whereas the available storage space for representing the
received information is bounded. As a consequence, processed data items can
be either discarded or partially archived, but exact information about all the
stream content cannot be stored, and exact answers to most common queries
cannot be computed. A possible solution to this issue consists in dynamically
summarizing data, as they are received, into a compact structure which fits in
the available storage space, in order to pose queries on summary data. This
approach aims at allowing approximate answers on the stream content, by
storing as much information as possible on received data.

This thesis gives a comprehensive overview of the issues related to multi-
dimensional data summarization for approximate query answering, and defines
new techniques for summarizing both static and streaming data, by overcom-
ing the main limitations of state-of-the-art approaches.
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Introduction

In the last few years more and more business and scientific organizations have
centered their activity and competitive power in the adoption of very large
information systems, capable of managing, querying and analyzing huge vol-
umes of data. This trend has been mainly encouraged by the recent advances
of information technologies and the collapsing costs of storage and computing
resources. Moreover, the spreading of network connectivity has enlarged in
scale the perspective of data exchange, thus making the volume of data ac-
cessible by every single organization explode. The availability of massive data
sets has given rise to lively interest towards applications aimed at extracting
useful knowledge from huge collections of detailed data. In this scenario we
find many analytical applications which have gained ground in the industry
and are also the focus of intense research activity, such as On-Line Analytical
Processing (OLAP), statistical and scientific data analysis, query optimization
in RDBMS, environmental monitoring in Geographic Information Systems,
sensor data analysis, etc.

Although heterogeneous, the above-cited contexts share a common main
objective: performing advanced data analysis aimed at retrieving non-trivial
information, by efficiently executing complex and large-scale data processing.
In fact, most data analysis tasks are not concerned with accessing detailed
pieces of information, on the contrary they are mainly interested in viewing
data at a variety of summary levels and from different perspectives. To this
end complex aggregations, involving large portions of the data domain need
to be computed. A data model which turns out to be especially well suited for
supporting this kind of data exploration is the so called multi-dimensional
model : it consists in viewing data as a set of values associated to points in a
multi-dimensional space. The meaning of either dimensions and data values
depends on the application context: OLAP datacubes storing measure values
associated to attributes of interest, joint frequency distributions representing
frequencies of relational attributes, GIS data sets recording environmental
readings associated to geographical coordinates, are all differing examples of
multi-dimensional data sets.
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A common operation, at the basis of every complex computation on multi-
dimensional data, consists in aggregating values contained in a given range of
the multi-dimensional space; these kinds of aggregate query are called range
queries. The multidimensional view of data is well suited for range query
evaluation, nevertheless the amount of data to be accessed for computing
exact range query answers can be too large: at least all points lying into the
query region must be examined, and this region may involve a significant
portion of the overall data set. Thus, computing exact query answers can
be a very hard computational task, as it may require large volumes of disk-
resident data to be accessed and processed. Such a high computational cost is
not tolerable in the above-cited scenarios where efficient and promptly data
analysis is one of the main requirements. Indeed, in these contexts, efficiently
aggregating data is such a crucial issue, that high accuracy in query answers
becomes a secondary requirement. Moreover, a dramatic precision in range
query answers is usually not needed; “good” estimates of query results often
suffice to accomplish effectively many data analysis tasks.

The most effective approach for providing fast approximate answers to
range queries consists in summarizing the data distribution into a compact
structure, and issuing range queries on summary data (rather than original
ones). Approximation in query answers is due to the “lossy” nature of the
adopted summarization strategies, which do not keep all information about
the original data distribution. On the other hand, the amount of data that
must be accessed to evaluate a range query on the data synopsis is much
smaller than the amount of detailed data selected by the query, thus range
query answering can be accomplished much faster.

One of the most popular techniques adopted for summarizing multi-
dimensional data and for supporting fast query answering, is the histogram-
based one. A histogram over a multi-dimensional data distribution is built by
partitioning the multi-dimensional domain into a number of hyper-rectangular
blocks (called buckets), and then storing some aggregate data for each block.
Aggregation implies loss of information about the data distribution inside his-
togram buckets, which will have to be approximately reconstructed when an-
swering queries. Therefore, given a bounded storage space for the summarized
representation, a crucial issue is finding the histogram which “best” partitions
data values among buckets, so as to allow the most accurate reconstruction
of the original data distribution.

Building the “most effective” multi-dimensional histogram (called V-
Optimal) was shown to be a NP-Hard problem, even in the two-dimensional
case. Hence, feasible approaches to the problem of constructing histograms
providing reasonable accuracy for query estimates are based on greedy strate-
gies. Several histogram-based summarization techniques, adopting varied
heuristics for data partitioning, have been defined in the literature.

The work presented in this thesis is mainly focused on the definition of
new histogram-based approaches for summarizing multi-dimensional data.
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Our proposals are aimed at overcoming the main limitations of state-
of-the-art methods. In particular, the main drawback of existing histogram-
ming strategies is that they do not scale up (in terms of accuracy) to high-
dimensionality scenarios. In other words, state-of-the-art histograms, although
intended to deal with generic multi-dimensional data, provide satisfiable esti-
mation accuracy only in the low-dimensional case, while their performances
tend to worsen dramatically as dimensionality increases. This problem is re-
ferred to as the curse of dimensionality : as the number of dimensions in-
creases, the size of the data domain grows much faster than the number of
data points, thus data become sparser and sparser; as a consequence, the num-
ber of buckets needed to achieve a satisfiable degree of accuracy explodes. In
high-dimensionality scenarios no technique is known to succeed in construct-
ing histograms yielding “reasonable” error rates within a “reasonable” space
bound. At the same time, no technique based on other approaches than his-
tograms (such as wavelets, sampling, etc.) is known to provide satisfiable
accuracy in the multi-dimensional scenario.

In this thesis we adopt two possible approaches to cope with this problem.
One approach consists in developing ad-hoc techniques tailored on specific
number of dimensions. In fact, by exploiting the distinctive characteristics of
restricted applications, new solutions can be designed which outperform gen-
eral methods intended to work for any-dimensionality data.
The other followed direction is to design multi-dimensional summary struc-
tures specifically targeted towards data with high dimensionality, by tackling
the main issues lowering the estimation performances of state-of-the-art tech-
niques. In fact, the low accuracy in query estimates provided by traditional
histograms is also due to the ineffectiveness of the adopted heuristics guiding
the histogram construction, and to a poorly intensive usage of the available
storage space.

In particular, as to the first approach, in this thesis we consider the specific
case of two-dimensional data sets, which are the focus of a number of inter-
esting applications. We design a summarization strategy meant to exploit the
peculiarities of two-dimensional data sets: it adopts a quad-tree based data
partitioning scheme (a common partitioning strategy for spatial data) on top
of which a very compact summary structure is defined (called Quad-tree Sum-
mary - QTS). A QTS, by adopting a redundancy-free encoding, stores ag-
gregate information about each block of the quad-tree partition (either blocks
corresponding to leaf nodes and internal nodes of the quad-tree) thus resulting
in a hierarchical “multi-resolution” data summarization. Greedy criteria guide
the partition construction in such a way that the resulting distribution inside
quad-tree blocks can be accurately approximated. The intra-bucket estima-
tion is further enhanced by storing, in addition, some compact low-resolution
description of the actual data distribution inside buckets (called index and
designed specifically for two-dimensional data).

For summarizing general multi-dimensional data, we propose several ap-
proaches which still provide a satisfiable degree of accuracy in scenarios with
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high dimensionality. First we investigate the use of binary hierarchical par-
titions of multi-dimensional data as a basis for the construction of effective
histograms. In particular, we introduce two new classes of histograms, namely
Hierarchical Binary Histograms (HBH) and Grid Hierarchical Binary His-
tograms (GHBH). HBHs are obtained by recursively splitting blocks of the
data domain into two non overlapping sub-blocks. The tree corresponding to
the binary partition is exploited to define very specific space-efficient represen-
tation models, where bucket boundaries are represented implicitly by storing
the partition tree. the saved space is invested to obtain finer grain blocks,
which approximate data in more detail. On top of that, in GHBHs we intro-
duce a constraint on the hierarchical partition scheme, allowing each block of
data to be partitioned only by splits lying onto a regular grid defined on it.
We show how the introduction of the grid-constrained partitioning of GHBHs
can be exploited to further enhance the physical representation efficiency of
HBHs. The intensive exploitation of the storage space allows either HBHs and
GHBHs to store, within a given amount of memory, a larger number of buck-
ets w.r.t. histograms using a “flat” explicit storage of bucket boundaries. In
order to profit by the increase of the number of available buckets, we propose
several new heuristics for the data-driven construction of the histograms; the
criteria adopted to choose how to split blocks are efficient to compute and en-
able effective location of inhomogeneous regions where a finer-grain partition
is needed.

As a different approach to the problem of summarizing multi-dimensional
data, we combine summarization with the use of data clustering techniques.
In particular, we propose a new multi-dimensional histogram, called CHIST,
whose construction exploits the capability of clustering algorithms to locate
dense regions in a data distribution. The idea of isolating dense regions arises
from the observation that estimation performances of histogram-based ap-
proaches can be significantly poor when dense and sparse regions occur into
the same bucket. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that “much” information is
lost when replacing data distributions inside buckets with aggregate values. In
our proposal a density-based clustering algorithm is first run to locate dense
clusters of the input data, and then the data distributions inside clusters –
as well as the distribution outside clusters – are summarized separately by
means of a grid-based paradigm.

We conduct a thorough experimental analysis comparing all our propos-
als for summarizing multi-dimensional data with existing approaches (other
classes of multi-dimensional histograms, wavelets, etc.). Experimental results
show that the techniques proposed in this thesis yield much lower error rates
than the state-of the-art ones and (in the multi-dimensional case) are much
less sensitive to the increase of dimensionality.

Finally, in this thesis we extend the scope of our approach to the context of
data stream processing. In this scenario the need to summarize data arises also
from other issues than making query answering more efficient. In fact, data
is assumed to take the form of a continuous, unbounded flow of information,
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generated by special devices used to monitor real life phenomena (such as
live weather conditions, network traffic, etc.). The data stream processor is
provided with a bounded amount of storage space which is typically very small
relative to the (possibly unbounded) stream size. Thus, processed data items
can be either discarded or only partially archived, but exact information about
all the stream content cannot be stored, and exact answers to most common
queries cannot be computed. Possible solutions to this problem are based on
the incremental maintenance of a summarized structure approximating the
content of the whole stream over time: queries involving the received items are
evaluated approximately on the data stream summary. Obviously, this issue
shares many similarities with the earlier described problem of summarizing
static data sets, but there are some differences. The main one concerns the
construction of the summary: compact structures used to summarize data
streams have to be constructed and maintained dynamically, as data arrive;
while for static data, which is usually historical and very unfrequent to be
refreshed, summarization is mostly an off-line task.

In the literature dynamic versions of well known histograms have been
proposed for the incremental maintenance of summary information on data
streams. Following this line, we propose a dynamic adaptation of our quad-
tree based summary structures for the summarization of sensor network data
streams.

A sensor network is a set of sources producing independent streams of
readings; the individual streams converge in a centralized system, where they
are combined into a unique data stream for data analysis. In our proposal
the overall stream is modelled as a two-dimensional data set where the first
dimension corresponds to the set of sources, and the other one corresponds to
time. In particular, each reading value is represented as a point in the two-
dimensional space whose coordinates are the source generating the reading
and the timestamp of generation, respectively. The summarization technique
used for this two-dimensional data set is suitably designed to take into ac-
count the peculiar nature of time dimension: first of all, time dimension is
potentially infinite and data to be summarized arrive dynamically by contin-
uously “updating” the corresponding array locations; moreover, “old” data is
likely to be less “interesting” to the user than more recent one. The proposed
dynamic summarization strategy divides the sensor data stream into “time
windows” of the same size. Each time window is represented separately by a
quad-tree summary which is populated dynamically as data arrive. Moreover,
as new data is received, “old” windows are progressively compressed (or pos-
sibly removed) to release the storage space needed to represent new readings.
Thus, recent information (which is usually the most relevant to retrieve) is
represented with more detail than old one. Furthermore, an embedded index,
allowing fast access to data in specified time intervals, makes the proposed
structure especially well suited for both incremental maintenance and fast
query answering.



6 Introduction

Thesis Organization

In Chap. 1 we introduce the multidimensional data model. We describe the
most important application contexts where data is organized in a multi-
dimensional fashion, and we discuss the central issue addressed in this the-
sis: computing “fast” approximate answers to aggregate queries on multi-
dimensional data sets. Finally, we provide a formal framework for dealing
with multi-dimensional data.

In Chap. 2 we present summarization of multi-dimensional data as an
approach for providing “fast” answers to aggregate queries. We provide
an overview of the main state-of-the-art techniques for summarizing multi-
dimensional data (namely histograms, wavelets and sampling). In particular,
we describe multi-dimensional histograms in detail: we review the main the-
oretical results about the construction of V-Optimal histograms , and we de-
scribe the best existing heuristics for constructing effective multi-dimensional
histograms.

In Chap. 3 we propose the new histogram-based summary structure specif-
ically designed for two-dimensional data (named Quad-tree Summary - QTS).
We define several classes of indices to provide a low-resolution description of
data distribution inside QTS buckets. We extend the definition of V-Optimal
histogram to QTSs and we address complexity issues related to its construc-
tion. We then propose efficient greedy algorithms for finding effective sub-
optimal solutions. We report experimental results showing that the technique
yields much better estimation accuracy w.r.t. state-of-the-art methods.

In Chap. 4 we propose the two new classes of multi-dimensional histograms
based on hierarchical binary partitions (namely Hierarchical Binary Histogram
- HBH and Grid Hierarchical Binary Histogram - GHBH ). We define their
space-efficient physical representation models and we combine them with sev-
eral new heuristics for guiding the binary partitioning of data. By a complexity
analysis, we show that the proposed heuristics are very efficient to compute;
on the other hand, we define V-Optimal HBHs and GHBHs and show that
their construction cost is impractical. By means of a thorough experimental
analysis, we identify the “best performing” histogram among the proposed
versions of HBHs and GHBHs and we compare it with state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, showing its higher accuracy and lower sensitivity to dimensionality.

In Chap. 5 we propose the new technique for constructing multi-dimensional
histograms based on data clustering. The technique is orthogonal to any
density-based clustering algorithm suitable for the identification of clusters
and outliers in multi-dimensional data sets. We describe the summarization
of data clusters and outliers by means of a grid partitioning, by showing how
it allows possible nesting buckets. We then present a histogram representation
scheme which exploits nesting buckets to make query answering more accurate
and efficient.

In Chap. 6 we propose the technique for dynamic summarization of sen-
sor data streams. We present the modelling of sensor readings as a two-
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dimensional data set and show its representation by means of a sequence of
finite time windows. We describe the quad-tree representation of time windows
and their embedded index, by showing how they are populated dynamically
and summarized progressively, as storage space is needed. We show that the
proposed summary structure is suitable for efficient and accurate answering
to most common queries on sensor data streams.





1

Multi-dimensional Data: Overview and Basic
Notations

In this chapter we introduce the multidimensional data model. We describe
the most important application contexts where data is organized in a multi-
dimensional fashion, focusing on the most relevant kind of operation on such
data: the computation of aggregations over specified ranges of the domain
( range queries). Then we introduce the central issue addressed in this thesis:
the problem of computing “fast” approximate answers to aggregate queries in
order to allow efficient exploration of multi-dimensional data sets. Finally,
we provide a formal framework for dealing with multi-dimensional data which
will underly the rest of this thesis.

1.1 Introduction

In many application scenarios data can be suitably modelled as a set of
measure values associated to points in a multi-dimensional space (multi-
dimensional data). Databases of this type are common in the context of On-
line Analytical Processing (OLAP) [75] for supporting the decision-making
process of enterprizes: measure values define quantities of particular inter-
est for data analysis (such as the total sales or purchases), while dimensions
correspond to data attributes (such as the product and the year). Multi-
dimensional data are also used for describing attribute frequency distributions
for query optimization in relational DBMSs [16, 73]: the selectivity of inter-
mediate query results is estimated by accessing joint frequency distributions,
storing the number of occurrences of each possible combination of attribute
values appearing in a database relation.

Another example of multi-dimensional data can be found in Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) [5, 62], which store and manage data values as-
sociated to geographical locations: dimensions represent geographical coordi-
nates which the reading of different environmental variables (such as pollution
or waterfall level) are associated to.
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The main goal of applications operating in these contexts is not to inquire
detailed data items, but rather to extract large-scale summary information
from the available data. In fact, specific applications – such as data mining
activities, scientific and statistical data analysis, sensor data analysis, query
answering in spatial databases – usually operate on a huge amount of data,
but do not return detailed pieces of information: they are mainly interested in
exploring and aggregating values within specified ranges of the domain. These
kinds of aggregate query are called range queries.

For instance, given a data set containing yearly sales of different products,
users are likely to be interested in queries such as “find the total sales for
a given product range in a given interval of years”. On data sets recording
geographically distributed measurements of pollution level, a typical query
is similar to: “find the average pollution level in a specified space region”.
Likewise, query optimizers in RDBMSs, in order to select the most suitable
query execution plans, perform preliminary explorations of the content of the
relations, asking for queries such as “the number of relational tuples where a
given set of attributes have values in a specified range of their domain”.

A common feature in all the cited contexts is the very large size of the ex-
plored data sets; furthermore, queried regions may involve a significant portion
of the overall data. This makes exact query answering practically unfeasible:
the exact evaluation of complex aggregations, involving large portions of the
data set, would require a prohibitive linear scanning. Such a high computa-
tional cost is not tolerable in the above scenarios where efficient and promptly
data analysis is one of the main requirements. Moreover, a dramatic precision
in range query answers is usually not needed; “good” estimates of query results
often suffice to accomplish effectively many data analysis tasks. It is therefore
very important to find approximate answers to range queries quickly in order
to allow flexible, interactive ad effective data exploration.

In this chapter we provide a comprehensive overview of these issues. First
in Sec. 1.2 we describe in detail some of the most relevant contexts where
data is organized in a multi-dimensional fashion, and is commonly queried by
issuing the computation of range aggregates. Then in Sect. 1.3 we discuss the
central issue addressed in this thesis: the problem of computing “fast” approx-
imate answers to aggregate queries in order to tackle the high computational
cost of processing very large multi-dimensional data sets. Finally, in Sect. 1.4,
we present a formal framework for dealing with multi-dimensional data by
providing a unified formal abstraction of different types of multi-dimensional
data sets and operators.

1.2 Application Scenarios

In this section we describe two relevant application contexts which, mostly
among the others, have aroused the interest of research community on the
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problem of efficiently querying multi-dimensional data: namely On-Line An-
alytical Processing in decision support systems and selectivity estimation for
query optimization.

1.2.1 OLAP

OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) systems [37, 46, 17] are aimed at sup-
porting the decision-making process of enterprizes, by allowing the end-user
to pose complex queries on data gathered from daily business activity. In
particular, OLAP services perform flexible, interactive and just-in-time data
analysis, by extracting useful information from organization’s data.

The architecture of a system providing OLAP services is shown in Fig.
1.1. Its main components are: a data warehouse (where data coming from
heterogeneous sources are collected and integrated), an OLAP server (which
extracts information from the data warehouse) and a client, providing inter-
faces for queries, data analysis, reporting and data mining. As shown in Fig.

Fig. 1.1. Organization of an OLAP system

1.1, OLAP servers do not operate directly on operational data, that is data
handled by traditional OLTP (On-Line Transaction Processing) systems. On
the contrary source data are first extracted, pre-processed and integrated in
the data warehouse. During extraction data are re-organized in order to obey
a common schema, they are “cleaned” of possible errors and summarized in
a less detailed description.

The data warehouse is kept separate from data sources mainly for the
following reasons:

1. Data of interest : operational data are detailed, up-to-date, and they are
directly retrieved from daily transaction processing; whereas data of in-
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terest for supporting decision process are historical and summarized, ba-
sically static and integrated from heterogeneous sources.

2. Database design: data coming from operational sources usually follow an
application-oriented conceptual model, while data undergoing the analysis
process need to be classified by subject of interest.

3. Computational performances: the data warehouse is optimized to support
OLAP operations such as aggregations of huge volumes of data and com-
plex computations. On the contrary, operational databases are oriented
to handle very frequent and detailed transactions; crucial issues in OLTP
systems are concurrency control and data recovery.

After data extraction, the data warehouse keeps an active link with external
sources: possible changes in source data are detected, by means of monitor-
ing and integration tools, and propagated to warehouse data by periodical
refreshing.
In addition, in some warehouse architectures, some other elements may be
present, such as specialized views of the data or data marts, which collect
data regarding special subjects of interest.

OLAP datacubes

As already pointed out, OLAP applications rely on a different data organiza-
tion w.r.t. traditional OLTP systems; this is also reflected by the adoption of
a different model for data representation.
The “traditional” relational and object-oriented data models are the basis of
the success of OLTP systems, which are able to manage transactions on data
collections effectively, guaranteeing the integrity and consistency of informa-
tion. These two models are especially well suited for those applications whose
main objective is continuously updating the collected data and extracting
“punctual” information.
On the contrary, the decision-making process uses knowledge extracted from
large volumes of “historical data” (i.e. data which cannot be updated any
more) by performing aggregation of bulks of tuples, rather than retrieving
single data items. Thus, OLAP systems must be able to manage wide do-
mains of data issuing large-scale aggregations efficiently.
DBMSs based on either the relational or the object-oriented data model would
be too inefficient in issuing complex aggregation queries, despite the use of
indexing structures. This makes traditional DBMSs unsuitable for providing
reports (which can support the decision-making process) when the size of the
collected data is very large.

It turns out that the the most effective data representation model for sup-
porting flexible inspection and efficient aggregation is the multi-dimensional
model. According to it data is organized into multidimensional relations, that
is relations consisting of:
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• one or more measure attributes, which represent the values to be aggre-
gated and analyzed (such as the sale volume, the stock, the budget level,
etc.)

• a set of d functional attributes (or dimensions) specifying the context
which the measure values refer to; for instance, the set of functional at-
tributes <product, year, area> may specify the product, the year and the
area where a total sale volume has been recorded.

The set of functional attributes is a key for the multi-dimensional relation,
thus each context is associated with a unique value of each measure attribute.
This conceptual data modelling allows a multi-dimensional view of data: the
domains of functional attributes define the dimensions of a multi-dimensional
space, and data can be viewed as a set of measure values associated to points
in this space.
In particular, given a multi-dimensional relation R having (without loss of
generality) one measure attribute and d functional attributes (which will be
assumed to be the first d attributes of R), the domains of the functional
attributes define a d-dimensional space, and data is associated to points in
this space as follows.
For each point x of the d-dimensional space associated to R, let xi be its
coordinate on the i-th dimension; then, in the multi-dimensional model:

• a measure value v is associated to x if the tuple <x1, . . . , xd, v > belongs
to R;

• otherwise a null value is associated to x.

This mapping is shown in the two-dimensional example of Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2. Relational versus multi-dimensional data model

On the left-hand side of Fig. 1.2 a relation represents the sales of sev-
eral products during different years. On the right-hand side of the figure
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the same information is represented according to the multidimensional data
model: product and year define the dimensions, whereas sale is the (unique)
measure attribute.

In general, in the multi-dimensional model, information is logically or-
ganized into a multi-dimensional array (called datacube) where dimensions
define different perspectives for viewing data (such as the product and year
dimensions). Complex OLAP aggregation queries have a straightforward re-
formulation in terms of array operations in the multi-dimensional model. Con-
sider, for instance, a datacube representing the sale volume of various products
in different years and regions. As shown in Fig. 1.3, a query asking for the

Fig. 1.3. Range query over an OLAP datacube

total sale of the product P3 during the years 2002-2003, in the East and West
regions, consists in asking for the sum of the datacube values contained in the
depicted multi-dimensional range.

On OLAP datacubes every form of aggregation (such as the evaluation of
the sum or average of the values contained inside a range, or the computa-
tion of the number of occurrences of distinct values) can be translated into
visiting sequentially a sub-array corresponding to the range of data that must
be aggregated. Thus, in the OLAP context, the multi-dimensional model is
suitable to support data exploration, as users can navigate information and
retrieve aggregate data by simply specifying the ranges of the data domain
they are interested in. Moreover, in order to answer an aggregation query,
only cells involved by the query range need to be processed; whereas under the
relational model, in the worst case, all the relational tuples (or their indexing
structures, if available) must be accessed.

1.2.2 Selectivity Estimation

The computation of selectivity estimates for query optimization is another
important task where the need to compute efficient aggregations on multi-
dimensional data arises. Cost-based query optimizers in relational DBMSs
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analyze statistics about the data stored in the database relations in order to
compute efficient query execution plans [16, 73]. Each possible query plan has
an execution cost depending on the order of execution of subsequent operators.
In particular, the cost of each operator is determined by its selectivity, that is
by the size (the number of tuples) of its result in the given query plan. Thus,
a crucial task for analyzing and comparing query execution plans consists in
estimating the selectivity of intermediate results.

The result size of a query involving a single attribute depends on the
frequency distribution of that attribute in the database relation. The frequency
distribution of an attribute A on a relation R, whose schema contains A, can
be represented as a vector, as shown in Fig. 1.4(b). The frequency vector
contains, for each value ai in the domain of A, the number of tuples of R
whose A value is equal to ai.

Fig. 1.4. (a) Relation R (b) Frequency distribution of the attribute R.A

The selectivity of a selection query of type Q = (ai <R.A<aj) is given by
the sum of the frequencies represented in the domain interval [ai..aj ] of A’s
frequency vector. For estimating the selectivity of queries involving multiple
attributes, that is queries of the form Q = (v′

1 < R.A1 < v′′
1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (v′

d <
R.Ad <v′′

d ) , most commercial RDBMSs rely on the so called attribute value
independence assumption [21, 74]. According to this assumption the fraction
of database tuples where the attributes<R.A1, R.A2, . . . , R.Ad > take the tu-
ple value<v1, v2, . . . , vd > can be computed as the product of d probabilities,
each probability being the fraction of database tuples where attribute R.Ai

takes the value vi, for i = 1 . . . d. In other words, frequency distributions of
single attributes are considered independent, and the query optimizer only
keeps information about single-attribute distributions.
Unfortunately the attribute value independence assumption is not realistic, as
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in real databases attributes may be strongly correlated. Thus, making this as-
sumption may result in very poor selectivity estimates which can dramatically
compromise the efficiency of the computed query execution plans.

Indeed, the selectivity of a multi-attribute predicate depends on the joint
frequency distribution of the involved attributes [73]. The joint frequency dis-
tribution of the attributes<A1, A2 . . . , Ad >over the relation R can be viewed
as a d-dimensional array F whose dimensions represent the attribute domains,
and whose cell with coordinates<v1, . . . , vd >stores the number of tuples of R
where <A1, . . . , Ad >= <v1, . . . , vd >. Figure 1.5 shows the two-dimensional
joint frequency distribution associated to attributes < R.A, R.B > of the
relation shown in Fig. 1.4 (a).

Fig. 1.5. two-dimensional joint frequency distribution

The selectivity of the query Q = (v′
1 < R.A1 < v′′

1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (v′
d < R.Ad <

v′′
d ) is the sum of the frequencies contained in the multidimensional range
〈[v′

1..v
′′
1 ], . . . , [v′

d..v
′′
d ]〉 of F . This is equivalent to computing a sum range

query over the multi-dimensional data distribution represented by F . Thus,
the problem of answering aggregate range queries (in particular, sum range
queries) over multi-dimensional data turns out to be crucial also in the context
of selectivity estimation.

1.3 Approximate Query Answering

In the multi-dimensional model, the amount of data to be accessed for com-
puting exact range query answers can be too large: at least all points lying
into the query region must be examined and, in many application contexts,
queries typically involve large portions of the database. In fact, typical queries
on multi-dimensional data are not concerned with processing few values; they
consist mainly in large-scale aggregations which analyze and compare huge
volumes of historical data in order to extract from them useful information.
Thus, computing exact aggregations can be a very hard computational task,
as it requires a prohibitive linear scan of the multi-dimensional data set.
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A possible solution to this problem is to change its target: instead of
computing the exact answer, it is often convenient to estimate an approximate
result that can be provided at a significantly lower computational cost, thus
matching efficiency requirements. In fact, in most application scenarios the
main aim is to retrieve aggregate data efficiently, possibly trading off the
computational cost with the accuracy of query answers. Indeed, for either
selectivity estimation and range query answering in OLAP systems, as well
as for other tasks – such as statistical and scientific data analysis, sensor data
analysis, window query answering in spatial databases – efficiently aggregating
data within specified ranges of the domain is such a crucial issue, that high
accuracy in query answers becomes a secondary requirement. Moreover, in
these contexts, “rough” information about the data distribution often suffices
for obtaining very useful reports.

For instance, in OLAP Decision Support Systems users are often con-
cerned with performing preliminary explorations of the data domain, to find
the portions where a more detailed analysis is needed. In this scenario, high
accuracy in less relevant digits of query answers is not needed: “good” esti-
mates of query results usually suffice to locate database regions containing
relevant information [75, 80].
At the same time, the main requirement in OLAP systems, in order to guide
effectively the decision-making process, consists in the flexibility and interac-
tivity of data analysis. To this end, customized and timely reports must be
provided fast, so that users are allowed to focus their explorations quickly and
effectively.

Likewise, in the context of query optimization in RDBMSs, an effective
query execution plan can be built on the basis of reasonably accurate esti-
mates of the selectivity of intermediate queries. Thus, a dramatic precision in
computing aggregate information about attribute frequencies is not needed.
Moreover, also in this context, fast computation of the aggregations is re-
quired. In fact, in query optimizers, efficient evaluation of query plans is
mandatory: in order for query optimization to be effective, the run-time over-
head for choosing the execution plan must be much less than the cost of
executing the query itself.

In other application scenarios the need to provide approximate answers
arises also from other issues than making query answering more efficient. For
instance, in the context of data stream management, data is produced by “con-
tinuous” sources, such as sensors which send possibly endless streams of read-
ings to a centralized processor. No bound can be given to the amount of infor-
mation which goes through the data stream management system, whereas the
available storage space for representing the received information is bounded.
Thus, processed data items can be either discarded or partially archived, but
exact information about all the stream content cannot be stored. Thus, its
not feasible to compute exact answers to most common queries. On the other
hand, in this context the efficiency requirement in query answering is quite
strict: data received by the stream processor usually represent the readings
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of environmental variables measuring the conditions of a monitored world;
queries need to be evaluated very quickly, in order to allow the stream proces-
sor to react timely to possible critical events.

As we will discuss in detail in Chap. 2, one of the most effective approaches
for providing fast approximate computation of range aggregates consists in
keeping a compact summarized version of the multi-dimensional data set, to
be queried instead of the original one.

1.4 A Formal Framework for Multi-dimensional Data

In this section we formalize the notion of multi-dimensional data and provide
some basic notations which will be considered throughout the rest of this
thesis.

A multi-dimensional data distribution will be represented as a d-dimensional
array of integers with volume nd. That is, without loss of generality, we as-
sume that all dimensions of the array have the same size, and the domain of
each dimension is the interval of cardinals [1..n].
According to this representation of multi-dimensional data, values of data
points are represented into cells of an array. The array cells which do not
correspond to any data point contain the value 0 (that is the null value).

Given a d-dimensional data distribution D, a point in the multi-dimensional
space of D will be denoted as a d-tuple x = 〈x1, . . . , xd〉; following the usual
array notation, D[x] will denote the array element stored in the cell of coordi-
nates x = 〈x1, . . . , xd〉. The number of non-zero elements of D will be denoted
as N .
A range ρi on the i-th dimension of D is an interval [l..u], such that
1 ≤ l ≤ u ≤ n. Boundaries l and u of ρi are denoted by lb(ρi) (lower
bound) and ub(ρi) (upper bound), respectively. The size of ρi will be denoted
as size(ρi) = ub(ρi) − lb(ρi) + 1.
A block b of D is defined as a multi-dimensional range, that is a d-tuple
〈ρ1, . . . , ρd〉, where ρi is a range on the dimension i, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d. The
ranges ρ1, . . . , ρd are said sides of b. Informally, a block represents a “hyper-
rectangular” region of D. A block b of D with all zero elements is said to be
a null block.
The volume of a block b = 〈ρ1, . . . , ρd〉 is given by size(ρ1) × . . . × size(ρd)
and will be denoted as vol(b).
Given two blocks of D, b1 and b2, the intersection b3 = b1∩ b2 is a new block
of D such that the i-th side of b3 is the intersection of the i-th side of b1 with
the i-th side of b2.
The point x = 〈x1, . . . , xd〉 belongs to the block b (written x ∈ b) if
lb(ρi) ≤ xi ≤ ub(ρi) for each i ∈ [1..d]. A point x in b is said to be a vertex of
b if, for each i ∈ [1..d], xi is either lb(ρi) or ub(ρi).
Given a block b, we denote as sum(b) (avg(b), resp.) the sum (the average,
resp.) of the array elements occurring in the block b.
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A range query over a multi-dimensional distribution D is defined by:

1. a multi-dimensional range r of D and
2. an aggregate operator A

it asks for the computation of the aggregate operator A over all the values
contained in the block r of D.
In the following we will only consider sum range queries, that is queries whose
aggregate operator A is the sum operator. Thus, the result of a sum range
query over the range r is defined as sum(r). Our interest in this thesis will be
focused on sum range queries as they are relevant in many application contexts
(such as selectivity estimation). Anyway most of the results and techniques
proposed for evaluating sum range queries can be extended to many other
aggregate operators.





2

Data Summarization: Existing Techniques

A widely accepted approach to the problem of providing “fast” answers to
aggregate queries consists in summarizing data into lossy synopses, and ap-
proximately evaluating range queries over summary data, rather than over
raw ones. In this chapter we provide an overview of the main state-of-the-art
techniques for summarizing multi-dimensional data: wavelets, sampling and
histograms. We mainly focus on multi-dimensional histograms, which are the
basis for the summary structures proposed in this thesis.

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chap. 1, answering aggregate queries on very large multi-
dimensional data sets can be computationally very expensive. A widely ac-
cepted approach to the problem of providing “fast” approximate answers to
aggregate queries consists in summarizing data into lossy synopses, and eval-
uating range queries over summary data, rather than over raw ones. The
amount of data corresponding to the range of a query which must be accessed
in the summarized structure is much less than the number of elements that
should be extracted from the original data set. This implies that comput-
ing query answers on summarized data can be much faster than evaluating
them on detailed ones, provided that efficient techniques for estimating the
answers directly on the summary structure are available. As expected, the
loss of information due to summarization introduces some approximation in
query answers but, as already discussed in Chap. 1, some approximation error
is usually tolerated, in order to get fast access to data.

Many techniques for summarizing multi-dimensional data and evaluating
range queries over their summarized representation have been proposed. In
particular, several compression models which had been originally defined and
implemented in different contexts have been used to this end. The most signif-
icant of these approaches is represented by histograms, which we describe in
Sect. 2.2. In particular, we review the main theoretical results about histogram
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construction, and we describe the best existing heuristics for constructing ef-
fective multi-dimensional histograms. We also provide a brief description of
some other summarization techniques, namely wavelets (Sect. 2.3) and sam-
pling (Sect. 2.4).

2.2 Histograms

Histograms have been initially designed in the context of selectivity estimation
for summarizing single-attribute frequency distributions [55, 50, 72, 69, 16, 51],
and are effectively applied in commercial systems (e.g. DB2, Oracle, Mi-
crosoft SQL server) for query optimization. They turned out to be quite
inexpensive to store and to provide fast and low-error selectivity estimates.
Multi-dimensional histograms have been introduced in [65] for approximat-
ing joint frequency distributions, and are extensively studied in the literature
[73, 5, 15, 44].

In statistical databases [61] histograms represent a method for approxi-
mating probability distributions. Indeed, histograms can reach a surprising
efficiency and effectiveness in approximating the actual distributions of data
starting from summarized information. This has led the research community
to investigate the use of histograms also in different fields such as range query
answering in OLAP systems, scientific databases, data stream management,
etc. [3, 70, 40, 39, 78].

A histogram on a multi-dimensional data distribution is obtained by par-
titioning the multi-dimensional domain into a set of hyper-rectangular blocks
(called buckets) and then storing summary information for each block. The
summary information associated to each bucket consists in some aggregations
over the values occurring in the corresponding range, such as the sum of the
values in that range, or the number of occurrences. The meaning of the aggre-
gate value associated to each bucket depends on the data distribution which
the histogram summarizes. For instance, when the histogram is constructed
on a joint frequency distribution to support selectivity estimation, the sum of
the values inside a bucket represents the number of relational tuples whose
attribute values are inside the range of the bucket. Likewise, when the his-
togram is constructed on an OLAP datacube, each bucket stores the result of
the computation of aggregate operators (such as SUM, COUNT, MAX, MIN,
etc.) over the measure values occurring in the corresponding multi-dimensional
range.

Figure 2.1 shows an instance of a histogram built on a two-dimensional
data distribution, represented as a two-dimensional array. The histogram is
obtained by partitioning the array into some rectangular buckets which do
not overlap, and storing, for each bucket, the sum of the values it contains.

Aggregation queries issued on the original data distribution can be esti-
mated on the histogram by exploiting the aggregate values stored in its buck-
ets. In particular, the answer of a range query is estimated on the histogram
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Fig. 2.1. A histogram built over a two-dimensional data distribution

by aggregating the contributions of all buckets: every bucket overlapping the
query range is located and its contribution to the query answer is evaluated
by performing suitable interpolation on its summary information.

In the rest of this thesis we will focus on sum range queries as they are
relevant in many contexts, especially for problems related to selectivity esti-
mation, which have inspired most of the work on histograms. Thus, we will
only consider histograms whose buckets contain sums.

2.2.1 Query Estimation on Histograms

A sum range query over the multi-dimensional range r can be evaluated on
the histogram by summing the following quantities:

• for each bucket b whose boundaries are completely contained inside r, the
entire sum value stored in the bucket (sum(b));

• for each bucket b which partially overlaps the query range, an estimate of
the portion of sum(b) which lies onto the range of the query;

The latter contribution is in general approximate as the original data dis-
tribution inside a bucket cannot be reconstructed exactly from the summary
information.

Several strategies have been studied in the literature for estimation within
a bucket [55, 72, 74] but the most common technique adopted by his-
tograms consists in performing linear interpolation: data distribution inside
each bucket is assumed to be “homogeneous”, that is each point inside the
bucket is assumed to be associated to a data value equal to the average value
inside the bucket. This is known as Continuous Value Assumption - CVA and,
in the case that the histogram is constructed on a joint frequency distribution
to support selectivity estimation, it corresponds to assuming that the joint
distribution of attribute values is uniform [74].
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Under CVA, the contribution of each bucket b to the sum range query
defined over the range r, is computed as vol(b∩r)

vol(b) · sum(b). Figure 2.2 shows
the computation of a query over the histogram introduced in the previous
example. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the query range involves four buckets of the
histogram: two of them give exact contribution, the other two give an approx-
imate contribution computed by linear interpolation.
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Fig. 2.2. Query estimation over a two-dimensional histogram using CVA

In general the contribution of the buckets which partially overlap the range
of the query is approximate unless the original distribution of values inside
these buckets is actually uniform. Indeed, very recent work [25] has shown
that, in the one-dimensional case, linear interpolation gives good estimates
even under statistical assumptions which are more general than the uniform
distribution assumption. This implies that histograms may behave as good
estimators even when the actual data distribution is far from being homoge-
neous. No extension of this result is currently available for multi-dimensional
histograms.

2.2.2 Histogram Construction

As already pointed out, on the one hand, querying the histogram rather than
the underlying original data reduces the cost of evaluating answers (as the
histogram size is much less than the original data size); on the other hand,
the loss of information due to summarization introduces some approximation
when queries are estimated on the histogram. The effectiveness of a histogram
is measured by evaluating the accuracy of estimating queries on it.
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Obviously, the more the number of buckets of the histogram, the more
detailed (therefore the more accurate) the approximation of the data distri-
bution it may provide. On the other hand, the storage space available for
the summarized representation of data is bounded; this defines a limit on the
accuracy of query estimation on the histogram. Indeed, even histograms con-
sisting of the same number of buckets may provide very different accuracy: as
queries are estimated by performing linear interpolation on the aggregate val-
ues associated to the buckets, the more homogeneous the distribution inside
the buckets involved in the query, the better the accuracy of the estimation.
Therefore the effectiveness of a histogram depends on the underlying parti-
tion of the data domain, in that it depends on the degree of homogeneity
that the partition provides inside buckets. Thus, different partitions of the
multi-dimensional domain, even consisting in the same number of buckets,
may lead to dramatically different errors in reconstructing the original data
distribution, especially for skewed data.

Therefore, a crucial issue when dealing with histograms is finding the par-
tition which provides the “best” accuracy in reconstructing query answers,
given a storage space bound for the representation of the histogram. The
problem of determining the “best” histogram for a given storage space bound
has been investigated deeply. In [50] the concept of histogram optimality has
been formalized by the definition of the V-Optimal histogram, which has been
shown to minimize the expected error between the actual and approximate
answer for several classes of queries.

The V-Optimality is defined on the basis of the Sum Squared Error
(SSE) metric, a widely used metric for measuring the difference between
two distributions. In particular, the SSE of a histogram consisting of the
buckets {b1, . . . , bβ}, constructed on the data distribution D, is defined as∑β

i=1 SSE(bi), where the SSE of a single bucket is given by SSE(bi) =∑
j∈bi

(D[j]− avg(bi))2 (by
∑

j∈bi
we denote that the summation is extended

to all the elements of the array D belonging to the block bi). Given a space
bound B, the histogram on D which has minimum SSE among all histograms
on D whose size is bounded by B, is said to be V-Optimal (w.r.t. B).

In [52] the authors propose a polynomial time dynamic programming al-
gorithm for finding the V-Optimal histogram on a one-dimensional data dis-
tribution; the algorithm working on a vector of size n and a storage space
bound B, runs in O(n2 · B).

In [66] the data partitioning problem has been investigated also for multi-
dimensional data. In particular, the authors present a taxonomy of different
classes of partitions (see Fig. 2.3):

• Arbitrary : arbitrary partitions have no restriction on their structure
• Grid-based : grid-based partitions are built by dividing each dimension of

the underlying data into a number of intervals, thus defining a grid on the
data domain: the buckets of the histogram correspond to the cells of this
grid.
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• Hierarchical : hierarchical partitions are obtained by splitting the overall
data domain into two or more sub-blocks and then by recursively parti-
tioning the sub-blocks by hierarchical partitions.

Arbitrary Grid-based Hierarchical

Fig. 2.3. Type of partitioning

Obviously, arbitrary partitions are more flexible than hierarchical and grid-
based ones, as there are no restrictions on where buckets can be placed. How-
ever in [66] the problem of constructing the V-Optimal multi-dimensional
histogram based on an arbitrary partition is shown to be NP-hard, even in
the two-dimensional case. The authors also prove that this problem remains
NP-hard even when the possible data partitions are restricted to obey a grid-
based scheme.

On the contrary in [66], the problem of finding the V-Optimal multi-
dimensional histogram based on a binary hierarchical partition is shown to be
polynomial in the two-dimensional case; the polynomial upper bound is given
by a dynamic programming algorithm which, on a two-dimensional data dis-
tribution of size O(n2) and a space bound B, runs in O(B2 · n5).
Indeed, the problem addressed in [66] is dual w.r.t. the problem of finding the
V-Optimal histogram: it consists in finding the multi-dimensional histogram
based on binary hierarchical partition which needs the smallest storage space
and has an SSE value below a given threshold. But, as we will show in Chap.
4 (Sect. 4.3.1), the dynamic programming algorithm proposed in [66] can be
easily adapted to the V-Optimal problem. In Sect. 4.3.1 we will also extend
the latter polynomial complexity bound to the multi-dimensional case.
These results imply that it’s unlikely to find efficient algorithms for construct-
ing the V-Optimal partitioning: even under appropriate restrictions on the
type of partition which make the problem tractable, only high-degree polyno-
mial solutions are known.
In order to cope with this limitation, two kind of approaches have been pro-
posed:

1. One approach consists in developing approximation algorithms for com-
puting histograms which are provably close to the V-Optimal one. Most of
these solutions operate on reducing the number of subproblems to be con-
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sidered in the dynamic programming, thus achieving significantly faster
running time w.r.t. the exact algorithms.

2. another approach consists in defining new heuristics for partitioning data
which can be evaluated efficiently, usually according to greedy strategies.
The aim of these partition techniques is to build a histogram whose buck-
ets contain values with small “skewness”, so that one can estimate a range
query inside a bucket assuming that the data distribution is uniform, and
thus performing linear interpolation.

Techniques which follow the first approach can be found in [52, 36, 66] for
partitioning one- and two-dimensional data distributions. These techniques
find sub-optimal solutions with provable quality guarantees; quality guaran-
tees consist in bounds on the “distance” of the provided solution from the
optimal one, but they do not provide any measure of the approximation error
of the estimated range query answers.

Recently in [42] other error metrics than SSE have been introduced to
define histogram optimality. They differ from the SSE which is an absolute
error metric as they are a measure of relative error; that is these metrics are
suitable functions of the relative errors between the actual data values and
their approximate representation provided by the histogram. The problem of
constructing optimal histograms w.r.t. these new error metrics has been ana-
lyzed in [42] only in the one-dimensional case, for which exact and approximate
algorithms have been presented.

As to the other approach, a large number of heuristics for building effec-
tive histograms (which can be computed more efficiently than the V-Optimal
one) have been proposed in the literature, both for one-dimensional data
[72, 26, 51, 10] and for multi-dimensional data [65, 73, 5, 15, 44]. Most of
these approaches are not based on arbitrary partitions.
In the rest of this section we briefly describe some of the most representa-
tive and effective among these techniques for building multi-dimensional his-
tograms: namely MHIST, MinSkew, GenHIST, ST-Histograms and STHoles.

2.2.3 MHIST and MinSkew

MHIST-p [73] and MinSkew [5] histograms are constructed by means of a
multi-step hierarchical partitioning strategy working as follows.

At the first step the histogram consists of a unique bucket whose range
coincides with the data domain. At each of the following steps, the bucket
of the histogram which is “the most in need of partitioning” (as explained
below) is selected and split into a small number (p) of buckets along one of
its dimensions. Thus, the selected bucket is removed, and its sub-blocks are
inserted as new buckets. The algorithm ends when the space needed to store
the histogram (that is both the boundaries of buckets and the sum values)
saturates the available amount of storage space.
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From the experiments in [73], it turns out that MHIST-2 (based on binary
partitions) provides the best results, therefore in the rest of this thesis we will
refer to MHIST-2 as MHIST.

The block to be partitioned is chosen as follows. First, the marginal dis-
tributions along every dimension are computed for each block. The marginal
distribution of a block b along the i-th dimension, denoted as margi(b), is
given by the “projection” of the internal data distribution of b on the i-th
dimension. That is, for a block b = 〈ρ1, . . . , ρn〉 the marginal distribution
along the first dimension is obtained by computing, for each x ∈ ρ1, the value
sum(〈x..x, ρ2, . . . , ρn〉). Likewise on the other dimensions.

Figure 2.4 shows marginal distributions for a two-dimensional block.

Fig. 2.4. Marginal distributions

Both MHIST and MinSkew adopt a greedy criterion based on marginal
distributions of blocks to choose and split the “most in need of partitioning”
bucket, at each step of the histogram construction.

In the construction of a MHIST histogram the so called MaxDiff criterion
is adopted: the block b to be split is the one which is characterized by a
marginal distribution (along any dimension i) which contains two adjacent
values ej , ej+1 with the largest difference w.r.t. every other pair of adjacent
values, in any other marginal distribution of any other block. b is split along
the dimension i by putting a boundary between ej and ej+1.

MinSkew adopts a different criterion to select the block to be split and
where to split it: it tries all possible splits along every dimension of every
block; for each split on a block, it evaluates how much the SSE of the marginal
distribution along the splitting dimension is reduced by the split. The block
b to be be split is the one where some split produces the maximum such
reduction (maximum w.r.t all tried splits on all blocks). The split yielding the
maximum reduction is then performed on b.

Indeed, instead of storing the actual boundaries of the buckets identified
by the partition scheme, both MHIST and MinSkew represent each bucket by
storing its Minimal Bounding Rectangle (MBR), that is its minimal (hyper-)
rectangular portion of the bucket containing all its non-null elements.
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This implies that MHIST and MinSkew histograms do not define a parti-
tion of the data domain in the strict sense, as some null regions can be possibly
covered by no bucket of the histogram.

MinSkew was originally introduced to deal with selectivity estimation in
spatial databases (where data distributions are two-dimensional). In this sce-
nario MinSkew first partitions the data domain according to a grid, and then
builds a histogram as though each cell of the grid represented a single point of
the data source. Moreover, it stores into each bucket some further aggregate
data which are useful for spatial selectivity estimation [5].

2.2.4 GENHIST

GENHIST histograms were proposed in [44] as selectivity estimators for range
queries on relations having real attributes. They do not define a partition
of the data domain, as they allow bucket overlapping. The idea underlying
GENHIST is to progressively locate regions of data which exhibit a non-
homogeneous distribution w.r.t. contiguous ones.

At each step, GENHIST algorithm constructs a grid based on a ξ-regular
partitioning of the multi-dimensional domain and chooses the cells of the grid
having average density larger than their neighbors (the average density of a
bucket being defined as the overall number of relational tuples in the bucket
over the volume of the bucket). The data distribution is made smoother by
randomly removing from each selected cell a number of tuples, so that the
density of remaining tuples in the cell is the same as the average density of
neighbor cells. Removed tuples are considered as belonging to a bucket whose
boundaries coincide with those of the corresponding cell.

The value of ξ defining the grid depends on the step of the algorithm. At
the first step, an input parameter is used, and at the following steps its value
is iteratively decreased, thus making the regular partitioning of data coarser:
at each step the grid divides the data domain into about half as many cells
as the previous iteration. This follows from the observation that the data
distribution processed at the i-th step of the algorithm is smoother than that
processed at previous steps, as high density peaks have been removed, thus
larger buckets suffice to approximate data in detail.

The main difference w.r.t. traditional histograms is that buckets returned
by GENHIST algorithm can overlap: buckets constructed at different steps
belong to different granularity grids, so they have different size and may over-
lap. Each bucket, in general, does not contain information on all the tuples
within the corresponding multi-dimensional range. tuples which lie in the in-
tersection of many buckets are counted in the average density of only one of
them: the bucket which contained the tuple during the iteration in which the
tuple was removed.

As in classical histograms, on a GENHIST histogram the selectivity of
range queries is estimated by assuming that within each bucket the data
density is uniform and equal to the average density stored in the bucket. But,
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as buckets represent “layers” of data, in the regions where two or more buckets
overlap, the approximate data density is assumed to be the sum of the average
data densities associated to all the overlapping buckets. Thus, the density of
a region, as described by the histogram, is, in general obtained by summing
different combinations of the stored densities. This feature is actually the
advantage of the possible bucket overlapping. In fact, the number of regions
described by different densities in the histogram can be actually larger than
the number of buckets.

2.2.5 ST-Histograms

ST-Histograms [2] (self-tuning histograms) have been proposed, in the context
of selectivity estimation, as a new incremental approach for histogram con-
struction, alternative to traditional static data partitioning. The main differ-
ence w.r.t classical histograms is that ST-histograms are built without looking
at the data distribution at all, but only “learning” it by exploiting feedback
from the query execution: an initial histogram which describes “roughly” the
frequency distribution is built and then progressively refined using informa-
tion about the actual selectivity of range-selection queries. This is possible in
the context of selectivity estimation, as histograms are used to provide prelim-
inary estimations of the query selectivities, which are then computed exactly
on the database. The actual query selectivities are available from the query
execution engine with no extra-cost; thus, the histogram construction is per-
formed incrementally, with very little overhead, by completely avoiding the
cost of data scanning (which is the main shortcoming of traditional techniques
for constructing multi-dimensional histograms). In more detail, ST-histograms
are built according to three steps: initialization, refinement and restructuring,
which work as follows:

1. Initialization: initially no query feedback is available, the only available
information is assumed to be the attribute domains and the total number
of tuples in the relation. The initial ST-histogram is built by regularly
partitioning the multi-dimensional domain according to a grid, and by
evenly dividing the total number of tuples among the equally-sized buck-
ets (this corresponds to assume attribute-independence and uniformity of
tuple distribution in the multi-dimensional domain).
Alternatively, the initial ST-histogram can be built by exploiting possible
pre-existing one-dimensional histograms on the attributes of the multi-
dimensional joint frequency distribution. In this case each dimension is
partitioned by following the bucket boundaries defined by the correspond-
ing one-dimensional histogram. The frequency associated to each resulting
bucket is computed from the frequencies associated to the corresponding
one-dimensional buckets by assuming independence among attributes.

2. Refinement : unlike traditional histograms, in ST-histograms frequencies
associated to buckets in general do not represent exactly the number of
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tuples whose attribute values fall in the bucket range. Thus, every time
a query is issued, the frequency value associated to the buckets of the
ST-histogram overlapped by the query range is adjusted by exploiting
the query result feedback. In particular, the absolute estimation error
is computed as the difference between the actual query selectivity and
the approximate selectivity evaluated on the ST-histogram. The “blame”
for this error is distributed among the buckets involved by the query
in proportion to their contribution to the query estimate. Each bucket
frequency is then updated by summing to it the (signed) error portion it
has been assigned (adjusted by a dumping factor to avoid oversensitive
histograms).

3. Restructuring : bucket boundaries of the ST-histogram are periodically re-
structured in order to avoid buckets containing very skewed frequency
values. Restructuring basically consists in “moving” some grid splits from
smoother regions to more skewed regions of the frequency distribution.
In particular, during the restructuring process the current grid partition
is analyzed one dimension at a time. Each dimension corresponds to an
attribute domain which is partitioned by the grid into a sequence of con-
secutive intervals; each interval is associated a (n− 1)-dimensional “slice”
of the frequency distribution. On each dimension a greedy strategy is
adopted to locate runs of consecutive slices where corresponding buck-
ets have “small” frequency differences. Slices in the same run are merged
by merging corresponding buckets in them (by removing the grid splits
which separate the slices in the same run). The buckets thus released are
reinvested to perform new splits on the same dimension. In particular,
the slices to be split are chosen as the ones having the highest marginal
frequency on the current dimension (an input parameter is adopted to fix
the percentage of slices to be split in any dimension). The number of splits
removed in the merging process (on the same dimension) are distributed
among the slices to be split in proportion to their marginal frequency.
Each of these slices is then evenly partitioned on the current dimension
by the number of assigned splits.

Histograms built without any direct knowledge of the overall frequency
distribution are expected to provide less accurate estimates w.r.t traditional
approaches; in fact, experimental results in [2] show that estimation perfor-
mances of ST-histograms are comparable to those of MHIST-p only for data
distributions without high skew.

2.2.6 STHoles

Also STHoles [15] histograms follow a query-oriented approach, as they are
built incrementally, without examining the data set, but rather by using query
result feedback to refine bucket definition. The main difference w.r.t. the idea
underlying ST-histograms is the adoption of a new data partitioning scheme
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which is far more flexible than grid partitioning and allows bucket nesting.
This partitioning structure, as it will be discussed later, is particularly suited
to allow histogram refinement by exploiting query result feedback.

In a STHoles histogram buckets are organized according to a tree structure.
Each bucket b has a rectangular bounding box, but its actual region is not
necessarily rectangular, as it may contain disjoint rectangular holes. Each of
these rectangular holes is the bounding box of some other histogram bucket,
nested in b and considered as a child of b. A frequency value is associated to
each bucket, representing the number of tuples contained in the actual bucket
region (which is obtained by excluding the regions covered by the holes of b
from the region enclosed in b’s bounding box).

The initial STHoles histogram can be either the empty histogram, or a pre-
existing histogram, or a histogram consisting of one bucket (the root bucket
associated to the whole multi-dimensional domain), if the overall number of
tuples in the relation is available.

Then, each time a range selection query q is issued on the database, both
the frequencies and the layout of the histogram buckets are refined as fol-
lows: if q exceeds the bounding box of the root bucket (or the histogram is
currently empty) the root bucket is expanded (or created) so as to include q.
Then the query execution is intercepted and, for each bucket bi of the current
histogram, the exact number of tuples contained into q

⋂
bi (if not empty) is

computed. Intuitively, this is a more precise information about the frequency
distribution inside the bucket bi, it says that a known portion of the total
frequency associated to bi is concentrated in the narrower region q

⋂
bi. The

general idea is to pull out this region from bi by building a new bucket bn,
nested as a hole of bi, and recording the number of tuples inside q

⋂
bi.

Indeed, the region q
⋂

bi has not necessarily a rectangular shape, as it can
partially overlap holes of bi; thus, the candidature of bn as a hole of bi is
not straightforward. The solution is to shrink the region q

⋂
bi along some of

its dimensions as much as needed to exclude from it any possible partially
overlapping hole of bi. The resulting shrunk region, which will be referred to
as c, has obviously rectangular shape and does not overlap partially any child
of bi (it may possibly include completely some of them). The number of tuples
Tc contained in c is estimated from the known number of tuples inside q

⋂
bi,

by assuming uniformity.
Then a new bucket bn is built having bounding box c and recording the

number of tuples Tc; Tc is also subtracted from the frequency of bi. The
histogram structure is modified accordingly; that is bn is inserted as a child of
bi and all bi’s children completely contained inside bn are moved as children
of bn (a few special cases of bucket insertion are handled differently in order
to avoid space wasting).

Adding new buckets may make the histogram exceed the fixed storage
space bound; when this is the case, some of the existing buckets are merged,
so that some storage space is released. In order to choose the buckets to be
merged, a penalty value is associated to each pair of buckets in the current
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histogram. The penalty associated to the pair of buckets <b1, b2 > measures
the reduction of the histogram estimation accuracy occurring when merging
b1 and b2.

When storage space has to be released, the least-penalty pair of buckets
is chosen and merged in a single bucket. In particular, two kinds of possible
merging are considered: parent-child merging, where a parent bucket is merged
with one of its child buckets, and sibling-sibling, merging where two sibling
buckets are merged, possibly including part of the parent volume.

Experiments presented in [15], show that STHoles histograms are com-
petitive with the best multi-dimensional histogramming techniques for low
dimensionalities. However the estimation errors of STHoles on queries explor-
ing unseen regions cannot be avoided. In fact, a limitation of STHoles, as
well as self-tuning histograms in general, is the fact that histogram accuracy
strongly depends on the query workload, as the query results provide the only
available views of the actual frequency distribution.

Nevertheless query-aware histograms can be a valid alternative to tradi-
tional ones in some application contexts. In fact, in some scenarios queries
are posed on remote data sources which may not be accessible by the query
optimizer, so that query results are the only information on the original data
which can be exploited to build useful statistics. In other contexts data is
very frequently updated, and updates involve huge portions of the database
relations. Traditional histograms are not suited to describe such data, as they
are basically static and need to be rebuilt from scratch when data changes.
On the contrary query-aware histograms are intrinsically dynamic: when data
is updated, as queries are issued, more and more information on the updated
distribution is available, and the histogram is progressively changed accord-
ingly.

2.3 Wavelets

Other approaches to the problem of summarizing multi-dimensional data are
the wavelet-based ones. Wavelets [77] are mathematical transformations which
define a hierarchical decomposition of functions (representing signals or data
distributions) into a set of coefficients. They were originally used in different
research and application contexts, like image and signal processing [53, 77,
77, 67]. Recent studies have shown the applicability of wavelets to selectivity
estimation [64, 31], as well as to the approximation of both range queries [80,
81], and “general” queries [18] (using join operators) over multi-dimensional
data distributions.

The summarized representation of a data distribution is obtained in two
steps. The first step consists in applying a wavelet transformation to the data
distribution, thus generating N wavelet coefficients (the value of N depends
both on the size of the data and on the particular type of wavelet transform
used).
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Techniques such as the one presented in [81] apply the wavelet transform
directly on the source data (the approach is mainly oriented at the I/O ef-
ficiency of the summarization process), whereas the technique described in
[80] performs a pre-computation step: first, it generates an array storing all
the partial sums of the source data, then it replaces each of its cells with its
natural logarithm (it has been shown that the combination of the logarithm
transformation with the approximation technique generally reduces the rela-
tive estimation error). Then, the wavelet transform is applied to this array.

After the application of the wavelet transform, no summarization is ob-
tained (the number of wavelet coefficients is the same as the number of data
items in the examined distribution), and no approximation is introduced, as
the original data distribution can be reconstructed exactly applying the in-
verse of the wavelet transform to the sequence of coefficients.

The second step introduces summarization: among the N wavelet coef-
ficients, only the m << N most “significant” ones are selected and stored,
whereas the others are “thrown away”, and their value is implicitly set to 0.
For each selected coefficient, two numbers are stored: its value and its posi-
tion. Thus, denoting the amount of available storage space as B, the number
of coefficients which can be stored is given by: �B/2�. The set of retained
coefficients defines the summarized representation, called wavelet synopsis.

Issuing a query on the wavelet synopsis of the data set essentially corre-
sponds to applying the inverse wavelet transform to the stored coefficients,
and then aggregating the reconstructed (approximate) data values.

Several approaches to the problem of selecting the most effective m wavelet
coefficients for approximating the original data set have been proposed in the
literature. The simplest one consists in a thresholding method [80, 81]: the m
retained coefficients are those with the largest absolute value. This criterion
minimizes the overall root-mean-squared error in the data summarization,
but cannot provide guarantees on the error of individual approximate query
answers. In [31] the authors prove that unpredictable and widely varying errors
arise in evaluating approximate query answers on the synopsis obtained using
this thresholding method.

Different techniques for choosing an “effective” subset of wavelet coef-
ficients based on a probabilistic framework are described in [39, 32]. The
proposed probabilistic thresholding schemes assign each coefficient the prob-
ability of being retained according to its importance to the reconstruction of
individual data values, and flips coins to select the synopsis. This technique
provides quality guarantees on the error of individual queries. It minimizes
the maximum relative error of the answers to all possible queries asking for
single data values.

Other approaches are based on a more complex deterministic thresholding
method [33] with the objective of optimizing relative or absolute maximum-
error metrics, and providing error guarantees.
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2.4 Sampling

Sampling-based summarization techniques represent data distributions by
means of a set of random samples (called sample synopsis) whose size is
smaller than the size of the original data. Off-line sampling pre-computes
a sample synopsis which is updated when changes occur in the original data;
queries are directly evaluated over the pre-computed samples [4, 34, 35].

On the contrary on-line sampling evaluates queries on a set of samples
which are extracted at run-time among the set of all tuples which give con-
tribution to the exact answers [45, 47].

The latter approach can be used for computing progressive answers to a
query. That is, the collection of samples which are accessed for estimating the
query answer can be iteratively enlarged (adding at least another sample),
until the estimated error is “small” enough. Therefore, the answer to a query
can be continuously refined.

The main advantage of the former approach (evaluating every query on the
same pre-computed synopsis) is the response time, since the other technique
could require several disk accesses to retrieve the samples which will be used
for evaluating the answer. The latter approach has the obvious advantage that
it can gauge the approximation of each query.

In [4] a technique for evaluating join operations using a pre-computed
sample synopsis is also introduced. It is based on the idea of pre-computing
samples of a small set of distinguished joins and storing them in the syn-
opsis. This method works well only for queries with foreign-key joins which
are known beforehand, and does not support arbitrary join queries over any
schema.
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A Quad-tree-based Approach for Summarizing
Two-dimensional Data

In this chapter we propose a new summarization technique specifically de-
signed for two-dimensional data. It is based on a quad-tree data partitioning
combined with the use of indices, i.e. compact structures providing a very suc-
cinct description of portions of the original data. Experimental results show
that the technique yields approximation errors much smaller than other gen-
eral methods intended to work for any-dimensionality data (such as several
types of multi-dimensional histogram and wavelets).

3.1 Introduction

Among the existing summarization techniques, histogram-based ones turned
out to be very effective in providing accurate estimates of range queries on
one-dimensional data, and have been successfully applied in this context. On
the contrary, estimation performances of state-of-the-art histograms for sum-
marizing multi-dimensional data are rather poor. Also the estimation accuracy
provided by other approaches, such as wavelet based ones, is far from being
satisfactory in the multi-dimensional scenario.

In this chapter we design an ad-hoc summarization technique, specifically
tailored on two-dimensional data. In fact, rather than searching for a general
method which scales up to any dimension of data, we expect that, by exploit-
ing the distinctive characteristics of restricted application domains, higher
accuracy can be achieved. Following this direction, we consider specifically
two-dimensional data, which are of particular interest in a number of appli-
cations:
1. selectivity estimation in spatial databases [5, 62]: this problem consists in
evaluating the number of objects (triangles, rectangles, etc.) which intersect a
query rectangle in a 2-D space. The 2-D space can be approximated as a two-
dimensional histogram whose buckets are associated to the spatial density of
the corresponding regions, i.e. the number of objects which overlap the range;
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2. evaluation of direction queries [79]: it can be shown that estimating the
number of objects which are related by some direction relation (north, north-
west, etc.) to another object can be translated into evaluating 2-D range
queries. The opportunity of issuing the query on summary data arises from
the fact that the amount of data is often huge, and thus it would be unfeasible
to get an exact answer accessing the original tuples;
3. querying sensor databases: As we will discuss in Chap. 6, data generated by
a set of linearly ordered sources (sensors) can be represented in a 2-D fashion,
where one dimension is associated to the sources and the other one to the
generation time. The need to aggregate information arises from the fact that
sensors produce data which cannot be stored in detail, as they consist of a
continuous and “infinite” flow of readings.

Our approach for summarizing two-dimensional data is closely related to
histograms: the data distribution is partitioned into buckets, by adopting a
quad-tree based hierarchical partition scheme (i.e. by recursively splitting
blocks of data into four equally-sized sub-blocks), and aggregate informa-
tion is stored for each block. Intra-bucket estimation is further enhanced by
storing, in addition, some very compactly encoded description of the actual
data distribution inside buckets (called index, and specifically designed for
two-dimensional data).

The chapter is organized as follows. We first provide a formal definition of
the problem of summarizing two-dimensional data distributions. In particular,
we present the quad-tree based partition schema and introduce the notion of
Quad-Tree Summary (QTS), the summary structure obtained by applying our
partition schema on a given data distribution. We adopt the well known SSE
metric for measuring the effectiveness of a QTS w.r.t. the issue of estimating
range queries accurately, and discuss the problem of finding the optimal QTS
w.r.t. this metric (called V-Optimal Quad-Tree Summary). We then present a
polynomial time solution for finding the V-Optimal quad-tree summary. The
resulting cost function is O(B · n2 · log n) where B is the available storage
space for the summary structure, and n2 is the size of the two-dimensional
array. As n is in general very high, we cannot afford such a cost, therefore we
present a greedy algorithm with cost O(B · logB) for computing a sub-optimal
solution, which can be effectively run also on very large two-dimensional data
sets (as B is much smaller than n2).

Finally, we enhance the estimation accuracy of the proposed greedy algo-
rithm by introducing indices for describing the data distribution inside buck-
ets. In fact, in order to achieve a better estimation of range queries over aggre-
gate data, instead of finding a solution closer to the optimal one, we improve
the estimation accuracy inside each block: linear interpolation is replaced with
a more accurate technique by exploiting the low-resolution representation of
intra-bucket data distribution provided by indices. The experiments we have
carried out over a large number of syntectic two-dimensional data sets show
that our greedy algorithm combined with indices exhibits much better perfor-
mances than state of the art “general purpose” approaches.
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3.2 Summarizing Two-dimensional Data: the Problem

In this section we present our quad-tree based partition schema for summariz-
ing two-dimensional data distributions, and introduce the notion of Quad-Tree
Summary (QTS) (the summary structure obtained applying our partition
schema on a given data distribution). We adopt a well known metric (the
SSE) for measuring the effectiveness of a QTS w.r.t. the issue of estimating
range queries accurately, and discuss the problem of finding the optimal QTS
(called V-Optimal Quad-Tree Summary) w.r.t. this metric.

The basic idea underlying the choice of a simple hierarchical schema for
partitioning the array of data arises from the following remarks. The main
drawbacks limiting the effectiveness of any approach producing an arbitrary
partition (i.e. with no constraints on where the boundaries of the blocks can
be placed) are related to the amount of space required to store the partition
itself. In fact, the advantage of these approaches is that they can derive a very
“good” partition avoiding that large differences of values occur in each block
of the partition. But, as the space bound is generally “small”, this advantage
is often deleted by the cost of representing the structure of the summarized
data (i.e. the boundaries of the blocks), so that only partitions consisting of
a few blocks can be stored.

A way for solving the above problem consists in finding partitions whose
representation can be done compactly. A naive solution consists in dividing
each dimension into equally sized ranges (equi-range partition). In this way,
no additional information has to be stored for representing the partition it-
self, and thus partitions consisting of much more blocks (w.r.t. the arbitrary
approach) are obtained. Unfortunately, blocks produced using this technique
do not fit any requirement about the variance of contained values, since the
partition technique is done “blindly”.

Our partition technique is neither too blind nor too arbitrary: it fits the
actual distribution of data (defining finer-grain blocks where data is more
skewed) and, at the same time, it needs not use a large amount of space for
storing the partitioning structure.

3.2.1 Quad-Tree Partition

We are given a two-dimensional data distribution D which will be viewed as
a two-dimensional array of size n × n.
Given a range ρi on the dimension i of D, we denote by lh(ρi) (left half) the
range [lb(ρi)..�(lb(ρi) + ub(ρi))/2�] on i, and by rh(ρi) (right half) the range
[�(lb(ρi) + ub(ρi))/2� + 1..ub(ρi)].
Given two ranges ρ1, ρ2 defining the block b = 〈ρ1, ρ2〉 of D, a quad-split block
of b is any block 〈ρ′1, ρ′2〉 such that ρ′i is either lh(ρi) or rh(ρi), for i = 1, 2.
Observe that, for a given block b of D, there are 4 different quad-split blocks;
each of these correspond to one of quadrants of b.
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Given a block b = 〈ρ1, ρ2〉 of D, we denote by Q(b) the 4-tuple 〈b1, b2, b3, b4〉
such that b1 = 〈lh(ρ1), rh(ρ2)〉, b2 = 〈rh(ρ1), rh(ρ2)〉, b3 = 〈lh(ρ1), lh(ρ2)〉,
and b4 = 〈rh(ρ1), lh(ρ2)〉. Q(b) is said the quad-split partition of b. Often, with
a little abuse of notation we refer to Q(b) as a set. Informally, the quad-split
partition of b contains the four quadrants of b.

Given a 4−ary tree T , we denote by Nodes(T ) the set of nodes of T ,
by Root(T ) the singleton containing the root of T , Leaves(T ) the set of leaf
nodes of T . We define Der(T ) as the set of nodes of T {p ∈ Nodes(T ) | ∃q ∈
Nodes(T )∧p is the right-most child node of q}.

A quad-tree partition QTP (D) of D is a 4−ary tree whose nodes are
blocks of D such that: 1) Root(QTP (D)) = 〈1..n, 1..n〉, 2) for each q ∈
Nodes (QTP (D)) \ Leaves(QTP (D)) the tuple of children of q coincides
with its quad-split partition Q(q), and 3) for each q ∈ Nodes (QTP (D)) \
Leaves(QTP (D)) it holds that sum(q) 
= 0.
Given a quad-tree partition P , we denote the set {p ∈ Leaves(P ) | sum(p) =
0} by Null(P ) . From condition 3 in the definition of quad-tree partition, it
follows that Null(P ) contains all the nodes with sum zero, as there cannot
exist any internal node whose sum is zero. Moreover, we denote by Store(P )
the set Nodes(P ) \ {Der(P )

⋃
Null(P )}.

3.2.2 Quad-Tree Summary

A quad-tree summary QTS(D) of D is a pair 〈P, S〉 where P is a quad-tree
partition of D and S is the set of pairs 〈p, sum(p)〉 where p ∈ Store(P ). That
is, each pair in S denotes a range of D (belonging to Store(P )) and the value of
the corresponding sum. Informally, Store(P ) represents the set of nodes whose
sum must be necessarily stored, whereas Der(P ) contains the nodes whose
sum can be evaluated using the sums of nodes in Store(P ). More precisely,
for each node q in Der(P ), sum(q) = sum(p) − ∑

u∈Children(p)\{q} sum(u),
where p is the parent node of q and Children(p) represents the set of child
nodes of p. That is, the sum of a node q which is the right-most child of a
node p can be evaluated by summing the values of the three siblings of q, and
subtracting this sum from the value of p.

Given a quad-tree summary QTS = 〈P, S〉 of D, P is said the partition-
tree of QTS, and we denote it by Part(QTS); S is said the content set of
QTS and we denote it by Cont(QTS). A node b of P is said a terminal block
if b ∈ Leaves(P ), a non-terminal block otherwise.

With a little abuse of notation, throughout the rest of the chapter we will
adopt the shortcuts Root(QTS), Nodes(QTS), Leaves(QTS), Store(QTS),
Null(QTS) denoting respectively: Root(Part(QTS)), Nodes(Part(QTS)),
Leaves(Part(QTS)), Store(Part(QTS)) and Null(Part(QTS)).

In Fig. 3.1 a graphical representation of a quad-tree summary is reported.
White nodes are those of the set Der(P ). In the same figure we have also
depicted the graphical representation of the partition P .
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Fig. 3.1. A quad-tree based partition

The storage space for a quad-tree summary QTS = 〈P, S〉 is the space
taken by the representations of P and S. P can be represented by a string
of bits: each pair of bits is associated to a node of P and indicates whether
the node is a leaf or not (i.e. whether the block corresponding to the node
is split or not) and, if it is a leaf, whether it is null or not. In particular: (1)
〈0, 0〉 means non null terminal node, (2) 〈0, 1〉 means null terminal node, (3)
〈1, 1〉 means split node (i.e. non terminal node). Observe that it remains one
available configuration (i.e., 〈1, 0〉) which will be used in Sect. 3.4.2. Clearly,
in case (2), the sum of the block is not kept, thus saving 32 bits. Therefore,
the string representing the partition Part(QTS) contains 2 · |Nodes(QTS)|
bits.

The storage space needed for representing S is the space occupied by the
set {si|∃pi ∈ Store(P ) ∧ 〈pi, si〉 ∈ S}. Therefore, S can be efficiently stored
by means of an array of size |Store(P )| · 32 bits, whose elements are the sums
calculated inside each block in Store(P ). The order in which the sums are
stored in this array expresses their connection to the blocks in Store(P ).

Figure 3.2 reports the strings representing the sums and the structure
of the quad-tree of Fig. 3.1. Thus, the overall storage space for a quad-tree
summary QTS is size(QTS) = 2 · |Nodes(QTS)|+ |Store(QTS)| · 32. Often,
throughout the chapter, we refer to QTS(D) also as the summarized repre-
sentation of the array D.

3.2.3 Estimating Range Queries on a Quad-tree Summary

We focus our attention on sum range queries. Let r be the range of the query.
The estimate is computed by visiting the quad-tree underlying the QTS start-
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Fig. 3.2. Quad-tree structure encodement

ing from its root (which corresponds to the whole data array). When a node
is being visited, three cases may occur:
1. the range corresponding to the node is external to r: the node gives no
contribution to the estimate;
2. the range corresponding to the node is entirely contained into r: the contri-
bution of the node is given by its sum;
3. the range corresponding to the node partially overlaps r: if the node is a
leaf, linear interpolation is performed for evaluating which portion of the sum
associated to the node lies onto r. Otherwise, the contribution of the node is
the sum of the contributions of its children, which are recursively evaluated.

The crucial issue is how to build QTS(D) in order to maintain satisfactory
accuracy in (range) query estimation. This is the matter of the next section.

3.2.4 V-Optimal Quad-Tree Summary

Let B be the available storage space for representing the quad-tree sum-
mary of D. The value of B defines the set of all the quad-tree summaries
QTS(D) such that size(QTS(D)) ≤ B. Among this set we could choose
the best partitioned array w.r.t. some metrics. The metrics certainly has
to be related to the approximation error, but a number of possible ways
to measure the error of a summarized representation of a data distribution
can be adopted. Following a well-accepted approach in literature, we mea-
sure the “goodness” of the summarized representation of a data distribu-
tion by using its SSE. We extend the definition of SSE of a histogram (Sect.
2.2.2) to our summary structure. Formally, given a quad-tree summary QTS:
SSE(QTS(D)) =

∑
qi∈Leaves(QTS) SSE(qi), where, given a terminal block

qi, we recall that: SSE(qi) =
∑

j∈qi
(D[j] − avg(qi))2, Clearly, the smaller

SSE(QTS(D)), the “better” the representation provided by QTS(D), in
terms of accuracy. We extend to QTSs the definition of V-Optimality in-
troduced for general multi-dimensional histograms:

Definition 3.1. Given a two-dimensional data distribution D, and a storage
space bound B we call V-Optimal Quad-Tree Summary on D (for the space
bound B) a Quad-Tree Summary QTS∗(D) such that, size(QTS∗(D)) ≤ B
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and SSE(QTS∗(D)) = minH∈Q{SSE(H))}, where Q is the set of all Quad-
Tree Summaries on D with space bound B.

3.3 Summarizing Two-dimensional Data: Exact
and Greedy Solutions

In this section we address the problem of finding the optimal quad-tree sum-
mary w.r.t. the SSE metric (V-Optimal QTS). We study the complexity of
computing the optimal solution, drawing the conclusion that it is unfeasible
on large data distributions. Therefore, we propose a greedy algorithm finding
a sub-optimal solution efficiently. We remark that all the complexity results
which are provided in this section and in the following one are given under the
assumption that, for any block p of a partition, the time complexity of evalu-
ating sum(p) as well as SSE(p) is constant. In other words we are assuming
to pre-compute and keep enough information to derive the sum and the SSE
of each block of a partition. For instance, given the array of partial sums F of
size n × n such that F [i, j] = sum(〈1..i, 1..j〉), the sums of the elements of a
block of any size can be computed accessing 4 elements of F (see Sect. 4.3.2
and [52] for more details).

Theorem 3.2. Given a two-dimensional data distribution D of size O(n2), a
V-Optimal Quad-Tree Summary QTS∗(D) with space bound B can be com-
puted in time O(B · n2 · log n).

Proof. (Sketch) Finding the V-Optimal QTS can be reduced to a particular
instance of CSP (Constrained Shortest Path [84]). In more detail, if we con-
struct a complete quad-tree whose leaves correspond to the single elements of
D, we can define a s− t graph having the nodes of this complete quad-tree as
vertices (besides the source and destination vertices). The edges of the graph
are established in a way such that all the paths from s to t correspond to the
borders of all the possible quad-trees partitioning the data array. Moreover,
each vertex of the graph is weighted by either a cost and a resource consump-
tion. The cost of a vertex represents the SSE of the corresponding block of
D, whereas the resource consumption of a vertex represents its contribution
to the storage consumption of each QTS having this vertex as a leaf node.

Intuitively enough, the problem of finding the V-Optimal QTS turns into
the problem of finding the minimum cost path from s to t having an overall
resource consumption bounded by B (the CSP problem). The CSP problem
can be solved in O(m · B), where m is the number of edges of the graph. It
can be easily shown that our s − t graph has m = O(n2log n). �

In theory the algorithm could work in exponential time, as B is not
bounded. In practice B = O(n2) since the size of the summarized array (i.e B)
must be much less than the size of the original one (i.e. 32 ·n2, assuming that
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each value of the array is represented using 32 bits). Therefore, from Theo-
rem 3.2 we have that a V-Optimal Quad-Tree Summary can be computed in
polynomial time.

Remark . We recall that finding an arbitrary partition (i.e. with no constraints
on its structure) minimizing SSE is a NP-Hard problem, as shown in [66] (see
Sect. 2.2.2). Our problem is tractable because of the restrictions on the type of
partition underlying the summary. Optimization problems on quad-tree par-
titions, similar to ours, have been studied in the context of motion estimation
for video compression. The main difference w.r.t. our optimization problem is
the resource bound given on the allowed partitions. In particular, the problem
of finding the optimal quad-tree partition w.r.t. a large class of metrics (in-
cluding SSE) with a bound on the number of leaves has been studied in [63],
and an algorithm working in time O(n4 · logn) has been proposed. However
the problem addressed in the latter work is even simpler than ours, since our
bound is more “general”. That is, our bound on the space available to repre-
sent the QTS could be reduced to a bound on the number of leaves only if we
were guaranteed that the partition did not identify any null block. Moreover,
our approach can work better than O(n4 · log n), as B is often much smaller
than 32 ·n2. We point out that the problem of minimizing the SSE is tractable
even with less restricted types of partition, such as binary hierarchical par-
titions (i.e. hierarchical partitions corresponding to binary trees which are
not constrained to split blocks into equal sub-blocks). The problem of find-
ing the binary hierarchical partition which minimizes SSE has been shown
to be polynomial in [66], but its bound (i.e. O(B2 · n5)) is even greater than
ours. Indeed, the problem investigated in the latter work is rather different
from ours, as the hierarchical partition is not constrained to split blocks into
equal sub-blocks; moreover, the issue of re-investing the storage space saved
by efficiently representing null blocks is not addressed.

Nevertheless, for large data distributions, the bound O(B · n2 · log n) makes
finding the optimal solution too inefficient. In order to reach the goal of min-
imizing the SSE, in favor of simplicity and speed, we propose a greedy ap-
proach, accepting the possibility of obtaining a sub-optimal solution. Our
approach works as follows. It starts from the quad-tree summary whose par-
tition tree has a unique node (corresponding to the whole D) and, at each
step, selects a leaf of the quad-tree (according to some greedy criterion) and
applies the quad-split partition to it. Every time a new split is produced, 4
new born nodes are added to the quad-tree. If any of such nodes corresponds
to a block with sum zero, we save the 32 bits used to represent the sum of its
elements. Anyway, recall that only 3 of the 4 nodes have to be represented,
since the sum of the remaining node can be derived by difference, by using
the parent node. A number of possible greedy criteria for choosing the block
which is the most in need of partitioning can be adopted. For instance, we can
choose the block with maximum SSE, or the block whose split produces the
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maximum global SSE reduction, or the block with maximum sum, and so on.
However, after comparing all the above mentioned greedy criteria by means
of experiments, we have chosen to use the greedy criterion of the maximum
SSE.
The resulting algorithm is the following:

Greedy Algorithm 1
Let B be the storage space available for the summary.

begin
Q := 〈 P0, {〈〈1..n, 1..n〉, sum(〈1..n, 1..n〉)〉} 〉;
B := B − 32 − 2;
// 32 bits are spent for the sum of the whole array;
// 2 bits are spent for recording the structure of the partition;
while (B > 0)

Select a node p in Leaves(Q) such that:
SSE(p) = maxq∈Leaves(Q){SSE(q)};

Let Q+(p) be the set of nodes obtained by splitting p and
selecting its non null children except the right-most one;
B := B − |Q+(p)| · 32 − 4 · 2;
if (B ≥ 0)

Q := 〈 Split(Part(Q), p) ,
Cont(Q) ∪�r∈Q+(p){〈r, sum(r)〉 } 〉;

// Q is modified according to the split of p;
end if

end while
return Q;

end

Therein: (i) P0 is the partition tree containing only one node (corresponding
to the whole array), and (ii) the function Split takes as arguments a partition
tree Pi and a leaf node l of Pi, and returns the partition tree obtained from
Pi by inserting Q(l) (i.e., the quad-split partition of l) as children nodes of l.

Theorem 3.3. Given a two-dimensional data distribution D of size O(n2), a
space bound B = O(n2), Greedy Algorithm 1 computes a Quad-tree Summary
QTS(D) with space bound B in time O(B · logB).

3.4 Improving the Greedy Solution using Indices

In this section we propose a technique for improving the estimation accuracy
of the QTS returned by Greedy Algorithm 1. This is done by storing, beside
the overall sum of the elements occurring in each block, further information
helping us in reconstructing range queries inside the blocks. The use of this
further information, in general, allows us to get a more accurate estimate than
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that provided by linear interpolation, as, after partitioning the array of data,
we are not guaranteed that blocks contain so uniform data distributions that
CVA can be effectively applied. This information is encoded into a 64-bits
compact structure (called index ), and consists of an approximate description
of the actual data distribution contained in a block. That is, instead of trying
to improve the “quality” of the partition w.r.t. the optimal one, we concentrate
on improving intra-block estimation, replacing linear interpolation with a a
more accurate technique.

In the following, we first define the structure of indices and describe how
they can be used for estimating range queries inside blocks. Then we show
how to embed indices in a QTS, thus obtaining a new summary structure
called Indexed Quad-Tree Summary (IQTS). Finally, we provide an efficient
greedy algorithm producing an IQTS and analyze its complexity.

3.4.1 Indexing Two-dimensional Data Blocks

Experience acquired in [10, 13] for one-dimensional histograms inspired us
in storing approximate sums of internal sub-blocks of a given block b in an
hierarchical fashion, by means of a quad-tree partition with a fixed depth.

We define three index types with different organization of sub-blocks, so
that we may select the index which better approximates data distribution
inside a block: (1) 2/3LT-index, which is suitable for distributions with no
strong asymmetry, (2) 2/4LT-index, which is oriented to biased distributions,
(3) 2/p(eak)LT-index which is designed for capturing distributions having a
few high density peaks. The three types of index use the same amount of
storage space, 64 bits, and are next described in detail.

2/3LT-index

The block is partitioned into 4 sub-blocks (its quadrants) which in turn are
further divided into other 4 sub-sub-blocks. The aggregation leads to the bal-
anced tree index with 3 levels of Fig. 3.3 where nodes correspond to sub-blocks
of the block Q of the figure. The node at level 1 (i.e. corresponding to the
sum of the entire block) is explicitly represented by 32 bits (with no approxi-
mation). As for the other levels, the simplest approach would be to store the
sums corresponding to the grey nodes of the index, whereas the other sums
can be derived by difference, using the parent node. We instead use a different
storing scheme. At level 2, we keep only approximated sums of regions AQ,
BQ and CQ, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

From the sums of AQ, BQ and CQ, we can derive sums corresponding to
all the nodes of the level 2 of the index:
sum(Q1)=sum(CQ)
sum(Q2)=sum(AQ) − sum(CQ)
sum(Q3)=sum(BQ) − sum(CQ)
sum(Q4)=sum(Q)−sum(AQ)−sum(BQ)+sum(CQ)
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Fig. 3.3. 2/3LT-index

Fig. 3.4. AQ, BQ, CQ regions inside a block

We adopt the same storage scheme at level 3. Thus, for the sub-block Qi

(for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4), we keep the sums of AQi
, BQi

and CQi
, respectively. An

example of index for a block with sum 50 is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5. Building a 2/3LT-index
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The figure also indicates the number of bits used for each sub-block
sum. The overall storage space of 64 bits is used as follows. For the re-
gion AQ we use a string of 6 bits, denoted by Lsum(AQ), which represents
the sum of AQ as a fraction of the sum of Q. More precisely, Lsum(AQ) =

round
(

sum(AQ)
sum(Q) · (26−1)

)
. The approximate value sum(AQ) of sum(AQ) can

be obtained from Lsum(AQ) as
Lsum(AQ)

26−1 · sum(Q). We do the same for the re-
gion BQ, as the two regions have the same size and we thus expect, on the
average, that they contain sums of the same magnitude. For the region CQ

we decrease by 1 the number of employed bits, and exploit them for repre-
senting the sum of CQ as a fraction of the minimum between the sum of
AQ and the sum of BQ — let ABQ be this minimum. The 5-bit string as-

sociated to CQ thus contains Lsum(CQ) = round
(

sum(CQ)
sum(ABQ) · (25−1)

)
, and

consequently the approximate value sum(CQ) of sum(CQ) can be computed

as
Lsum(CQ)

25−1 · sum(ABQ). The reduction of 1 bit (w.r.t. AQ and BQ) for rep-
resenting the sum of CQ is justified by the observation that the size of CQ is
in the average half of that of AQ and BQ) and then we expect a sum in CQ

that is half of their sums. For the lowest level, we use 4 bits for AQi
and BQi

,
and 3 bits for CQi

(for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4) – see Fig. 3.5.
In sum, the final storage space balance is 6+6+5+4 ·(4+4+3) = 61 bits.

Observe that (some of) the 3 remaining bits to two words will result useful
for identifying the type of index being used — this issue will be detailed later
on.

2/4LT-index

This index is unbalanced, and tries to capture “heterogeneous” data distrib-
utions. A 2/4LT-index is built as follows. First the block is partitioned into
four quadrants. Then, the two quadrants containing the most skewed data
distributions are further split. In particular, the more skewed quadrant is
split into 16 equally sized portions, and the other one into four quadrants.
For instance, the index in Fig. 3.6 describes a block where the region Q1

contains a very skewed data distribution, the region Q4 is less skewed than
Q1, whereas the regions Q2 and Q3 contain quite uniform distributions. Ob-

serve that, for a given block, there are 2 ·
(

4
2

)
possible different kinds of

2/4LT-indices (depending on which pair of quadrants is chosen to assign reso-
lution 4 and 3, respectively). Thus, we need 4 bits to identify one 2/4LT-index
among all possible ones. The overall storage space required for a 2/4LT-index
is 6 + 6 + 5 + 2 · (4 + 4 + 3) + 4 · (2 + 2 + 1) = 59 bits. Thus, with 4 of
the 5 remaining bits we identify the kind of 2/4LT-index. We will see in the
following that the remaining bit is enough to identify 2/4LT-index among the
other ones (i.e. 2/3LT-index and 2/pLT-index).
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Fig. 3.6. The structure of a 2/4LT-index

2/pLT-index

This index is designed to capture the case of a few density peaks concentrated
in a quadrant of the block Q to which the index is applied. In particular,
the 2/pLT-index has levels 1 and 2 as the 2/3LT-index. Moreover, the node
of the level 2 corresponding to the quadrant with maximum SSE, say Qi, is
associated with 43 bits recording the sum of 5 sub-blocks of the quadrant Qi.
Such 5 sub-blocks are the 5 sub-blocks with highest sum among all sub-blocks
obtained from Qi by dividing its sides into 8 equi-size ranges. The 5 sub-blocks
are identified by 5 pairs of 3-bit coordinates (each pair, consisting of 6 bit,
identifies one sub-block among the 64 possible ones). Each of the 3 highest
sums is represented by 3 bits, whereas each of the other 2 sums is represented
by 2 bits. Therefore, we have 5 · 6 = 30 bits for representing the coordinates
and 3 · 3 + 2 · 2 = 13 bits for the sums. Thus, the overall storage space spent
for the “internal” description of Qi is 43. The overall storage space of the
2/pLT-index is 60 bits, obtained by summing 43 bits to the bits needed for
representing the level 2, that are 6 + 6 + 5 = 17. The remaining 4 bits are
used, as we shall see, to identify the 2/pLT-index among the other kinds, and
to identify the quadrant which is provided with the internal description.

Overview of the representation of 2/nLT-indices

The 64 bits of the indices are organized as a 2-words frame F : 2/3LT-index
requires 61 bits, 2/4LT-index 59 bits and 2/pLT-index requires 60 bits. The
frame has a header consisting of F [1..3] (i.e. the first 3 bits of F ) for the 2/3LT-
index, of F [1..5] for the 2/4LT-index, and of F [1..4] for the 2/pLT-index. This
header is exploited to encode the structure of the index. In particular, F [1] = 1
identifies the 2/4LT-index, F [1..2] = 〈0, 0〉 identifies the 2/3LT-index, and
F [1..2] = 〈0, 1〉 identifies the 2/pLT-index. For the 2/3LT-index no further
information has to be encoded about the structure of the index, so that the
bit F [3] is not used. For the 2/4LT-index, the remaining 4-bits portion of the
header F [2..5] is used to identify which kind of 2/4LT-index (among the 12
possible ones) is contained in F (that is, which is the quadrant with resolution
4 and which is the quadrant with resolution 3). Finally, for the 2/pLT-index,
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the remaining 2-bits portion of the header F [2..4] identifies the quadrant to
which the 43-bits internal description is associated.

Evaluation of a query using a 2/nLT-index

The contribution of a block equipped with an index to the estimate of a range
query can be done by visiting the quad-tree underlying the index in the same
way as it has been shown in Sect. 3.2.3. Linear interpolation is used on the
leaves of the quad-tree. In particular, for a 2/pLT-index, the contribution
of the node containing the peaks is evaluated by summing the contribution
of every peak inside the query range with the contribution of the remainder
portion of the node.

We remark that the choice of the hierarchical partition underlying indices
aims to reduce numerical approximation errors deriving from the use of few
bits for representing the sums. It can be shown that it produces smaller errors
than a flat partitioning of the block into a number of sub-blocks [13]. Indeed,
in the latter case, the sum of a single sub-block should be represented as a
fraction of the entire sum of the block. On the contrary, using the hierarchical
approach, the sum corresponding to a node is represented as fraction of the
sum of its parent, which, in general, has a smaller value than the sum of the
entire block.

Selection of the best 2/nLT-index

We select the best 2/nLT-index for a block q on the basis of the actual distri-
bution of data inside the block, by measuring the approximation error carried
out by the index. As a measure of the approximation error of an 2/nLT-index
I we use:

εq(I) =
64∑

i=1

(sum(bi) − sumI(bi))2 (3.1)

where bi represents the i−th (among 64 ones) sub-block of q obtained by
dividing its sides into 8 equal-size ranges, and sumI(bi) represents the esti-
mation of the sum of elements occurring in bi which can be done by using
the 2/nLT-index I and the knowledge of sum(q) (recall that the estimation
of such sums can be done as explained above). For a block q, we choose the
2/nLT-index I with minimum εq(I). Indeed, instead of computing εq(I) for
all the possible indices of q, we consider as candidates only three indices: the
2/3LT-index, the 2/4LT-index which investigates the two quarters of q with
largest variance (describing the quarter with maximum variance using the
highest resolution) and the 2/pLT-index which investigates the quarter with
largest variance. We denote such a set of indices associated to the block q by
Best(q). It could be easily shown that choosing the best 2/nLT-index can be
done with a number of operations constant w.r.t. the size of the block, under
the assumption of Sect. 3.3.
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3.4.2 A Greedy Algorithm using 2/nLT-indices

In this section we show how the use of the already described 2/nLT-indices
can be embedded in the construction of a new type of quad-tree summary
in order to improve the estimation accuracy. The new summary structure
is called Indexed Quad-Tree Summary (IQTS). The basic idea is to embed
indices in a quad-tree summary equipping each terminal block with an ap-
propriate 2/nLT index (to be used in intra-block interpolation). Indeed, the
application of the 2/nLT-index does not necessarily give a real benefit (w.r.t.
CVA) to the estimation accuracy. There might be nodes such that the ap-
plication of the 2/nLT-index fails. For instance, for a block containing a
perfectly uniform data distribution, the use of indices introduce some ap-
proximation in the estimates (as values are stored with some loss of preci-
sion in every type of index), whereas CVA provides exact answers. To detect
such nodes, we need to define how we measure both the error carried out
by the (best) 2/nLT-index and the error produced by CVA estimation (used
in absence of 2/nLT-index). Concerning the former type of error we evalu-
ate: εnLT

q = minI∈Best(q)εq(I), where εq(I) is defined by (3.1) in Sect. 3.4 and
Best(q) is defined in Sect. 3.4, just after (3.1). Concerning CVA estimation we
define: εCV A

q =
∑64

i=1(sum(bi)− sumCV A(bi))2, where q is a non null block of
D, bi represents the i−th (among 64 ones) sub-block of q obtained by dividing
its sides into 8 equal-size ranges, and sumCV A(bi) represents the estimation of
the sum of elements occurring in bi done by using CVA and the knowledge of
sum(q). We evaluate, for each node q, the difference: Benefitq = εnLT

q − εCV A
q ,

which will be used for deciding whether q has to be equipped with an index.
We expect, in most of the cases, a negative value of Benefitq as result. But
for some blocks, it might happen that CVA works better than the indexing
technique, and thus we would have a positive value for the above difference.
If so, we decide not to store any index for the block, in order to save storage
space that can be reinvested in further splits.

The two bits (per node) describing the structure of the quad-tree summary
(see Sect. 3.2.2) can now be used to encode every possible type of node.
In particular: (1) 〈0, 0〉 means non null terminal node without any 2/nLT-
index, (2) 〈0, 1〉 means null terminal node, (3) 〈1, 0〉 means non null terminal
node with 2/nLT-index, and (4) 〈1, 1〉 means split node (i.e. non terminal
node). Recall that, in case (2), the sum of the block is not kept, saving thus
32 bit. Given an Indexed Quad-Tree Summary IQTS, the definitions of the
sets Nodes(IQTS), Store(IQTS), Leaves(IQTS) and Null(IQTS) can be
trivially extended from the ones given in the context of Quad-Tree Summaries.
Also the notion of SSE(IQTS) is analogous to the one introduced for Quad-
Tree Summaries. Moreover, we denote by IndLeaves(IQTS) the set {q ∈
Leaves(IQTS)| Benefitq < 0}, i.e. the set of leaves which are equipped with an
index. The overall storage space for an Indexed Quad-Tree Summary IQTS is:
size(IQTS) = 2 · |Nodes(IQTS)|+ |Store(IQTS)| ·32+ |IndLeaves(IQTS)| ·
64. A greedy algorithm for the construction of an indexed quad-tree summary
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can be obtained from the one building a QTS by taking into account the
storage consumption of the indices needed on the terminal blocks, at each
partition step. In more detail, at each step the new algorithm performs a
new split. Then, the following quantities are subtracted from the amount of
currently available storage space B: 1) the space needed to represent the sums
of the children of the current node p, 2) the space needed to equip every child
q with Benefitq < 0 with an index, 3) the space needed to update the quad-
tree structure. Finally, 64 bits are added back to B if Benefitp < 0, i.e. if, at
some previous step, the space needed to equip p with an index was subtracted
from B. The resulting algorithm is the following:

Greedy Algorithm 2
Let good(C) be a function receiving a set of blocks C and returning the maximal
subset S of C such that ∀q ∈ S Benefitq < 0 (i.e. the application of a 2/nLT-index
is fruitful).
Let B be the storage space available for the summary.

begin
Q := 〈 P0, {〈〈1..n, 1..n〉, sum(〈1..n, 1..n〉)〉} 〉;
B := B − 32 − |good({〈1..n, 1..n〉})| · 64 − 2;
// 32 bits are spent for the sum of the entire array;
// |good({〈1..n, 1..n〉})| · 64 counts the bits spent to
// apply the 2/nLT-index to the entire array;
// 2 bits are spent to record the structure of P0;
while (B ≥ 0)

Select a node p in Leaves(Q) such that:
SSE(p) = maxq∈Leaves(Q){SSE(q)};

Let Q+(p) be the set of nodes obtained by splitting p and
selecting its non null children except the right-most one;
B := B − |Q+(p)| · 32 − |good(Q(p))| · 64+

+|good({p})| · 64 − 4 · 2;
if (B ≥ 0)

Q := 〈 Split(Part(Q), p) ,
Cont(Q) ∪�r∈Q+(p){〈r, sum(r)〉 } 〉;

end if
end while
Apply the most suitable 2/nLT-index to
each block in good(Leaves(Q));
return Q;

end

where (i) P0 is the partition tree containing only one node (corresponding to
the whole array), and (ii) the function Split takes as arguments a partition
tree Pi and a leaf node l of Pi, and returns the partition tree obtained from
Pi by inserting Q(l) (i.e., the quad-split partition of l) as children nodes of l.
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Theorem 3.4. Given a two-dimensional data distribution D of size O(n2),
Greedy Algorithm 2 computes an Indexed Quad-tree Summary IQTS(D) with
space bound B = O(n2) in time O(B · logB).

Remark . We point out that the solution provided by Greedy Algorithm 2
is even worse (w.r.t. the SSE metric) than the one computed by Greedy Al-
gorithm 1. In fact, the space needed to keep indices reduces the number of
nodes of the partition that can be stored within a given space bound, thus
reducing the number of splits that can be performed while partitioning data.
As each split reduces the overall SSE of the partition (SSE is a super-additive
metric), the partition computed by Greedy Algorithm 2 has an SSE which is
never smaller than the one of the solution returned by Greedy Algorithm 1.
However, as we will show in the next section, the index-based approach shows
better performances w.r.t. greedy QTS, allowing us to draw the conclusion
that it is better to invest some space for adding quantitative data (thus im-
proving intra-block estimation), rather than to use all the available space for
producing partitions with finer-grain blocks.

3.5 Experimental Results

In this section we present some experimental results about the accuracy of
estimating sum range queries on quad-tree summaries, comparing our method
with the state-of-the-art techniques in the context of summarized data. In
particular, we compare our technique with the histogram-based technique
MHIST, and with the wavelet-based techniques proposed respectively in [80]
and [81] (see Chap. 2), which will be denoted respectively as WAVE1 (working
on the partial sum data array) and WAVE2.
In order to prove that the usage of 2/nLT-indices improves the accuracy of
quad-tree summaries, we have tested both QTS and IQTS. The experiments
were conducted at the same storage space. We next present the test bed used
in our experiments.

3.5.1 Measuring Approximation Error

We denote the exact answer to a sum query qi as Si, and the estimated
answer as S̃i. The absolute error of the estimated answer to qi is defined
as: eabs

i = |vi − S̃i|. The relative error is defined as: erel
i = |Si−S̃i|

max{1,Si} . Our
definition of relative error is the same as the one used in [81], and is slightly
different from the classical one, which is not defined when Si = 0.

The accuracy of the various techniques has been evaluated by measuring
the average absolute error ‖ eabs ‖ and the average relative error ‖ erel ‖ of
the answers to the range queries belonging to the following query sets:
1. QS1: it contains all the sum range queries defined on a range s.t. one of its
vertices coincides with a vertex of D;
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2. QS2(∆1,∆2): it contains the sum range queries defined on all the ranges of
size ∆1 ×∆2 (here the vertex of the query does not necessarily coincide with
a vertex of D);
3. QS+

1 and QS+
2 (∆1,∆2): they contain all the queries belonging to QS1 and,

respectively, QS2(∆1,∆2), whose answer is not null;
4. QS0

1 and QS0
2(∆1,∆2): they contain all the queries belonging to QS1 and,

respectively, QS2(∆1,∆2), whose answer is null.
Query sets QS+

1 and QS+
2 have been introduced since it can be meaningful

to treat the approximation error of a query whose exact answer is zero differ-
ently w.r.t. the error of a query with non-zero answer. That is, when the exact
answer is zero, the absolute error of the estimated answer is a good metrics
for the approximation error: if Si = 0 it is meaningful to check whether S̃i is
small or not. Thus, we use different ways for measuring approximation errors:
by computing ‖ erel ‖ over QS1 and QS2, we “put together” the relative errors
of queries whose answer is not zero with the absolute errors of queries whose
answer is zero. By computing ‖ erel ‖ over QS+

1 , QS+
2 , and ‖ eabs ‖ over QS0

1 ,
QS0

2 we consider the case Si = 0 separately from the case Si 
= 0. In the fol-
lowing, the values of the average relative error and the average absolute error
evaluated on a query set QS will be denoted, respectively, as: ‖ erel(QS) ‖
and ‖ eabs(QS) ‖.

3.5.2 Synthetic Data Sets

The synthetic data sets used in our experiments are similar to those of
[81]. The synthetic data generator populates r rectangular regions of a two-
dimensional array of size d · d, distributing into each of them a portion of
the total sum value T . The size of the dimensions of each region is randomly
chosen between lmin and lmax, and the regions are uniformly distributed in
the two-dimensional array. The total sum T is partitioned across the r regions
according to a Zipf distribution with parameter z. To populate each region, we
first generate a Zipf distribution whose parameter is randomly chosen between
zmin and zmax. Such a distribution contains as many values as the number of
cells inside the region. Next, we associate these values to the cells in such a way
that the closer a cell to the centre of the region, the larger its value is. Outside
the dense regions, some isolated non-zero values are randomly assigned to the
array cells.

3.5.3 Results

Experiments on synthetic data show the superiority of our technique w.r.t.
other methods. We consider the accuracy of the various methods w.r.t. to
several parameters, i.e. the storage space available for the summarized repre-
sentation, the skew inside each region, the size of the queries (using query set
QS2), and we consider both dense and sparse data distributions. The storage
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space is expressed as the number of 32 bits integers which are available for
the summarized representation of the array.

Storage space. We considered several sparse data arrays of size 2000·2000
generated by setting lmin = 25, lmax = 70, zmin = 0.5, zmax = 1.5, containing
about 23000 non zero cells, and dense data arrays of size 500 · 500, with
lmin = 90, lmax = 130, zmin = 0.5, zmax = 1.5, containing about 97000
non zero cells. The accuracy of the estimates w.r.t. the storage space (i.e. the
number of 32 bit words used for representing the summarized data) is depicted
in Fig. 3.7 (sparse data) and Fig. 3.8 (dense data). We used a logarithmic scale
for ‖ erel(QS+

1 ) ‖ and ‖ eabs(QS0
1) ‖, and a linear scale for ‖ erel(QS1) ‖. In

particular, in the picture representing the average relative error on QS1 of
Fig. 3.8, only QTS and IQTS are compared, as the errors produced by the
other methods are out of scale.
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Fig. 3.7. Errors of estimates for sparse data

Skew inside regions. We considered sparse data arrays of size 2000 ·2000
with lmin = 25, lmax = 70, obtained for different values of the skew inside each
region. The accuracy of the estimation (measured using ‖ erel(QS+

1 ) ‖) w.r.t.
the different skew values is depicted in the picture on the left-hand side of
Fig. 3.9. Interestingly, all the techniques are more effective in handling small
and large levels of skew than intermediate ones (z = 1.5). When the skew is
high, only a few values inside each region are very frequent, so that the dense
regions contains mainly these values. MHIST and QTS group these values into
the same blocks causing small errors, and the wavelet decomposition applied
in these regions generates a lot of coefficients with value zero. Analogously,
when the skew is small, the frequencies corresponding to different values are
nearly the same and thus the data distribution is quite uniform, so that the
CVA assumption generates small errors.

Size of the query. We considered the same sparse and dense arrays
used for measuring the accuracy w.r.t. the storage space, and evaluated the
accuracies of the various techniques for different query sizes on the summarized
representations obtained using 1600 4-byte integers. In the picture on the
right-hand side of Fig. 3.9, the value of ‖ erel(QS+

2 (∆,∆)) ‖ obtained on
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Fig. 3.8. Results for dense data

sparse data for different values of the query size (i.e. ∆) is reported. In the
picture on the bottom-right corner of Fig. 3.8, values of ‖ erel(QS+

2 (∆,∆)) ‖
obtained for dense data are shown.
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Fig. 3.9. Results for sparse data
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Multi-dimensional Histograms
based on Binary Partitions

In this chapter we investigate hierarchical binary partitions of multi-dimensional
data as a basis for the construction of effective histograms. We propose two
new classes of multi-dimensional histograms which combine new heuristics for
partitioning data with very space-efficient physical representation models. A
thorough experimental analysis shows that the proposed approach yields lower
error rates than state-of-the-art summarization techniques and is much less
sensitive to dimensionality.

4.1 Introduction

A central problem in designing summarization techniques for multi-dimensional
data is to retain a certain degree of accuracy in reconstructing query answers
from summary data. The problem of effectively summarizing data with mul-
tiple dimensions presents intrinsic difficulties. In fact, the accuracy of answer-
ing queries on a summary structure depends on how much information on
the actual data distribution is retained in the summarization process; as di-
mensionality increases, this information may require more and more storage
space to be represented. For histogram-based summarization techniques this
issue is known as the curse of dimensionality : as the number of dimensions
increases, the size of the data domain grows much more than the number
of data points, thus data become sparser and sparser; as a consequence, the
number of buckets needed to achieve a satisfiable degree of accuracy explodes.
For instance, consider two data distributions D2 (of size n2) and D10 (of size
n10), where the same number of data points are distributed, respectively, on
a two-dimensional and ten-dimensional domain. If we use the same number of
buckets to partition D2 and D10, buckets of D10 are likely to be much larger in
volume than those of D2. Therefore, the aggregate information associated to
buckets of D10 is less localized than in buckets of D2 (as the aggregate value
associated to each bucket is spread onto a larger volume), thus providing a
poorer description of the actual data distribution.
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The number of buckets needed to provide an accurate description of the
original data distribution grows with dimensionality much faster than tradi-
tional histograms can manage. In fact, they are mostly characterized by a
poorly intensive usage of the available storage space, and ineffective heuris-
tics for guiding the histogram construction. As a consequence, state-of-the-art
histograms, although intended to deal with generic multi-dimensional data,
provide satisfiable estimation accuracy only in the low-dimensional case, while
their performances tend to worsen dramatically as dimensionality increases.
Especially in high-dimensionality scenarios, no technique is known to succeed
in constructing histograms yielding “reasonable” error rates within a “reason-
able” space bound. At the same time, no technique based on other approaches
than histograms (such as wavelets, sampling, etc.) is known to provide satis-
fiable accuracy in the multi-dimensional context.

In this chapter we present an approach which is an effort in this direc-
tion. We study hierarchical binary partitions as a basis for effective multi-
dimensional histograms, focusing our attention on two aspects which turn
out to be crucial for histogram accuracy: the representation model and the
strategy adopted for partitioning data into buckets. As regards the former,
we propose a very specific space-efficient representation model where bucket
boundaries are represented implicitly by storing the partition tree. Histograms
adopting this representation model (which will be said to be Hierarchical Bi-
nary Histograms - HBH) can store a larger number of buckets within a given
amount of memory w.r.t. histograms using a “flat” explicit storage of bucket
boundaries (or bucket MBRs). On top of that, we consider the introduction of
a constraint on the hierarchical partition scheme, allowing each bucket to be
partitioned only by splits lying onto a regular grid defined on it: histograms
adopting such a constrained partitioning paradigm will be said to be Grid Hi-
erarchical Binary Histograms (GHBH). We show how the introduction of the
grid-constrained partitioning of GHBHs can be exploited to further enhance
the physical representation efficiency of HBHs. As regards the construction
of effective partitions, we introduce some heuristics guiding the data summa-
rization by locating inhomogeneous regions of the domain where a finer-grain
partition is needed.

By means of experiments, we provide a thorough analysis of different
classes of histograms based on hierarchical partitions: we study the accuracy
provided by combining different heuristics (both our new proposals, as well as
the “classical” heuristics of MHIST and MinSkew) with either the traditional
MBR-based representation model or our specific tree-based ones (both the
unconstrained and the grid-constrained one). Interestingly, we show that the
impact of either HBH and GHBH representation models on the accuracy of
query estimates is not simply orthogonal to the adopted heuristic. Thus, we
identify the best combination of these different features, which turns out from
adopting the grid-constrained hierarchical partitioning of GHBHs guided by
one of the new heuristics.
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Finally, we compare this class of GHBH with state-of-the-art techniques
(MHIST, MinSkew, GENHIST, as well as other wavelet-based summarization
approaches [80, 81]), showing that our technique results in much lower error
rates. Experiments also show that our histograms still provide a satisfiable
degree of accuracy at high-dimensionality scenarios.

4.2 Histograms based on Binary Partitions

4.2.1 Binary Partitions

Throughout the chapter, a d-dimensional data distribution D is assumed. D
will be treated as a multi-dimensional array of integers with volume nd (see
Sect. 1.4).
Given a block b = 〈ρ1, . . . , ρd〉 of D, let x be a coordinate on the i-th dimension
of b such that lb(ρi)≤ x <ub(ρi). Coordinate x divides the range ρi of b into
ρlow

i = [lb(ρi)..x] and ρhigh
i = [(x + 1)..ub(ρi)], thus partitioning b into two

sub-blocks blow = 〈ρ1, . . . , ρ
low
i , . . . , ρd〉 and bhigh = 〈ρ1, . . . , ρ

high
i , . . . , ρd〉.

The pair < blow, bhigh > is said to be the binary split of b along the dimension
i at the position x; dimension i and coordinate x are said to be the splitting
dimension and the splitting position, respectively.

Informally, a binary partition can be obtained by performing a binary
split on D (thus generating the two sub-blocks Dlow and Dhigh), and then
recursively partitioning these two sub-blocks with the same binary hierarchical
scheme.

Definition 4.1. Given a d-dimensional data distribution D with volume nd,
a binary partition BP of D is a binary tree such that:

1. the root of BP is the block 〈[1..n], . . . , [1..n]〉;
2. for each internal node p of BP the pair of children of p is a binary-split

of p. �

The root, the set of nodes, and the set of leaves of the binary partition BP
will be denoted, respectively, as Root(BP ), Nodes(BP ), and Leaves(BP ). An
example of binary partition on a two-dimensional data distribution is shown
in Fig. 4.1.

4.2.2 Flat Binary Histograms

As introduced in Sect. 2.2, several histogram techniques proposed in literature,
such as MHIST and MinSkew, use binary partitions as a basis for building
histograms. In this section we provide a formal abstraction of classical his-
tograms based on binary partitions. We refer to this class as Flat Binary
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Fig. 4.1. A binary partition

Histograms, to highlight the basic characteristic of their physical representa-
tion model. The term “flat” means that, classically, buckets are represented
independently from one another, without exploiting the hierarchical structure
of the underlying partition.

Definition 4.2. Given a d-dimensional data distribution D and a binary par-
tition BP on D, the Flat Binary Histogram on D based on BP is the set of
pairs:

FBH = {<b1, sum(b1)>, . . . , <bβ , sum(bβ)>}
where the set {b1, . . . , bβ} coincides with Leaves(BP ). �

In the following, given the flat binary histogram FBH = {< b1, sum(b1) >
, . . . , < bβ , sum(bβ)>}, the blocks b1, . . . , bβ will be said to be the buckets of
FBH, and the set {b1, . . . , bβ} will be denoted as Buckets(FBH).

Figure 4.2 shows how the two-dimensional flat binary histogram corre-
sponding to the binary partition of Fig. 4.1 can be obtained by progressively
performing binary splits. The histogram consists of the following set:
{ < 〈[1..x1], [1..n]〉 , 50 >, < 〈[x1 +1..n], [1..y2]〉, 61 >, < 〈[x1+1..x2], [y2 +
1..y1]〉, 0 >, < 〈[x2+1..n], [y2+1..y1]〉, 63 >, < 〈[x1+1 .. n], [y1+1 .. n]〉, 82 > }.

Fig. 4.2. Constructing a 2-dimensional FBH

A flat binary histogram can be represented by storing, for each bucket of
the partition, both its boundaries and the sum of its elements. Assuming that
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32 bits are needed to encode an integer value, 2 · d 32-bit words are needed
to store the boundaries of a bucket, whereas one 32-bit word is needed to
store a sum value. Therefore, the storage space consumption of a flat binary
histogram FBH(D) is given by: size(FBH)=(2 · d + 1) · 32 · |Buckets(FBH)|
bits. Indeed, as cited in Sect. 2.2.3, MHIST and MinSkew algorithms use a
different representation of buckets: instead of storing the ranges delimiting
the leaves of the binary partition, they store, for each leaf, the coordinates
of its MBR (minimal bounding rectangle). For instance, consider the case
that D is a two-dimensional data distribution with two points in it, placed
at the ends of a diagonal. According to this representation model, splitting
D will lead to two single-point MBRs. W.r.t. the naive representation model
introduced above for FBH, this aims at a higher accuracy in approximating
D, and introduces no spatial overhead. In fact, representing the coordinates of
the MBR inside a bucket b has the same cost as representing the boundaries of
b, but the information provided by the MBR on where non null elements are
located inside b is more accurate. However, the storage space consumption of
either MHIST and MinSkew histograms is equal to that of an FBH histogram
having the same number of buckets. It turns out that FBH s are a meaningful
representative of the class of histogram that are based on a binary hierarchical
partition.

In Sect. 4.2.3 we propose an alternative representation scheme, which does
not enable MBRs to be stored, but allows bucket boundaries to be represented
more efficiently, so that a larger number of buckets can be stored within the
same storage space bound.

4.2.3 Hierarchical Binary Histogram

The hierarchical partition scheme defined in the previous section can be ex-
ploited to define a new class of histogram, which improves the efficiency of
the physical representation. It can be observed that most of the storage space
consumption of an FBH (i.e. 2 · d · 32 · |Buckets(FBH)|) is due to the repre-
sentation of the bucket boundaries. Indeed, buckets of a flat binary histogram
cannot describe an arbitrary partition of the multi-dimensional space, as they
are constrained to obey a hierarchical partition scheme. The simple FBH rep-
resentation paradigm defined in Sect. 4.2.2 does not exploit the hierarchical
nature of the partition. In particular, the boundaries of two buckets of an
FBH corresponding to a pair of siblings in the underlying binary partition
could be represented by representing only the boundaries of their father, as
well as the splitting position and dimension generating them. For instance,
consider two buckets bi, bi+1 which correspond to a pair of siblings in the hi-
erarchical partition underlying the histogram; then, bi, bi+1 can be viewed as
the result of splitting a block b of the multi-dimensional space along one of its
dimensions. Therefore the boundaries of bi and bi+1 could be derived from the
boundaries of their father if the splitting position and dimension generating
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bi, bi+1 were available. We expect that exploiting this characteristic improves
the efficiency of the representation.

The idea underlying Hierarchical Binary Histogram consists in storing the
partition tree explicitly, in order to both avoid the explicit storage of bucket
boundaries and provide a structure indexing buckets. In particular, storing
the structure of the partition enables the boundaries of the buckets (which
correspond to the leaves of the partition tree) to be retrieved from the partition
itself. Moreover, as storing the partition tree is less costly (in terms of amount
of storage space) than storing bucket boundaries (as it will be explained in
the following), some storage space can be saved and invested to obtain finer
grain buckets.

Definition 4.3. Given a d-dimensional data distribution D, a Hierarchical
Binary Histogram on D is a pair HBH(D) = 〈P, S〉 where P is a binary
partition of D, and S is the set of pairs {〈p, sum(p)〉 | p ∈ Nodes(P )}. �

In the following, given HBH = 〈P, S〉, the term Nodes(HBH) will denote
the set Nodes(P ), whereas Buckets(HBH) will denote the set Leaves(P ).

A hierarchical binary histogram HBH = 〈P, S〉 can be stored efficiently by
representing P and S separately, and by exploiting some intrinsic redundancy
in their definition. To store P , first of all we need one bit per node to specify
whether the node is a leaf or not. As the nodes of P correspond to ranges of
the multi-dimensional space, some information describing the boundaries of
these ranges has to be stored. This can be accomplished efficiently by storing,
for each non leaf node, both the splitting dimension and the splitting position
which define the ranges corresponding to its children. Therefore, each non leaf
node can be stored using a string of bits, having length 32+�log d+1, where
32 bits are used to represent the splitting position, �log d to represent the
splitting dimension, and 1 bit to indicate that the node is not a leaf. On the
other hand, 1 bit suffices to represent leaf nodes, as no information on further
splits needs to be stored. Therefore, the partition tree P can be stored as a
string of bits (denoted as ArrayP (HBH)) consisting in the concatenation of
the strings of bits representing P nodes.

The pairs 〈p1, sum(p1)〉, . . . , 〈pm, sum(pm)〉 of the set S (being m =
|Nodes(HBH)|) can be represented using an array containing the values
sum(p1), . . . , sum(pm), where the sums are stored according to the order-
ing of the corresponding nodes in ArrayP (HBH). Indeed, it is worth noting
that not all the sum values in S need to be stored, as some of them can be
derived. For instance, the sum of every right-hand child node is implied by
the sums of its parent and its sibling. Therefore, for a given hierarchical bi-
nary histogram HBH, the set Nodes(HBH) can be partitioned into two sets:
the set of nodes that are the right-hand child of some other node (which will
be called derivable nodes), and the set of all the other nodes (which will be
called non-derivable nodes). Derivable nodes are the nodes which do not need
to be explicitly represented as their sum can be evaluated from the sums of
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non-derivable ones. The sums associated to non-derivable nodes are stored
into the array ArrayS(HBH).

On the right-hand side of Fig. 4.3 this representation paradigm is applied
to the HBH shown on the left-hand side of the same figure.

Fig. 4.3. Representation of an HBH

In Fig. 4.3 non-derivable nodes are colored in grey, whereas derivable nodes
are white. Leaf nodes of HBH are represented in the array ArrayP (HBH) by
means of a unique bit, with value 0. As regards non-leaf nodes, the first bit of
their representation is 1 (meaning that these nodes are split); the second bit
is 0 if the node is split along the horizontal dimension, 1 otherwise.

This representation scheme can be made more efficient by exploiting the
possible sparsity of the data. In fact, it often occurs that the size of the multi-
dimensional space is large w.r.t. the number of non-null elements. Thus, we
expect that null blocks are very likely to occur when partitioning the multi-
dimensional space. This leads us to adopt an ad-hoc compact representation of
such blocks in order to save the storage space needed to represent their sums.
A possible efficient representation of null blocks could be obtained by avoiding
storing zero sums in ArrayS(HBH) and by employing one bit more for each
non-derivable node in ArrayP (HBH) to indicate whether its sum is zero or
not. Moreover, observe that we are not interested in HBHs where null blocks
are further split since, for a null block, the zero sum provides detailed infor-
mation of all the values contained in the block, thus no further investigation
of the block can provide a more detailed description of its data distribution.
Therefore any HBH can be reduced to one where each null node is a leaf, with-
out altering the description of the overall data distribution that it provides. It
follows that in ArrayP (HBH) non-leaf nodes do not need any additional bit
either, since they cannot be null. According to this new representation model,
each node in ArrayP (HBH) is represented as follows:

- if the node is not a leaf it is represented using a string of length 32+�log d+1
bits, where 32 bits are used to represent the splitting position, �log d to
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represent the splitting dimension, and 1 bit to indicate that the node is not
a leaf.

- if the node is a leaf, it is represented using one bit to state that the node
has not been split and, only if it is a non-derivable node, one additional bit
to specify whether it is null or not.

On the other hand, ArrayS(HBH) represents the sums of all non-null non-
derivable nodes.
A possible representation of the HBH shown on the left-hand side of Fig.
4.3 according to this new model is provided in Fig. 4.4. In particular, both
non-leaf nodes and derivable leaf nodes are stored in the same way as in Fig.
4.3, whereas non-derivable leaf nodes are represented with a pair of bits. The
first one of these has value 0 (which states that the node has not been split),
and the second one is either 0 or 1 to indicate whether the node is null or not,
respectively.

Fig. 4.4. Efficient Representation of an HBH

An HBH contains more information than the corresponding FBH, as it
represents the sums associated to all the nodes (not only the leaves) of the
partition tree. This feature can be exploited to make query answering more
efficient, as explained in the following section.

4.2.4 Evaluating Sum Range Queries on an HBH

When a sum range query is issued on an HBH, it is estimated by visiting the
partition tree starting from its root to locate the nodes whose range overlaps
the query range. Let r be the range of the query. When a node is being visited,
three cases may occur:

1. the range corresponding to the node is external to r: the node gives no
contribution to the estimate;

2. the range corresponding to the node is entirely contained in r: the contri-
bution of the node is given by the value of its sum;

3. the range corresponding to the node partially overlaps r: if the node is
a leaf, linear interpolation is performed to evaluate which portion of the
sum associated to the node lies onto r. Otherwise, the contribution of the
node is the sum of the contributions of its children, which are evaluated
recursively.
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We point out that the HBH could be represented (using the same storage
space) by storing the sums of all the leaves of the underlying partition tree,
instead of storing the sums of non-derivable nodes. Indeed, the fact that the
sums of all the nodes of the partition tree are made available in an HBH
makes query answering more efficient w.r.t. the case that only the sums of the
leaves were available. That is, when a node whose range is entirely contained
in the query range is visited, its descending nodes do not need to be visited,
so that it is not always necessary to reach leaf nodes.
Remark. Observe that the physical representation model introduced above
cannot be used to represent the coordinates of the MBRs inside buckets. This
is due to the fact that MBRs of two sibling nodes of a binary partition in
general do not coincide with node boundaries, because the two partitions can
be shrunk to eliminate any null spaces around. This means that our approach
can be considered an alternative to the idea of storing MBRs.

4.2.5 Grid Hierarchical Binary Histogram

In the previous section it has been shown how the exploitation of the hier-
archical partition scheme underlying a histogram yields an effective benefit.
That is, a hierarchical binary histogram can be represented more efficiently
than the corresponding flat histogram, thus the available storage space can
be used to represent a larger number of buckets.
We now introduce further constraints on the partition scheme adopted to
define the boundaries of the buckets. The basic idea is that the use of a con-
strained partitioning enables a more efficient physical representation of the
histogram w.r.t. histograms using more general partition schemes. The saved
space can be invested to obtain finer grain blocks, approximating data in more
detail.
Basically, a Grid Hierarchical Binary Histogram GHBH is a hierarchical bi-
nary histogram whose internal nodes cannot be split at any position of any
dimension: every split of a block is constrained to be laid onto a grid, which
divides the block into a number of equal-size sub-blocks. This number is a
parameter of the partition, and it is the same for every block of the partition
tree. In the following, a binary split of a block b =< ρ1, . . . , ρd > along the
dimension i at the position x will be said to be a binary split of degree k if
x = lb(ρi) +

⌈
j · size(ρi)

k

⌉
− 1 for some j ∈ [1 .. k−1].

Definition 4.4. Given a d-dimensional data distribution D, a grid binary
partition of degree k on D is a binary partition GBP of D such that, for each
non-leaf node p of GBP , the pair of children of p is a binary-split of degree k
on p. �

Definition 4.5. Given a d-dimensional data distribution D, a Grid Hierar-
chical Binary Histogram of degree k on D is a hierarchical binary histogram
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k-GHBH = 〈P, S〉 on D where P is a grid binary partition of degree k on D.
�

In the following, we will use GHBH as an acronym of grid hierarchical
binary histogram without specifying the degree k of the partition when k is
not relevant. Figure 4.5 shows an example of two-dimensional 4-GHBH.

Fig. 4.5. Constructing a 4-GHBH

Constraining each split of the partition to be laid onto a grid defined on the
blocks of the histogram enables some storage space to be saved to represent
the splitting position. In fact, for a grid binary partition of degree k, the
splitting position can be stored using �log (k−1) bits, instead of 32 bits. In
the following, we will consider degree values which are a power of 2, so that
the space consumption needed to store the splitting position will be simply
denoted as log k. Figure 4.6 shows the representation of the grid hierarchical
binary histogram of Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.6. Representing the GHBH of Fig. 4.5

4.2.6 Usage of Storage Space

We now compare the effectiveness of the different physical representation mod-
els by evaluating the number of buckets of a histogram H of type FBH, or
HBH or GHBH saturating the available storage space B. In the following,
given a storage space bound B, a histogram H will be said to be B-maximal
if size(H) ≤ B and no split can be performed on any bucket of H, otherwise
the storage space consumption of H would exceed B.
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Proposition 4.6. Let D be a d-dimensional data distribution, B a storage
space bound, and T a type of histogram (where T is either FBH, HBH or
k-GHBH). The number of buckets βT of a B-maximal histogram H of type T
on D is in the ranges reported in Table 1.

Type Number of buckets

FBH βFBH =
�

B
32·(2·d+1)

�

HBH βmin
HBH =

�
B+�log d�+34

67+�log d�

�
≤ βHBH ≤

�
B+�log d�+2
35+�log d�

�
= βmax

HBH

k-GHBH βmin
GHBH =

�
B+log k+�log d�+2
35+log k+�log d�

�
≤ βGHBH ≤

�
B+log k+�log d�−30

3+log k+�log d�

�
= βmax

GHBH

Table 1

Proof. See Appendix A. �

Observe that while all possible B-maximal histograms of type FBH have
the same number of buckets (for a given B), this does not hold for HBH and
GHBH. This is due to the fact that the buckets of an HBH (or, equivalently, a
GHBH) have a different storage space consumption depending on the underly-
ing data distribution. Therefore bounds βmin

HBH , βmin
GHBH , βmax

HBH , βmax
GHBH reported in

Table 1 have been computed by considering the case that the available storage
space B is equal to the minimum and maximum storage space consumption of
an HBH and a GHBH histogram, respectively (see the proof in the appendix
for details).

Comparing the ranges defining the possible number of buckets of the dif-
ferent types of histogram, the main conclusion that can be drawn is that the
physical representation scheme adopted for an HBH permits us to store a
larger number of buckets w.r.t. an FBH within the same storage space bound,
as the denominator of βmin

HBH (i.e. 67 + �log d) is less than the denominator of
βFBH (i.e. 32 · (2·d+1)). Analogously, the constraint on the splitting position
of a GHBH further increases the number of buckets that can be represented
within B, as we can assume that log k < 32, thus 67 > 35 + log k.

In order to give an idea of the benefits (in terms of number of buckets)
introduced by the efficient representation models of HBH and GHBH, consider
the case of an 8-dimensional data distribution (we consider a 8-GHBH). In
this scenario, the number of buckets of an HBH is between 8 and 14 times
the number of buckets of a FBH on the same data, whereas the number of
buckets of a 8-GHBH is between 13 and 60 times the number of buckets of a
FBH on the same data.
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4.3 Constructing Histograms based on Binary Partitions

4.3.1 Optimal Histograms

As discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, one of the most important issues when dealing with
multi-dimensional histograms is building the histogram which approximates
“best” the original data distribution, while being constrained to fit in a given
storage space bound. The notion of V-Optimal histogram, introduced in Sect.
2.2.2, can be trivially specialized to the case of histograms based on binary
partitions.

Definition 4.7. Let D be a d-dimensional data distribution, B a storage space
bound, and T a type of histogram (where T is either FBH, HBH, or k-GHBH).
A histogram H� of type T on D is said to be V-Optimal w.r.t. B if the
following conditions hold:

1. size(H�) ≤ B;
2. SSE(H�) = minH′∈HT (D,B) {SSE(H ′)}

where HT (D,B) is the set of all histograms of type T on D whose size is less
than or equal to B. �

Theorem 4.8. Let D be a d-dimensional data distribution, B a storage space
bound, and T a type of histogram (where T is either FBH, HBH, or k-GHBH).
A V-Optimal histogram H� of type T on D w.r.t. B can be computed in the
complexity bounds reported in Table 2.

Type of histogram Complexity bound for V-Optimal histogram

FBH O( B2

d·2d · n2d+1)

HBH O
(
d · B2

2d · n2d+1
)

k-GHBH O
(
d · B2

2d · kd+1 · nd
)

Table 2

Proof. See Appendix A. �

Results for FBHs in Theorem 4.8 can be viewed as an extension of the
results presented in [66], where the problem of finding the optimal binary hi-
erarchical partition w.r.t. several metrics (including the SSE) has been shown
to be polynomial in the two-dimensional case 1. We also recall that this re-
sult does not hold for arbitrary partitions, where the problem of finding the
V-Optimal histogram has been shown to be NP-hard in the two-dimensional
1 Indeed, [66] addresses the dual problem, see Sect. 2.2.2
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case [66]. In the one-dimensional case the classes of arbitrary and hierarchical
partitions coincide, and thus our result is consistent with that of [52], where
a polynomial-time algorithm for constructing a V-Optimal histogram on a
one-dimensional data distribution has been proposed.
Comparing results for FBHs, HBHs and GHBHs in Theorem 4.8 we can ob-
serve that the computational complexity of constructing a V-Optimal FBH is
less than that of computing a V-Optimal HBH within the same storage space
bound. Essentially, this is due to the more complex representation scheme
adopted by HBH, whose buckets are represented differently depending on
whether they are null or not, derivable or not (see the theorem proof in the
appendix for more details). However, the two complexity bounds have the
same polynomial degree w.r.t. the volume of the input data; moreover, the
aim of introducing HBH is not to make the construction process faster, but
to yield a more effective histogram. The complexity of building k-GHBH�

is less than that of HBH� as, in the former case, the number of splits that
can be applied to a block are constrained by the grid. Note that if k = n the
complexities of the two cases coincide.

4.3.2 Greedy Algorithms

From the complexity bounds reported in Table 2 we can draw the conclusion
that V-Optimal hierarchical histograms can be built in time polynomial w.r.t.
the size of the domain of the input data distribution. In particular, both FBH�

and HBH� can be constructed in nearly quadratic time w.r.t. nd, whereas k-
GHBH� in linear time (since the grid degree k can be assumed as a constant).
Indeed, for high-dimensionality scenarios the size of the domain is so large
that finding the V-Optimal becomes unfeasible. In order to reach the goal
of minimizing the SSE, in favor of simplicity and speed, we adopt a greedy
approach for constructing the histogram, accepting the possibility of obtaining
a non-optimal solution. As it will be shown later, this approach can work
in linear time w.r.t. N (the number of non-null points inside D), which is
generally much smaller than nd (especially in the case of high-dimensionality
data).
Our approach can be viewed as an extension of the standard greedy strategy
adopted by MHIST and MinSkew. It starts from the binary histogram whose
partition tree has a unique node (corresponding to the whole D) and, at each
step, selects the leaf of the binary-tree which is the most in need of partitioning
and applies the most effective split to it. In particular, in the case of a GHBH,
the splitting position must be selected among all the positions laid onto the
grid overlying the block. Both the choices of the block to be split and of the
position where it has to be split are made according to a greedy criterion.
A number of possible greedy criteria can be adopted for choosing the block
which is most in need of partitioning and how to split it. The greedy strategies
tested in our experiments are reported in the table shown in Fig. 4.7. Two of
them (namely Max-Redmarg and MaxDiff ) are not new, as they were used by
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other techniques (MinSkew and MHIST, respectively) to drive the histogram
construction.

Criteria denoted as marginal (marg) investigate marginal distributions of
blocks. The marginal distribution of a block b, denoted as margi(b), has been
defined in Sect. 2.2.3. In the following, the term marginal SSE will be used
to denote SSE (margi(b)) for some i ∈ 1..d.

Criterion The node b to be split, and the position 〈dim, pos〉 where
b is split

Max-Var/ Max-
Red

the leaf node b having maximum SSE is chosen, and split at
the position < dim, pos > producing the maximum reduction of
SSE(b) (i.e. SSE(b) − �

SSE(blow) + SSE(bhigh)
�

is maximum
w.r.t. every possible split on b)

Max-Varmarg/
Max-Redmarg

for each leaf node, the marginal SSE along its dimensions are
evaluated, and the node b having maximum marginal SSE is cho-
sen (dim is the dimension s.t. SSE(margdim(b)) is maximum).
Then, b is split at the position pos laying onto dim which yields
the maximum reduction of SSE(margdim(b)) w.r.t. every possi-
ble split along dim

Max-Red

the strategy evaluates how much the SSE of every leaf node is
reduced by trying all possible splits. b and < dim, pos > are
the leaf node and the position which correspond to the maxi-
mum reduction of SSE (i.e. SSE(b) − �

SSE(blow) + SSE(bhigh)
�

is maximum w.r.t. every possible split on all the buckets of the
histogram)

Max-Redmarg

used by MinSkew

all possible splits along every dimension of all leaf nodes
are performed, and the corresponding reductions of marginal
SSE (along the splitting dimensions) are evaluated. b and
< dim, pos> are the bucket and the position such that the reduc-
tion of SSE(margdim(b)) obtained by splitting b at <dim,pos>
is maximum w.r.t. the reduction of any SSE(margi(b)) (where
i ∈ [1..d]) which could be obtained by performing some split
along i

MaxDiff
used by MHIST

the leaf node b is chosen characterized by a marginal distribution
(along any dimension i) containing two adjacent values ej , ej+1

with the largest difference w.r.t. every other pair of adjacent
values in any other marginal distribution of any other leaf node.
Then b is split along the dimension i by putting a boundary
between ej and ej+1.

Fig. 4.7. Splitting strategies

The resulting algorithm scheme is shown below. It uses a priority queue
q where nodes of the histogram are ordered according to their need to be
partitioned. At each step, the node at the top of the queue is extracted and
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split, and its children are in turn enqueued. Before adding a new node b to the
queue, the function Evaluate(G, b) is invoked, being G the adopted greedy cri-
terion. This function returns both a measure of the need of b to be partitioned
(denoted as need), and the position (dim, pos) of the most effective split, ac-
cording to the adopted criterion G. For instance, if G =Max-Var/Max-Red,
the function returns the SSE of b into need, and the splitting position which
yields the largest reduction of SSE into < dim, pos >. Otherwise, if Max-
Red criterion is adopted, the value of need returned by Evaluate(Max-Red , b)
is the maximum reduction of SSE which can be obtained by splitting b, and
the returned pair < dim, pos > defines the position corresponding to this split.

Greedy Algorithm
INPUT D: a multi-dimensional data distribution;

B: available amount of storage space for representing the histogram;
T : the type of histogram to be built (T ∈ {FBH, HBH, GHBH});
G: the greedy criterion to be adopted;

OUTPUT H: a histogram of type T on D within B;

begin

q := new Queue( ); // the priority queue q is initialized;

b0 := 〈[1..n], . . . , [1..n]〉;
H := new Histogram(T, b0); // a new histogram of type T consisting of the only

// bucket b0 is constructed;

<need, dim, pos> = Evaluate(G, b0);

q.Insert(< b0, <need, dim, pos> >);

while ( !H.overflow( ) )

< b, <need, dim, pos> >= q.GetF irst( );

< blow, bhigh >= H.BinarySplit(b, dim, pos, B);

q.Insert(< blow, Evaluate(G, blow) >);

q.Insert(< bhigh, Evaluate(G, bhigh) >);

end while;

return H;

end

Therein function BinarySplit takes as arguments a bucket b of the histogram,
the chosen splitting position and the available storage space B. It returns
the pairs of sub-blocks < blow , bhigh > obtained by performing the specified
binary split of b. Moreover, it evaluates the storage space consumption of
adding blow and bhigh as children of b (the storage space needed to store these
new buckets depending on the histogram type). If the sum of this storage space
consumption with the current size of H is smaller than or equal to the space
bound B, then buckets blow , bhigh are actually inserted into H; otherwise, H
is not updated and the next invocation of overflow( ) will return true: this
ends the histogram construction.
As regards function Evaluate, in the case of FBH and HBH, the splitting
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positions to be evaluated for a bucket b are all the positions between the
boundaries of every dimension of b, whereas for GHBH the function computes
only all possible splits laid onto the grid.

The cost of Greedy Algorithm strictly depends not only on the type of
histogram to be built, but also on the adopted data model. For instance, data
can be stored into a multidimensional array (where each cell is associated to
a point of the multi-dimensional space), or by adopting a sparse model, where
only non null data are stored. In the latter case, D will be a set of N tuples
< x1, . . . , xd, val >, where x1, . . . , xd are the coordinates and val the value of
non-null points.

In the rest of this section we provide complexity bounds and a workspace
analysis for Greedy Algorithm for the different types of histogram (FBH, HBH
and k-GHBH), and data models (either sparse and non-sparse). Furthermore,
we also consider the use of suitable pre-computed data which serve as auxiliary
structures for the evaluation of greedy criteria.

Evaluating greedy criteria when constructing an FBH or an HBH

We discuss the complexity of computing Evaluate(G, b) on a block b, during
the construction of either an FBH and an HBH, when different greedy cri-
teria G are used, and when either the sparse data model or the non-sparse
one are adopted. We show that the order of magnitude of the computational
complexity of Evaluate(G, b) does not depend on the criterion G. This is due
to the fact that the SSE of a block, as well as its reduction due to a split, can
be computed by scanning marginal distributions, as explained in the following.

Max-Red. Let b =< ρ1, . . . , ρd > be the block of D on which function
Evaluate is invoked. If we denote as <bl, bh> the binary split of b along the
dimension dim at the position pos, it can be shown that the reduction of
SSE(b) due to this split is given by:

Red(b, dim, pos) = SSE(b) − (
SSE(bl)+SSE(bh)

)
=

=
vol(bl)·vol(bh)

vol(b)
·
(
sum(bl)
vol(bl)

− sum(bh)
vol(bh)

)2

(4.1)

As sum(bl) =
∑pos−lb(ρdim)

j=0 margdim(b)[j] , and sum(bh) = sum(b) −
sum(bl), then Red(b, dim, pos) can be computed by accessing margdim(b). In
particular, notice that all possible splits along the dimension dim can be eval-
uated progressively, starting from pos = lb(ρdim(b)) to pos = ub(ρdim(b))− 1.
That is, if we denote as bl(i), bh(i) the sub-blocks of b obtained by performing
the binary split at the i-th position in this sequence, comparing all possi-
ble splits along the dimension dim can be accomplished by first computing
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margdim(b), and then scanning it once, as: sum
(
bl(i)

)
= sum

(
bl(i−1)

)
+

margb
dim[i].

The cost of constructing all marginal distributions is either O(d ·nd) (non-
sparse data model) or O(d · N) (sparse data model). The cost of scanning all
marginal distributions to find the most effective splitting position is O(d · n),
so that the complexity of Evaluate(Max-Red , b) is bounded by either O(d ·nd)
(non-sparse data model) or O(d · N + d · n) (sparse data model).

Max-Redmarg. By applying the definition of SSE, the reduction of
SSE(margb

dim) due to a split of b at the position dim, pos can be shown
to be:

Redmarg(b, dim, pos) = Red(b, dim, pos) · Pdim, (4.2)

where Pdim is the ratio between the volume of b and the size of its dim-th
dimension. Therefore the computation of Redmarg(b, dim, pos) can be accom-
plished within the same bound as Red(b, dim, pos), as well as the cost of com-
puting the splitting position yielding the largest reduction of marginal SSE has
the same complexity bound as computing the splitting position corresponding
to the largest reduction of SSE. This implies that Evaluate(Max-Redmarg, b)
can be computed within the same bound as the case that Max-Red is adopted.

Max-Var / Max-Red. The value of SSE(b) (which is returned as need)
is given by:

SSE(b) = sumSquare(b) − (sum(b))2

vol(b)
(4.3)

where sumSquare(b) is the sum of the squares of all values contained in b.
This implies that SSE(b) can be computed by accessing all non null elements
inside b. Therefore the cost of evaluating SSE(b) is O(nd) (non-sparse data
model), or O(N) (sparse data model).
The most effective splitting position can be evaluated in the same way as the
case that Max-Red is adopted, and this cost dominates the cost of computing
SSE(b).
Therefore Evaluate(Max-Var / Max-Red , b) can be computed within the
same bound as the case of Max-Red.

Observe that, when Max-Var/Max-Red is adopted, the strategy used by
Greedy Algorithm can be modified to make the computation of the histogram
more efficient. Instead of computing the most effective splitting position when
a bucket is inserted into the queue q, the value of < dim, pos > is evaluated
only when the bucket is extracted from q. In fact, when a new bucket is gen-
erated and inserted into q, its position inside the queue depends only on its
SSE; similarly, the bucket which is most in need of partitioning is chosen only
on the basis of its SSE. Therefore, computing the most effective splitting po-
sition < dim, pos > for a bucket b is useful only in the case that b is extracted
from the queue. By using this strategy, the most effective splitting position
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is evaluated half many times as the previous strategy, as the buckets of the
returned histogram (which correspond to the leafs of the underlying partition
tree) have never been chosen to be split during the algorithm execution.

Max-Varmarg /Max-Redmarg. In this case, the marginal distributions
of b must be constructed to compute both the value of need (that is, the
maximum variance of the marginal distributions) and the most effective split-
ting position. The value of need can be computed by scanning all marginal
distributions, and the reductions of marginal variance can be evaluated in
the same way as the case that Max-Redmarg is adopted. Therefore computing
Evaluate(Max-Varmarg/Max-Redmarg, b) has the same complexity bound as
previous cases.

Evaluating greedy criteria when constructing a GHBH

The main difference w.r.t. the construction of an HBH is that splitting posi-
tions in a GHBH are constrained by the grid, so that the number of possible
splits to be compared when processing the block b extracted from q is d · k
(instead of d · n, as in the HBH case). The computation of Red(b, dim, pos)
and Redmarg(b, dim, pos) corresponding to all the d · k splitting positions can
be efficiently accomplished after pre-computing d temporary data structures.
Differently from the case of HBH, these temporary data structures are not
the marginal distributions of b, but consist in the marginal distributions of
grid(b), which is constructed as follows. grid(b) is a bucket containing kd el-
ements, where each cell contains the sum of the elements of b located in the
corresponding cell of the k-th degree grid overlying b. The marginal distrib-
utions of grid(b) will be denoted as k-marg1, . . . , k-margd. Figure 4.8 shows
the k-marginal distributions associated to a bucket b w.r.t. a 4th degree grid.

Fig. 4.8. k-marginal distributions of a bucket

Let <dim, pos> be an admissible splitting position for the bucket b, and
i, i + 1 be the corresponding cells of k-margdim (i.e. the contiguous cells
of k-margdim which would be separated by performing the split). Then, the
reduction of SSE(b) due to this split can be computed using the values vol(bl),
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vol(bh), sum(bl) and sum(bh), as explained for the construction of an HBH
(see (4.1) and (4.2)). In particular, sum(bl) and sum(bh) are:

sum(bl) =
∑

0≤j≤i

k-margdim[j], and sum(bh) = sum(b) − sum(bl).

Obviously, constructing the k-marginal distributions has either cost O(d ·
N) (sparse data model) or O(d · nd) (non-sparse model), but their scanning
has cost O(d · k) (instead of O(d · n), as in the HBH case). Therefore, by
applying the same reasoning explained in the previous section, it is easy to
show that Evaluate(G, b) has cost O(d · N + d · α) and O(d · nd) for the
two data models, respectively, where α = k for all greedy criteria G except
Max-Varmarg/Max-Redmarg. When Max-Varmarg/Max-Redmarg is adopted,
α = n: in fact, in order to apply this criterion, it is necessary not only to
access the d k-marginal distributions to establish the most effective split, but
it is also necessary to access the d marginal distributions (which have size n)
in order to compute the maximum marginal SSE, that corresponds to the
value need of the bucket.

Using pre-computation for evaluating greedy criteria

Each invocation of Evaluate(G, b) can be accomplished more efficiently if the
array F of partial sums and the array F 2 of partial square sums are available.
F and F 2 have volume (n + 1)d, and are defined on the multi-dimensional
range < [0..n], . . . , [0..n] > as follows:

- F [i1, . . . , id] =

⎧⎨
⎩

0, if ij = 0 for some j ∈ [1..d];

sum(< 1..i1, . . . , 1..id >),otherwise.

- each element F 2[i1, . . . , id] is either 0 (if ij = 0 for some j ∈ [1..d]) or the
sum of all the values (D[j1, . . . , jd])2 where 1 ≤ jk ≤ ik for each k ∈ [1..d],
otherwise.

Figure 4.9 shows an example of arrays of partial sums and partial square sums.

Fig. 4.9. Arrays of partial sums and partial square sums
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By using F and F 2 both the SSE of a block b and the reduction the
SSE due to a split of b can be computed efficiently, as both sum(b) and
sumSquare(b) can be evaluated by accessing 2d elements of F and F 2, instead
of accessing all the elements of b. For instance, in the two-dimensional case
depicted in Fig. 4.9, sum(< [2..3], [2..3] >) = (−1)0 ·F [3, 3]+ (−1)1 ·F [1, 3]+
(−1)1 · F [3, 1] + (−1)2 · F [1, 1] = 13 − 5 − 8 + 2 = 2. In general, given a
block b =< [l1..u1], . . . , [ld..ud] >, the values of sum(b) and sum2(b) can be
evaluated as follows:

sum(b) =
∑
i∈b

D[i] =
∑

j∈vrt(b)

(−1)C(j,uv(b)) · F [j]

and
sumSquare(b) =

∑
i∈b

D[i]2 =
∑

j∈vrt(b)

(−1)C(j,uv(b)) · F 2[j]

In these expressions:

• b =< [l1−1..u1], . . . , [ld−1..ud] >;
• vrt(b) is the set of vertices of b;
• uv(b) = 〈u1, . . . , ud〉 is the “upper” vertex of b;

• C(i, j) =
∑d

k=1 f(ik, jk), where: f(a,b) =

��
�

1,if a �=b;

0,if a=b.

Then, for any splitting position < dim, pos >, once sum(bl), sum(bh), and
sumSquare(b) have been computed, either Red(b, dim, pos), Redmarg(b, dim, pos)
and SSE(b) can be evaluated using (4.1), (4.2), (4.3).

Complexity of greedy algorithm

We discuss the time complexity of Greedy Algorithm for constructing his-
tograms based on binary partitions under different greedy criteria, when either
the sparse data model or the non-sparse one or pre-computation are adopted.

Theorem 4.9. Given a d-dimensional data distribution D with volume nd

containing exactly N non-null points, the time complexity of the greedy al-
gorithms computing a histogram of type T (where T is either FBH, HBH or
k-GHBH) on D, adopting either the sparse data model, or the non-sparse data
model, or pre-computation, are reported in Fig. 4.10, where α = n if Max-
Varmarg/Max-Redmarg criterion is adopted, and α = k for all the other greedy
criteria.

Proof. See Appendix A. �

The complexity bounds reported in Fig. 4.10 show that Greedy Algorithm,
in the case that a sparse data model is used, works in linear time w.r.t. both
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Fig. 4.10. Complexity bounds of Greedy Algorithm

the number of non-null points inside D and the size of the dimensions of D.
Notice that, as these bounds hold for all the considered greedy criteria, the
idea of working on the one-dimensional marginal distributions of blocks does
not provide a relevant benefit on the efficiency of the histogram construction
w.r.t. investigating the actual multi-dimensional distributions of blocks in the
greedy criterion.

Furthermore, we point out that the bounds reported in Fig. 4.10 assume
that all steps of Greedy Algorithm have the same complexity. In fact, it is
unlikely that this case occurs, since as the histogram construction goes on,
smaller and smaller buckets are generated, and each of these buckets contain
fewer tuples than buckets generated at previous steps. Therefore we expect
that, after the very first steps, Greedy Algorithm deals with buckets whose
volume is much smaller than nd, whose marginal distributions have size much
smaller than n, and containing fewer tuples than N .

Experimental results comparing the efficiency of the three different ap-
proaches (the ones based on the sparse data model, the non-sparse one, and
pre-computation, respectively) are provided in Sect. 4.4.7.

Workspace size for Greedy Algorithm

Implementing Greedy Algorithm with the adoption of pre-computation be-
comes unfeasible for high-dimensionality data, due to the explosion of the
spatial complexity: the space needed to store F and F 2 grows exponentially
as dimensionality increases, even if the number of non-null values remains
nearly the same. In real-life scenarios, it often occurs that N � nd, especially
for high-dimensionality data: as dimensionality increases, data become sparser
and the size of the data domain increases much more dramatically w.r.t. the
number of non-null data.
On the contrary, Greedy Algorithm under the sparse data model is much
less sensitive on the increase of dimensionality, also from the point of view
of the workspace size. In this case, Greedy Algorithm can be implemented
by associating to each element of the queue not only the boundaries of the
corresponding bucket b, but also the set of tuples belonging to b. Thus, when
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a bucket b is chosen and split into blow and bhigh, tuples of b are distributed
among blow and bhigh; then the triplet < need, dim, pos > associated to the
new bucket blow [resp. bhigh] is computed by scanning only the tuples belong-
ing to blow [resp. bhigh]. That is, the partition underlying the histogram is
used as an index to locate the tuples contained in the buckets. Therefore, the
algorithm workspace (i.e. the storage space needed to store q) is O(d ·N) (in-
stead of O(nd), as in the case of pre-computation), since each non null point
belongs to exactly one bucket of the partition at each step of the algorithm.

4.4 Experimental Results

Our experimental analysis investigates thoroughly several issues related to the
accuracy provided by histograms based on binary partitions. We focus our at-
tention on different issues, in order to study progressively the impact on the
histogram accuracy of the following contributions: the specific tree-based rep-
resentation model of HBH, the grid-constrained partition scheme of GHBH,
and the heuristics used to accomplish the construction of the histogram. We
also analyze the execution times of the proposed greedy approaches for con-
structing histograms based on binary partitions.

First, in Sect. 4.4.4 we study the impact of adopting different greedy crite-
ria under different representation models. To this aim, we compare FBH and
HBH, when all greedy criteria of Fig. 4.7 are used, in order to establish which
combination yields the best accuracy. Then, in Sect. 4.4.5 we study the impact
due to the grid-partitioning by comparing HBH and GHBH. This analysis will
show that the best performances among all different combinations type of his-
togram/greedy criterion is provided by histograms of type GHBH constructed
by adopting Max-Var/Max-Red. Then, in Sect. 4.4.6 we compare the accu-
racy provided by GHBH using Max-Var/Max-Red with the state of the art,
showing that this approach outperforms (in terms of accuracy) all the others.
Finally, in Sect. 4.4.7, we provide experimental results comparing construc-
tion times of the proposed greedy approaches, under either the sparse data
representation model, the non-sparse one, and pre-computation.

4.4.1 Measuring the Approximation Error

The absolute error of the estimated answer of a query q is defined as:
eabs = |S−S̃|, where S denotes the actual answer of q, and S̃ its estimate. The
relative error is defined as: erel = |S−S̃|

S . The accuracy of the various tech-
niques was evaluated by measuring the absolute error and the relative error
of the estimates of range-sum queries computed by accessing the histogram.
The impact of a number of parameters on the accuracy was considered: the
amount of storage space used to represent the histogram, the selectivity of
queries, as well as several characteristics of the input data (such as dimen-
sionality and domain size). The sensitivity to each of these parameters was
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analyzed by varying it and fixing the other ones. In particular, in order to
generate groups of queries with the same selectivity on a data distribution
D, we used the following strategy. First, a number of distinct points were
randomly selected inside D. Then, for each of these points p, a set of queries
was generated starting from the query whose range coincided with p and by
progressively enlarging the query volume. This resulted in queries centered in
p with increasing selectivity. Finally, such obtained queries were grouped by
their selectivity.

4.4.2 Synthetic Data

Our synthetic data generator is similar to those of [31, 81]. It takes as argu-
ment the following parameters: d, n1, . . . , nd, T , m, lmin, lmax, zmin, zmax.
Data are generated by creating m dense regions inside a d-dimensional ar-
ray D with volume n1 × . . . × nd. These dense regions will be denoted as
r1, . . . , rm. Each ri is characterized by its center ci, its width li and the skew
parameter zi (as it will be clear later, zi determines the data distribution in-
side ri). The coordinates of the centers c1, . . . , cm are generated according to
a uniform distribution on the domain of D; the widths l1, . . . , lm are randomly
chosen between lmin and lmax, and z1, . . . , zm are randomly chosen between
zmin and zmax (in our experiments, where it is not differently stated, we used
zmin = 0.5 and zmax = 2.5). Initially D is empty (i.e. it contains only null
points), and at the end of the generation process it will contain a number of
points whose sum is equal to T . In particular, T is divided into Tnoise and Treg.
Treg is distributed among the m regions according to a uniform distribution.
The sum of points inside ri will be denoted as Ti. Region ri is populated in
two steps:
1. a number Ti of points inside the range of ri (namely, p1, . . . , pTi

) are gen-
erated. Each of these points pj is obtained by first generating its distance δj

from the center ci and then randomly choosing pj among the points having
this distance from ci. The value of δj is chosen according to a Zipf distribution
on [0..li] with parameter zi.
2. for each pj (with j ∈ [1..Ti]) the value of D[pj ] is increased by one. Thus,
each cell p in ri will contain the number of occurrences of p in the sequence
p1, . . . , pTi

.
As regards Tnoise, it is used to simulate noise in the data distribution: it

is distributed among randomly generated points inside D (in our experiments
we used Tnoise = 0.05 · T ).

This generation paradigm results in a data distribution where, for each
ri, the higher zi, the more “concentrated” around ci the data points: as zi

increases, points having large distances from ci are less probable to be gener-
ated.
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4.4.3 Real life Data

We considered two real-life data sets. The first will be referred to as Cen-
sus and was obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau using their DataFerret
application for retrieving data. The data source is the Current Population
Survey (CPS), from which the March Questionnaire Supplement (1994) file,
containing 150943 tuples, was extracted. 8 attributes have been chosen: Age,
Parent’s line number, Major Occupation, Marital Status, Race, Family Type,
Public Assistance Type, School Enrollment. The corresponding 8-dimensional
array has about 4.6 ·107 cells, and contains 19129 non-null values (the density
is about 4.2 · 10−4).

The other data set will be referred to as Forest Cover. It was obtained
from the U.S. Forest Service and is available at the UCI KDD archive site.
It consists of 581012 tuples having 54 attributes. Among these, 10 attributes
are numerical. As in [44], we considered the tuples projected on these nu-
merical attributes, thus obtaining a 10-dimensional data distribution. The
corresponding 10-dimensional array has about 4.4 · 1028 cells (the density is
about 1.3 · 10−23).

4.4.4 Comparing FBH and HBH under Different
Greedy Criteria

As explained in Sect. 4.2.3, the tree-based representation models of HBH and
GHBH are an alternative to the MBR-based one of FBH. On the one hand, the
tree-based representation model yields a larger number of buckets w.r.t. the
MBR-based one (within the same storage space bound); on the other hand,
buckets represented by means of their MBRs are likely to provide a more
accurate description of the underlying data distribution. Therefore it is worth
investigating which of these alternatives yields the best accuracy 2. Hence,
we studied how the accuracy provided by the different representation models
of FBH, HBH, GHBH depends on the particular greedy criterion adopted to
guide the histogram construction.

In order to establish how using different greedy criteria and employing dif-
ferent representation models affect the histogram effectiveness, we studied the
accuracy of histograms obtained using different combinations greedy criterion
/ representation model. In particular, in this section we provide experimen-
tal results studying how error rates change when the same greedy criterion
is used with either the flat representation model of FBH and the tree-based
representation model of HBH. The impact of the use of the grid-constrained
partitioning of GHBH will be considered in more detail in the following sec-
tion.

2 Obviously, we will consider only FBH adopting MBRs to represent the leaves of
the partition tree: otherwise, the comparison of FBH with HBH and GHBH (in
terms of accuracy) is rather expected.
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Observe that the combinations Max-Redmarg/FBH and MaxDiff /FBH co-
incide with the techniques MinSkew and MHIST, respectively. However, the
aim of this section is not to provide a complete comparison between our ap-
proach and these well-known techniques: further experiments comparing our
approach with MinSkew and MHIST will be reported in Sect. 4.4.6.

Diagrams in Fig. 4.11 (a,b) were obtained on a synthetic 4-dimensional
data distribution with volume 200×200×200×200 having a density of 0.02%,
whereas diagrams in Fig. 4.11(c,d) were obtained on the 10-dimensional Forest
Cover data set. The accuracy of the various criteria is evaluated w.r.t. the
storage space available for the summarized representation.
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Fig. 4.11. Comparing combinations greedy criterion / representation model on 4D-
synthetic data (a,b) and Forest Cover (c,d)

The main results which turn out from diagrams in Fig. 4.11 are the fol-
lowing:
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1. for both FBH and HBH, Max-Var/Max-Red provides lower error rates
than all other criteria; moreover, this criterion exploits the amount of
storage space more effectively: as the available storage space increases,
error rates decrease more rapidly w.r.t. the other criteria;

2. the accuracy of histograms built by employing any criterion other than
Max-Var/Max-Red and Max-Red is nearly the same when either the FBH
or HBH representation model is adopted. On the contrary, histograms con-
structed adopting either Max-Var/Max-Red or, to a lesser extent, Max-
Red benefit from the use of the HBH representation model.

In order to explain why employing different greedy criteria results in differ-
ent error rates, we considered a two-dimensional data distribution and studied
how data is partitioned depending on the adopted criterion for both HBH and
FBH. Partitions resulting from different combinations greedy criterion / rep-
resentation model are depicted in Fig. 4.12.

Max-Red (HBH) Max-Redmarg (HBH) MaxDiff (HBH) Max-Var/Max-Red (HBH)

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Max-Red (FBH) Max-Redmarg (FBH) MaxDiff (FBH) Max-Var/Max-Red (FBH)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 4.12. Different combinations greedy criterion / representation model

By analyzing diagrams in Fig. 4.12, the following considerations can be drawn:
- Max-Red fails in building effective partitions, as it tends to progressively

split “small” dense regions. This is made clear in Fig. 4.12(a) and (e): some
clusters of data are rather disregarded, even if the amount of storage space
would suffice to perform enough splits to isolate them; indeed, many splits
are “wasted” to partition the core of other dense regions. This behavior can
be explained by analyzing (4.1) which expresses the reduction of SSE of a
block b due to the binary split < bl, bh >. In fact, from this formula, it turns
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out that splitting a small dense block b1 can result in a larger reduction of
SSE w.r.t. splitting a larger block b2, even if SSE(b2) � SSE(b1). 3

- the behavior of Max-Redmarg can be explained as for Max-Red. In this case,
the criterion tends to choose blocks having small size along one of their di-
mensions, and split them along this dimension, as this yields the maximum
reduction of (marginal) SSE. This explains the shape of the partitions gen-
erated by Max-Redmarg shown in Fig. 4.12(b) and (f), where rectangular
blocks are split along their smallest dimension, and the obtained blocks are
recursively split along the same dimension.

- adopting MaxDiff results in partitions which poorly describe the underlying
data, as this criterion is unable to separate dense regions from null ones. In
fact, there is no reason to assume that largest differences in marginal values
arise correspondingly to the boundaries of dense regions.

- Max-Var/Max-Red succeeds in locating dense regions where a finer-grain
partition of data is needed: as shown in Fig. 4.12(d) and (h) this criterion is
fairer in choosing the region to be split w.r.t. Max-Red, Max-Redmarg , and
MaxDiff. This explains why it outperforms all the other criteria for both
HBH and FBH.

In Fig. 4.12 the partition obtained with Max-Varmarg/Max-Redmarg is not
shown, as it was very similar to that of Max-Var/Max-Red. Indeed, differences
in error rates between these two criteria arise more significantly in higher
dimensionality settings. As dimensionality increases, marginal distributions
contain less and less information on the internal content of blocks: in fact, the
total size of marginal distributions of a block (i.e. the sum of the lengths of
all marginal distributions of the block) grows linearly with d (it is O(d · n)),
whereas the volume of blocks grows exponentially with d (it is O(nd)). There-
fore, investigating the content of marginal distributions to decide whether a
block needs to be partitioned is likely to provide less reliable information as
dimensionality increases. As a matter of fact, isolated dense regions of the
multi-dimensional space can collapse into a single mono-dimensional dense
region, when projected on each dimension (for instance, consider two adja-
cent circular dense regions located at the ends of a diagonal in the 2D space).
Therefore, it is unlikely to succeed in isolating the dense multi-dimensional
regions by only looking at their projections (i.e. the marginal distributions)
on space dimensions.

We now focus our attention on explaining why only Max-Var/Max-Red and
Max-Red benefits from the adoption of HBH representation model. As regards
Max-Var/Max-Red, the reason of this is that MBRs do not help this criterion

3 As a hint, consider two buckets b1, b2 with vol(b1) 	 vol(b2) containing the
same data values distributed differently. Then SSE(b2) 
 SSE(b1) holds, but
the reduction of SSE due to any binary split < bl

1, b
h
1 > of b1 is likely to be larger

w.r.t. any binary split < bl
2, b

h
2 > of b2.
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in isolating dense regions from null ones: therefore, Max-Var/Max-Red can
exploit significantly the increase in number of buckets due to the HBH repre-
sentation model, investing a larger number of buckets to approximate dense
regions in more detail (in fact, error rates for Max-Var/Max-Red are very sen-
sitive to an increase in storage space, as shown in diagrams in Fig. 4.11). As
regards Max-Red, on the one hand MBRs do not prevent this criterion from
generating several small buckets in a few dense regions. On the other hand,
the use of MBR reduces the number of splits, so that a larger number of dense
regions are likely to be disregarded by this criterion (for instance, the dense
region at the bottom right-hand part of the data distribution in Fig. 4.12(e)
is not partitioned when MBRs are used).

On the contrary, all other criteria are not effective in assigning distinct
dense regions to distinct buckets: in this case, MBRs do provide a more ac-
curate description of the data underlying buckets, but this positive benefit of
FBH representation model turns out to be counterbalanced by the smaller
number of buckets w.r.t. the HBH representation model.

Due to the higher level of accuracy provided by Max-Var/Max-Red under
the tree-based representation model, and since this criterion can be evaluated
as efficiently as the other ones (as stated in Theorem 4.9), in the following
only HBH using this criterion will be considered.

4.4.5 Comparing HBH with GHBH

In this section we study how the introduction of a grid constraining block
splits affects the accuracy of histograms. We first compare GHBH and HBH
under the same greedy criterion (thus we adopt Max-Var/Max-Red under
which HBH yields the best accuracy), then we briefly discuss the impact of
adopting different greedy criteria to guide the construction of a GHBH.

HBH vs GHBH under Max-Var/Max-Red

GHBHs of different degrees have been tested. The term GHBH(x) will be
used to denote a GHBH which employs x bits to store the splitting position.
Diagrams in Fig. 4.13 (a,b) were obtained on Census data set by performing
samples of queries whose selectivity is respectively 0.5% and 3%, whereas
diagrams in 4.13 (c,d) were obtained on 4-dimensional synthetic data with
volume 400 × 400 × 400 × 400 containing 30 dense regions.

From diagrams in Fig. 4.13 it emerges that GHBH yields higher accuracy
than HBH. Although the HBH algorithm is able to perform more effective
splits at each step (as splits are not constrained by the grid), the number of
buckets generated by GHBH algorithms is larger.

In order to investigate in more detail how the optimal grid degree depends
on the characteristics of data, we also performed experiments studying how
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Fig. 4.13. HBH vs GHBH on real-life data (a,b) and synthetic data (c,d)

the accuracy of GHBHs adopting grids with different degrees is affected by
either the size of the domain and the data skewness. As regards the former
issue, intuition would suggest that, as the volume of data increases, in order
to keep the same accuracy in partitioning data, a higher-degree grid should be
adopted. To analyze this aspect, we performed some experiments investigating
how changing the grid degree affects the effectiveness of isolating dense regions
distributed on larger and larger domains.

To this aim, we tested GHBHs with different grid-degrees on data distri-
butions having the same dimensionality, increasing volume, and containing
the same dense regions differently distributed in the data domain. Diagram
4.14(a) depicts error rates on 3-dimensional cubic data sets with increasing
edges, from 200 to 1600. These data sets will be denoted as Dn, where n is the
edge size. D200, . . . , D1600 were generated by first creating 30 dense regions,
and then distributing randomly the centers of these regions in the different
data domains. For instance, each dense region ri (with i ∈ [1..30]) inside D400

contains the same distribution of values as the region r′i inside D200, but the
center ci of ri has different coordinates w.r.t. the center c′i of r′i (ci and c′i
being randomly selected points inside D400 and D200, respectively.). For each
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data set Dn a query set QSn is generated as follows. QS200 contains, for each
dense region ri of D200, 1000 hypercubic queries intersecting ri. The centers
of these queries are characterized by their relative coordinates to ci. QS400

contains, for each q ∈ QS200 involving ri, a query q′ involving r′i with the
same volume as q, and whose center has the same relative coordinates to c′i
as q does to ci. Query sets QS800, QS1600 have been constructed analogously.
Evaluating error rates w.r.t. these query sets allows us to establish whether
the optimal grid degree for a GHBH depends on the domain size. Diagram
4.14(b) was obtained analogously, but for 6-dimensional data.
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Fig. 4.14. Error rates of HBH and GHBH versus edge size (a,b) and data skewness
(c,d)

Diagrams in Fig. 4.14(a,b) show that the effectiveness of adopting a par-
ticular grid degree is almost unaffected by the size of the domain.

Diagrams in Fig. 4.14(c,d) show how error rates depend on data skewness.
Diagram in Fig. 4.14(c) depicts error rates for 3-dimensional data distributions
with volume 400× 400× 400 having 30 dense regions (having the same value
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z of the skew parameter), whereas diagram in Fig. 4.14(d) was obtained on
6-dimensional data distributions with volume 4006 with 30 dense regions. As
for diagrams 4.14(a,b) we considered a query set consisting of queries with the
same volume overlapping dense regions. Observe that data density decreases as
skewness increases: as z gets larger, dense regions become sparser, since tuples
are generated with a decreasing probability of being far from the center of the
region. That is, when z = 0 the distances of generated tuples from the center
are uniformly distributed, while as z becomes larger, large distances from the
center become less and less probable. Going to the limit, dense regions collapse
to a unique cell.

From diagrams in Fig. 4.14(c,d) it turns out that “intermediate” values of
z yield the largest error rates. Indeed, if skew is either very low or very high,
dense regions will be rather uniform, or collapse, respectively. In both cases,
isolating the dense region into a few buckets suffices to have good accuracy,
whereas for intermediate values of z dense regions need more and more splits
to be accurately described by the partition.

From these results, we can draw the conclusion that the use of grids pro-
vides an effective trade-off between the accuracy of splits and the number of
splits which can be generated within a given storage space bound. The effec-
tiveness of this trade-off depends on the degree of the allowed binary splits.
In fact, when a high degree is adopted, a single split can be very “effective”
in partitioning a block, in the sense that it can produce a pair of blocks which
are more homogeneous w.r.t. the case that the splitting position is constrained
to be laid onto a coarser grid. On the other hand, the higher the degree of
splits, the larger the amount of storage space needed to represent each split.
From our results, it emerges that GHBH(3) (using binary splits of degree 8)
generally gives the best performances in terms of accuracy, and as the number
of bits used to define the grid increases, the accuracy decreases. However, we
point out that GHBHs with small degree values do not exhibit large differ-
ences in error rates. Therefore, even if a value for the grid degree yielding
the best accuracy in any setting cannot be found, this is not a limit of our
approach, as any low-degree grid provides error rates which are close to those
of the “optimal” degree. In the rest of the chapter, all results on GHBH will
be presented by using 3 bits for storing splitting positions.

HBH vs GHBH under different greedy criteria

It is worth noting that the improvement of HBH accuracy obtained by intro-
ducing the grid constraint is not simply orthogonal to any greedy criterion of
the table in Fig. 4.7. Although we have discussed the benefits of using grids
only when Max-Var/Max-Red is used, from several experiments it turned out
that, in the case that another greedy criterion is adopted, the improvement
in accuracy when moving from HBH to GHBH is not so relevant. We do not
report related diagrams here, however, this result is rather expected, as it is
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worth noting that Max-Var/Max-Red is the only criterion which improves sig-
nificantly as the available storage space becomes larger (see Fig. 4.11), whereas
the other criteria are less sensitive on this parameter. Therefore, it is unlikely
that the other criteria exploit the increase of the number of available splits
due to the introduction of grids as Max-Var/Max-Red does. Therefore in the
following we will consider only GHBH adopting Max-Var/Max-Red.

4.4.6 GHBH versus Other Techniques

We compared the effectiveness of GHBH with the state-of-the-art techniques
for compressing multi-dimensional data. Besides considering MHIST and
MinSkew 4, we compared the accuracy of GHBH with GENHIST (see Sect.
2.2.4) and the wavelet-based techniques proposed respectively in [81] (that
will be referred as WAVE1) and in [80] (WAVE2) (see Sect. 2.3; we recall that
the former applies the wavelet transform directly on the source data, whereas
the latter performs a pre-computation step on original data). The experiments
were conducted at the same storage space.

Diagrams of Fig. 4.15 were obtained on four-dimensional synthetic data
with volume 8 × 16 × 256 × 1024 with density 0.1%. In particular, diagrams
(a,b) show how the accuracy of the techniques changes as the storage space
increases, whereas diagrams (c,d) depict error rates w.r.t. the selectivity of
queries.

GHBH exploits the increase of storage space better than the other tech-
niques. Relative error rates of all techniques increase as query selectivity de-
creases: this can be easily explained by considering that as selectivity decreases
(i.e. query answers become smaller in value) even a small difference between
the actual query answer and the estimated one can lead to a large relative
error.

Diagrams of Fig. 4.16 were obtained on the 10-dimensional Forest Cover
data set. In particular, diagram 4.16(c) refers to very low selectivities and
reports absolute errors. In this case relative errors have not been considered
as, for small selectivities, they are likely be high even if a reasonable approx-
imation is obtained: for instance, while a 300% error rate on a query with
selectivity 1 corresponds to a good accuracy of the estimate, the same error
rate on a query whose selectivity is high (w.r.t. N) makes the inaccuracy of
the query estimate intolerable. Thus, relative error may not be indicative of
the actual accuracy. In diagram 4.16(d) relative error rates at higher selectiv-
ities are reported. On this data set wavelet techniques were not considered as
our prototype does not support data sets with so large volumes.

Diagrams of Fig. 4.17 were obtained similarly to diagrams in Fig. 4.16, but
on the 8-dimensional Census data set. In particular, in this case we considered

4 Our implementation of MinSkew is a straightforward extension of MinSkew to
the multidimensional case, where each bucket stores its sum and the coordinates
of its MBR.
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Fig. 4.15. Comparing techniques on synthetic data

a broader range of selectivities, as this data set is less sparse than Forest Cover
and thus queries with very low selectivities are unlikely to occur.

All the diagrams in Figs. 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 show that GHBH adopting
Max-Var/Max-Red outperforms the other techniques on all the examined data
sets.

We also investigated in detail how the accuracy of the various techniques
is affected by an increase in dimensionality of the input data. In particular, di-
agrams 4.18(a) and (b) refer to synthetic data. These diagrams were obtained
by starting from a 10-dimensional data distribution (called D10) containing
1020 cells (the size of each dimension is equal to 100), where about 53000 non
null values (density � 5.3 · 10−16) are distributed among 1000 dense regions.
The data distributions with lower dimensionality (called Di, with i ∈ 4..9)
were generated by projecting the values of D10 on the first i of its dimensions.
By means of this strategy, we created a sequence of multi-dimensional data
distributions, with increasing dimensionality (from 4 to 10) and with decreas-
ing density (from 3.9 · 10−4 to 5.3 · 10−16). Diagrams 4.18(a) and (b) were
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Fig. 4.16. Comparing techniques on Forest Cover

obtained by considering, for each Di, a sample of range queries whose selec-
tivity is respectively 0.1% and 1%. Both these diagrams have been obtained
using a storage space of 2000 words. The same kind of experiments were per-
formed on Census data set. In this case we projected the 8-dimensional data
set described in 4.4.3 on the first i of its dimensions (i = 5..7). In Fig. 4.18(c)
and (d) results obtained on samples of queries having selectivity 0.1% and 1%
(respectively) are depicted.

Both WAVE1 and WAVE2 were not considered on synthetic data, as our
prototype does not work on so large data sets. Error rates for WAVE1 are
not reported in the diagram in Fig. 4.18(c) as they were out of scale. Dia-
grams in Fig. 4.18 show that, for both synthetic and real-life data, error rates
of every technique tend to increase as dimensionality increases, but GHBH
accuracy gets worse very slightly and outperforms all the other techniques at
all considered dimensionalities.
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Fig. 4.17. Comparing techniques on Census

4.4.7 Execution Time of Greedy Algorithm

In this section we present some experimental results studying how the exe-
cution times of Greedy Algorithms constructing a GHBH depend on several
parameters, such as the storage space (i.e. number of buckets), the density,
the volume, the dimensionality of D, and the grid degree. In particular, we
have compared the execution times when either the sparse data model, or the
non-sparse one, or pre-computation is adopted.
Diagrams in Fig. 4.19 have been obtained for greedy algorithms adopting the
Max-Var/Max-Red constructing an 8-GHBH.
Experimental results reported in Fig. 4.19 are basically consistent with the
complexity bounds of Fig. 4.10, and can be summarized as follows:
- when the sparse model is used, the execution time of Greedy Algorithm is

sensitive only on the number of non-null values in D (it grows linearly with
N - see Fig. 4.19(a)), but is almost independent on either the data domain
volume - Fig. 4.19(b) - and the dimensionality - Fig. 4.19(d);

- otherwise (if either the non-sparse data model is adopted or pre-computation
is performed) the execution time of Greedy Algorithm is unaffected by an
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Fig. 4.18. Sensitivity to dimensionality on synthetic data (a,b) and Census data
(c,d)

increase in N , but it worsens dramatically as either d or nd increases; in par-
ticular, the algorithm using pre-computation is faster than the one adopting
the non-sparse model without pre-computation;

- when the sparse data model is used, if data density is smaller than a thresh-
old, Greedy Algorithm is faster w.r.t. the case of non-sparse model or pre-
computation. For instance, in the case depicted in Fig. 4.19(a), if data density
is smaller that ρ∗ = 3% the adoption of the sparse data model provides better
performances than the use of pre-computation. Indeed, the exact value of the
data density ρ∗ where the execution times of the different approaches (based
on either the sparse data model or the use of pre-computation) are about the
same depends on a lot of parameters. In particular, it is worth noting that
as the dimensionality increases, algorithms performing pre-computation or
adopting the non-sparse data model slow down dramatically (as shown in
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Fig. 4.19. Comparing efficiency of algorithms

Fig. 4.19(d)) so that the data density threshold gets a much larger value.
However, in practical scenarios, especially for high-dimensionality data dis-
tributions, the data density is so small that algorithms based on the sparse
data model do perform much better than the others.

Figure 4.19(c) shows that execution times of greedy algorithms is not very
sensitive w.r.t. the size of the available storage space. This can be explained
as follows:
- in the case that pre-computation is performed, the cost of the pre-computation

step dominates the construction of the histogram. As explained in Sect. 4.3.2,
the pre-computation step makes Evaluate more efficient to be performed, so
that even if the number of buckets to be built increases, the computational
overhead needed to compute them is almost negligible (i.e. the number of
invocations of Evaluate increases, but each invocation is fast to be accom-
plished);

- in the other cases, the largest portion of execution times is devoted to the
computation of the “first” steps, which involve very large buckets. For in-
stance, at the first step of the greedy algorithms, the function Evaluate has
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to scan all values of D, that is either nd values (non-sparse data model) or
N values (sparse data model) must be accessed. As the construction process
goes on, the buckets to be processed become smaller and smaller, so that the
cost of performing further splits is almost negligible.

Experimental results analyzing how execution times depend on the grid degree
are shown in Fig. 4.20. They have been obtained on a 3-dimensional data
distribution with volume 300 × 300 × 300 containing 135000 non null values,
using a storage space of 10000 words.
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Fig. 4.20. Comparing efficiency of algorithms

From the diagram above it emerges that execution times slightly depend on the
grid degree. This could be due to the fact that, as the grid degree increases, the
number of splits to be evaluated at each step of the construction increases, but
the number of steps of the algorithm decreases (as the number of buckets which
can be stored within the given storage space decreases). We do not report
experimental results on execution times of greedy algorithms constructing an
HBH. However it is easy to see that an HBH can be viewed as a GHBH with
high degree.
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Clustering-based Multi-dimensional
Histograms

In this chapter we propose a new technique for constructing multi-dimensional
histograms based on data clustering. This technique first invokes a density-
based clustering algorithm to locate dense and sparse regions of the input data.
Then the data distribution inside each of these regions is summarized by means
of a grid-based partitioning. The proposed approach is compared with state-of-
the-art histograms on both synthetic and real-life data and is shown to be more
effective.

5.1 Introduction

As shown by the experiments presented in Chap. 4, existing approaches
for summarizing multi-dimensional data often adopt ineffective strategies for
guiding the histogram construction, thus yielding low accuracy in estimat-
ing range queries. Especially when data dimensionality increases, the adopted
partitioning heuristics produce less and less accurate partitions, consisting
of buckets containing inhomogeneous regions. In particular, traditional tech-
niques for constructing histograms often result in partitions where dense and
sparse regions are put together in the same bucket, which yield poor accuracy
in describing data.

For instance, consider the bucket shown in Fig. 5.1, where a dense cluster
is put together with a sparse region. As the bucket is summarized by the
sum of its values, estimating the sum of the values in either Q1 and Q2 by
performing linear interpolation gives a high error rate, since the total sum is
assumed to be homogeneously distributed inside b. In fact, this assumption is
far from being true: most of the sum of b is concentrated in the dense cluster
on the right-hand side of b.

Therefore, it’s our belief that improving the ability of distinguishing dense
regions can result in more accurate partitions, as this prevents buckets like
that of Fig. 5.1 from being constructed. This is also proved by the experiments
conducted in Chap. 4 (see diagrams in Sect. 4.4.4) where we have shown that
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Fig. 5.1. Queries posed into a non-homogeneous bucket

the best performing partition criteria are those which are effective in isolating
dense regions. Thus, we expect that enhanced estimation accuracy can be
achieved by adopting a new approach: rather than searching for new criteria
which are more effective in guiding the top-down data partitioning (so as to
reach and isolate dense regions), we adopt a bottom-up approach which first
locates dense regions and then further partition them.

The problem of searching homogeneous regions is very close to the data
clustering problem, i.e. the problem of grouping database objects into a set
of meaningful classes. This issue has been widely studied in the data mining
context, and several algorithms accomplishing data clustering have been pro-
posed. They can be divided into partitional, hierarchical, and locality-based
algorithms. In partitional algorithms the partition of data points into clus-
ters is chosen which optimizes an objective criterion, such as distance. Each
cluster is represented by either the mean of its records (k-means [59]) or by
one of its records chosen as representative (k-medoid [54]). CLARANS [68] is
an extension of traditional k-medoid algorithms yielding higher accuracy in
locating clusters (even if it could converge to a local optimum), but is not
well-suited for large databases as it may require multiple scans of the data
points.

Hierarchical algorithms construct a hierarchy of clusters by adopting ei-
ther a top-down strategy (divisive hierarchical techniques) or a bottom-up
one (agglomerative strategies). BIRCH [83] and CURE [41] are examples of
hierarchical algorithms. The former first populates a special data structure
(namely, CF Tree) where summary information of sub-clusters of objects is
stored, and then runs an agglomerative algorithm on the previously gener-
ated sub-clusters. It is known to be unsuitable for distributions consisting of
arbitrary shaped clusters or clusters having different sizes. On the contrary,
CURE succeeds in identifying clusters having complex shapes with different
sizes, and outperforms BIRCH on large databases. It uses a combination of
random sampling and partitioning, where clusters are characterized by a set
of representative points, instead of a single centroid (as BIRCH does).

DBSCAN [27] is a density-based algorithm aiming at separating dense
regions from sparse ones. A cluster is built progressively by starting from
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a core-point (i.e. a point having a dense neighborhood), inserting all of its
neighbors into the cluster, and then expanding the cluster from all core-points
included into the clusters at some previous step. OPTICS [6] is an extension
of DBSCAN producing an augmented ordering of records representing its
density-based clustering structure. A detailed survey on clustering techniques
can be found in [54].

The approach proposed in this chapter aims at enhancing the histogram
construction by exploiting the capability of clustering techniques to locate
dense regions. We define a new technique for constructing multi-dimensional
histograms which first invokes a density-based clustering algorithm for parti-
tioning the data into dense and sparse regions, and then further refines this
partitioning by adopting a grid-based paradigm. We study, by means of ex-
periments, the accuracy of the proposed histogram in answering sum-range
queries over either synthetic and real life data sets.

5.2 CHist: Clustering-based Histogram

Our technique works in three steps. At the first step clusters of data and
outliers (i.e. points which do not belong to any cluster) are located. At the
second step, these clusters and the set of outliers are treated as distinct layers,
and each layer is summarized by partitioning it according to a grid-based
paradigm. At the last step the histogram is constructed by “assembling” all
the buckets obtained at the previous step.

The three phases of our approach are described in detail in the follow-
ing sections. The description of the algorithm is provided by assuming a d-
dimensional data distribution D. D will be treated as a multi-dimensional
array of integers of size nd (see Sect. 1.4). The amount of available storage
space for the representation of the histogram will be denoted as B.

5.2.1 Step I: Clustering Data

In our prototype, we have embedded the clustering algorithm DBSCAN [27]
in order to group input data into dense clusters. Indeed, our approach can be
viewed as orthogonal to any clustering technique: we have chosen DBSCAN
as it is representative of density-based clustering algorithms.

The idea underlying DBSCAN is that points belonging to a dense cluster
(except those points lying on the border of the cluster) have a dense neigh-
borhood. A point p is said to have a dense neighborhood if there are at least
MinPts distinct points whose distance from p is less than Eps (both Eps and
MinPts are parameters crucial for the definition of clusters). Points with a
dense neighborhood are said to be core points. DBSCAN scans input data
searching for core points. Once a core point p is found, a new cluster C is
created, and both p and all of its neighbors are grouped into C. Then C is
recursively expanded by including the neighbors of all core points put in C
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at the last step. When C cannot be further expanded, DBSCAN searches for
other core points to start new clusters, until no more core points can be found.
At the end of the clustering, points which do not belong to any clusters are
classified as outliers. Figure 5.2 shows an example of clustering obtained by
DBSCAN.

Fig. 5.2. Running DBSCAN on a set of points

5.2.2 Step II: Summarizing Data into Buckets

At this step the input data distribution is viewed as a superposition of layers.
Each layer is either a cluster or the set of outliers. In the following we will
denote the layer consisting of outliers as L0, and the layers corresponding to
dense clusters as L1, . . . , Lc. L0 will be said to be the outlier layer, whereas
L1, . . . , Lc will be said to be cluster layers. Each layer is represented by means
of its MBR.

The different layers are summarized separately by partitioning their MBRs
into buckets. This aims at preventing the construction of buckets where dense
and sparse regions are put together, which, as explained before (see Fig. 5.1),
can yield poor accuracy. In more detail, our approach works as follows.

(Step II.a) Before summarizing the layers into buckets, possible peaks are
located among the set of outliers. The rationale of this step can be explained
as follows. Due to the sparsity of the outlier layer, any summarization of L0

is likely to consist of buckets larger in volume than buckets constructed on
cluster-layers. Obviously, the larger in volume a bucket, the less accurate its
description of the underlying data distribution: aggregating two or more points
into a bucket means spreading the total value of these points onto the range
of the bucket, thus the larger this volume, the less localized the information
associated to these points is kept. Therefore, if some peaks occur in the set
of outliers, aggregating them with small-value outliers can result in a relevant
loss of accuracy.

In order to detect peaks we use a threshold parameter (namely, t) to de-
cide whether an outlier is a peak or not: if the value of an outlier o is greater
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than t times the average value of input points, then o is a peak, and will be
removed from L0 and stored in detail (this can be viewed as creating buckets
containing single points). In our experiments we used the value t = 3.

(Step II.b) The amount of storage space left from the representation of peaks
is invested to summarize the clusters and outliers not previously selected.
Layers are summarized independently of each other, and the summary of the
whole data distribution will be the superimposition of the summaries of all
layers.

The summarization of layers is accomplished by a multi-step algorithm
which, at each step, summarizes a single layer by partitioning it according to
a grid and storing, for each bucket defined by this grid, both its MBR and
the sum of its values (obviously, the cells of this grid which do not contain
any data point result in an empty MBR which is not stored). The MBRs of
buckets obtained from the summarization of cluster layers will be said to be
c-buckets, whereas the MBRs of the buckets constructed by partitioning L0

will be said to be o-buckets.
Indeed, layer L0 is processed after the summarization of all the cluster

layers. In particular, before summarizing the outlier layer, we scan all outliers
to locate those lying onto the range of some c-bucket. Each outlier o which
lies onto some c-bucket is removed from L0 and “added” to one c-bucket
whose range contains the coordinates of o 1. This allows us to view c-buckets
as “holes” of L0, in the sense that, after performing this task, there are no
points lying onto the range of some c-bucket which belong to L0. As it will
be clear in the following, this will be exploited in the physical representation
of the histogram to improve its accuracy.

We now describe how the available storage space is used to summa-
rize layers. Let Bi be the amount of memory which is left from the i − 1
previous summarization steps (at the first step, B1 is the residual of the
initial amount of storage space which is left from the representation of
peaks). The portion of Bi which is invested to summarize Li is denoted
as B(Li) and is computed by comparing the need of being partitioned of
Li with all remaining layers Li+1, . . . , Lc, L0. The need of being partitioned
of a layer L is estimated by computing its SSE (denoted as SSE(L)), thus
B(Li) = Bi · SSE(Li)

SSE(L0)+
�c

j=i+1 SSE(Lj)
.

We now show how B(Li) is exploited to store a partition of Li into buckets.
The idea is to partition Li according to a grid and store, for each cell of the
grid containing at least one point, the coordinates of its MBR and the sum of
the values occurring in it. The grid on a layer Li is constructed as follows.

1 If more than one c-bucket contains o, one of these c-buckets is randomly selected
to incorporate o. Adding an outlier o to a c-bucket b means removing o from L0

and adding the value of o to sum(b).
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If we denote as W the amount of storage space needed to store a bucket2,
the number of buckets produced by the grid on Li can be no more than
nb = �B(Li)

W �. Thus, if tj is the number of divisions of the grid along the j-th
dimension of Li, it should be

∏d
j=1 tj = nb.

A grid could be easily constructed by means of an equi-partitioning strat-
egy, i.e. by partitioning all the dimensions in the same number of portions.
That is, we could choose t1 = t2 = . . . = td = d

√
nb. Indeed, this choice can

result in a grid whose cells are hyper-rectangles having edges with large dif-
ferences in length, unless the MBR of Li has edges with about the same size.
In fact, a partition where, for each bucket, there are large differences in edge
sizes is likely to provide poor accuracy, as it is less effective in preserving the
locality of information. This is due to the fact that summarizing the points in-
side the bucket into a single value means spreading each point onto the whole
range of the domain delimited by the bucket itself. Therefore each point can
give a contribution to cells of the domain whose distance is bounded by the
maximum diagonal dmax of the bucket. The value of dmax is of the same order
of magnitude of the longest edge of the bucket, thus buckets whose edges are
close in length have a smaller value of dmax w.r.t. buckets (with the same
volume) having edges with large differences in length.

For instance, consider the two buckets b′ of size 10 × 10 × 10, and b′′ of
size 100 × 5 × 2. b′ and b′′ have the same volume. The value of the maximal
diagonal for b′ is d′max =

√
102 + 102 + 102 ∼= 17.1, whereas the maximal di-

agonal for b′′ is d′′max =
√

1002 + 52 + 22 ∼= 100.1. Therefore, after performing
summarization, the information of a point at a vertex of the range of b′ is
kept more localized w.r.t. a point at a vertex of the range of b′′.

In order to prevent large differences in value between bucket edges, we
partition each edge of the MBR of the layer to be summarized into a number
of portions which is proportional to the length of the edge itself.
Let wj be the length of the edge along the j-th dimension, and tj be the
number of divisions performed along the same dimension. Choosing tj = wj ·
d

√
nb

vol(Li)
(where vol(Li) is the volume of the MBR of Li), guarantees both

that
∏

tj = nb and that the grid degree along each dimension is chosen
by weighting the corresponding edge size. Indeed, this formula can result in
non-integer value coefficients t1, . . . , td. Therefore t1, . . . , td must be rounded,
with the constraint that their product cannot be larger than nb. This can be
accomplished by rounding each tj to �tj�, but this may result in a grid with
much fewer cells than nb. For instance, assume that nb = 120, and t1 = 2.66,
t2 = 7.5, t3 = 2.4, t4 = 2.5. Observe that

∏4
j=1 tj = 120, but

∏4
j=1�tj� = 16 .

Therefore we use the following strategy to construct the grid. The degrees
of the grid along each dimension are computed progressively, starting from t1
to td, according to the following scheme:

2 We use 2·d 32-bit words for storing bucket boundaries, and one 32-bit word for
storing the sum-aggregate
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t′1 = max{�t1�, 1}; t′2 = max
��

t1·t2
t′1

�
, 1
	

; . . . t′d = max


��d
j=1 tj

�d−1
j=1 t′j

�
, 1


.

That is, the value of each tj is approximated to t′j by taking into account
the approximations already performed at the j−1 previous steps. For instance,
consider a 4-dimensional layer Li whose MBR has size 30 × 60 × 120 × 240.
Let V ol = 30 · 60 · 120 · 240 be the volume of the MBR of Li, nb = 100 be the

number of buckets which can be constructed on Li, and K = d

√
nb
V ol . We have

that:
t1 =30·K =1.118; t2 =60·K =2.236; t3 =120·K =4.472; t4 =240·K =8.944

and:
t′1=�t1�=1; t′2 =

�
1.118·2.236

1

�
=2;

t′3 =
�

1.118·2.236·4.472
1·2

�
=5; t′4 =

�
1.118·2.236·4.472·8.944

1·2·5
�
=10.

Although in the case shown above t′1 · t′2 · t′3 · t′4 = nb, it can happen that
constructing a grid using this strategy results in nb′ buckets, with nb′ strictly
less than nb. This can be due either to numerical approximation (the value
of

∏
t′j can be less than nb), or to the fact that some cells of the grid can

correspond to null regions of the data domain, so that they are not stored
explicitly. Therefore, after a layer Li is summarized, the residual amount of
storage space which will be available at step i+1 is given by Bi+1 = Bi−nb′·W
(that is, if some space which was assigned to the summarization of Li has not
been consumed, it is re-invested at the following steps).

5.2.3 Step III: Representation of the Histogram

The strategy adopted to summarize layers can yield overlapping buckets. In
particular, buckets aggregating points of L0 (the layer consisting of outliers)
are likely to be larger than buckets describing clusters. Therefore, several c-
buckets b1, . . . , bk can lie onto the range of an o-bucket b. In this scenario
b1, . . . , bk can be viewed as “holes” of b, as the aggregate information associ-
ated to b does not refer to points contained inside b1, . . . , bk. We now show how
this observation can be exploited to make query estimation more accurate. In
the following, given an o-bucket b, the set of c-buckets completely contained
into b will be denoted as Holes(b).

Consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 5.3(a), where the query Q1 intersects
one half of the range associated to the bucket b. Adopting linear interpolation
to estimate Q1 returns: Q̃1 = vol(Q1∩b)

vol(b) · sum(b), where Q1 ∩ b refers to the
intersection between the query range and the range of b. In fact, points be-
longing to the ranges of b1, . . . , b9 give no contribution to the value of sum(b).
Therefore, a more precise estimate for Q1 is: Q̃1 = vol(Q1∩b)

vol(b)−vol(b1,...,b9)
· sum(b),

where vol(b1, . . . , b9) denotes the volume of the range underlying the buckets
b1, . . . , b9. Likewise, the bucket b should give no contribution to the estimate
of the query Q2 in Fig. 5.3(b), which lies completely on the range underlying
the buckets b1, . . . , b9.
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Fig. 5.3. O-buckets with holes

In the following the number of cells of an o-bucket b which are not con-
tained in any hole of b will be said to be the actual volume of b. In the
case depicted in Fig. 5.3(a) evaluating the actual volume of b can be accom-
plished efficiently, as b1, . . . , b9 do not overlap. Indeed, also c-buckets inside an
o-bucket b can intersect one another 3. For instance, in Fig. 5.3(c) the three
buckets b1, b2, b3 inside b overlap. In this case computing the actual volume of b
requires vol(b1), vol(b2), vol(b3), vol(b1 ∩ b2), vol(b2 ∩ b3) and vol(b1 ∩ b2 ∩ b3)
to be computed. This computation becomes more and more complex when
more buckets intersect in the same region: we need to compute the volumes of
all the intersections between 2 holes, 3 holes, and so on. Obviously, this slows
down query estimations. Due to this reason, we prefer to estimate the actual
volume of an o-bucket b involved in a query instead of evaluating its exact
value: To this end we consider only a maximal subset of Holes(b) (denoted as
NOHoles(b)) consisting of non-overlapping c-buckets, thus avoiding intersec-
tions between holes to be computed. For instance, in the case depicted in Fig.
5.4(a) we can estimate the actual volume of b as vol(b) − vol(b1) − vol(b3).
However we point out that from our experiments on real-life data it turned
out that intersections between c-buckets are unlikely to occur.

The adopted representation model partitions buckets into two levels. The
buckets at the second level are those belonging to NOHoles(b) for some b. The
first level consists of all the other buckets.

The physical representation model can be exploited to evaluate query an-
swers efficiently. The answer to a given sum range query Q is computed as
follows:
1) the first-level buckets whose range overlap the query range are located;
2) for each of these buckets b, all of its hole-buckets b1, . . . , bk are accessed and
those involved in the query are located. Then, the contribution of both b and
its holes to the query estimate are evaluated. In particular, for each hole bi

3 Although no pair of clusters C1, C2 can overlap (otherwise C1, C2 would be a
unique cluster), MBRs of clusters can overlap (see Fig. 5.3(c)). Thus, partitioning
overlapping MBRs can result in overlapping c-buckets.
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the contribution to the estimate of Q is given by: vol(bi∩Q)
vol(bi)

· sum(bi), whereas

the contribution of b is vol(b∩Q)−�k
i=1 vol(bi∩Q)

vol(b)−�k
i=1 vol(bi)

· sum(b).
For instance, the estimate of the query Q shown in Fig. 5.4(a), according to

the representation shown in Fig. 5.4(b), is given by: Q̃ = vol(b∩Q)−vol(b1∩Q)
vol(b)−vol(b1)−vol(b3)

·
sum(b)+ sum(b1)+ vol(b2∩Q)

vol(b2)
· sum(b2). Therefore the adopted representation

scheme enables range query answers to be estimated by accessing each bucket
at most once.

Fig. 5.4. Nested representation of buckets

Observe that representing some c-buckets as holes of o-buckets introduces
no spatial overhead on the representation of o-buckets. That is, the two-levels
organization of buckets can be linearized by representing buckets into two
distinct sequences S1, S2. In particular, S1 contains all o-buckets and their
non-overlapping holes: each o-bucket b is followed by the representation of c-
buckets in NOHoles(b) (see Fig. 5.4(c)). Thus, locating non-overlapping holes
of an o-bucket b at position i in this sequence can be accomplished by scanning
the positions of the sequence following i, till either the end of the sequence or
an o-bucket having an empty intersection with b is reached (for instance, the
holes b1, b3 of b occur in the sequence between b and b′). Sequence S2 contains
all c-buckets which do not belong to any NOHoles(b) for any o-bucket b.

This explains why we do not consider c-buckets which partially overlap
o-buckets as holes. For instance, in the case of Fig. 5.4(a), bucket b4 is not
taken into account to estimate the actual volumes of b and b′. Otherwise
we should insert into both the representations of b and b′ a reference to b4

(which cannot be accomplished by a sequential physical representation of the
histogram), and moreover bucket b4 should be accessed more than once to
estimate queries involving b and b′.

The idea of representing some buckets as holes of other buckets was intro-
duced with STHoles histograms in [15] (see Sect. 2.2.6) . We recall that in this
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technique, holes of buckets are determined by query results feedback; if two
holes overlap, one of them is shrunk; the aggregate information of the portion
of the hole which has been cut off is estimated by linear interpolation and
spread onto the overlying bucket. This approach is not suitable in our context
as our holes are dense buckets, so that spreading their aggregate information
onto an o-bucket (which is often much larger and sparser) may result in a
severe loss of accuracy.

The algorithm implementing steps I, II, III is as follows.

Algorithm CHIST
INPUT : D: a multi-dimensional data distribution; B: number of words available to
store the histogram;
OUTPUT : H: a histogram on D within B;

Step I
L := DBSCAN(D); // L is the array of layers resulting from the execution of DBSCAN;

Step II.a
PBuckets= Peaks(L[0]); // Peaks are detected among outliers and removed from L[0];

// PBuckets is the set of buckets associated to these peaks;

B = B − size(PBuckets);
H =PBuckets; // the initial histogram consists of the buckets representing peaks;

Step II.b
SSEtot =

�L.size-1
i=0 SSE(L[i]);

C-Buckets= ∅; // this set will contain all the buckets constructed on

// layers containing clusters;

FOR i:=1 TO L.size-1 DO
BLi = SSE(L[i])

SSEtot
· (B − size(C-Buckets)); // BLi

is the amount of memory which

// will be used to summarize the layer Li;
C-Buckets=C-Buckets∪ GridPartition(L[i], BLi); // L[i] is partitioned by a

// grid, and buckets summarizing L[i] are added to C-Buckets;

SSEtot = SSEtot − SSE(L[i]); // The total SSE of non-summarized layers is

// updated

END FOR;
Distribute(L[0],C-Buckets);
O-Buckets=GridPartition(L[0], (B − size(C-Buckets)));

Step III
FOR EACH b IN O-Buckets DO

NOH = NOHoles(b);
C-Buckets= C-Buckets - NOH ;
H = H⊕b⊕NOH ; //H is augmented with b and its non-overlapping holes (according

// to the adopted physical representation model);

END FOR;
H = H⊕ C-Buckets; //H is augmented with c-buckets which have not been selected as

// holes;

RETURN H;
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Therein:
1) size takes as argument a set of buckets and returns their storage space
consumption.
2) GridPartition takes as argument the MBR of a layer and a storage space
bound; it creates a grid on the MBR of layer such that the number of cells
can be stored within the specified storage space bound; then it returns all the
non-null buckets defined by the grid.
3) Distribute takes as argument the layer of outliers L[0] and the set of c-
buckets. For each outlier o lying onto the range of some c-bucket, this function
removes o from L[0] and adds o to a c-bucket b whose range contains o (that
is, the value of o is added to the aggregate sum(b)). If o lies onto the range
of more than one c-bucket, then one of these c-buckets b is randomly chosen
and o is added to it.
4) NOHoles takes as argument an o-bucket b and returns a maximal subset
of non-overlapping c-buckets whose range is completely contained inside that
of b.

Remark. Notice that the idea of possibly representing a c-bucket as a hole of an

o-bucket cannot be extended to the case of pairs of c-buckets b′, b′′ such that b′ is

completely contained into b′′. Figure 5.5 shows an example of two clusters C1, C2

whose MBRs overlap. Observe that after partitioning C1 into b1, b2 and C2 into b3,

b4, the range of the bucket b4 is completely contained into that of b2, but b4 cannot

be considered as a hole of b2, as there are points of both C1 and C2 laid into the

range of b4.

Fig. 5.5. Two clusters whose MBRs overlap

5.3 Experimental Results

In this section we present some experimental results comparing the accuracy
of estimating sum range query answers by means of CHIST with state-of-the-
art techniques. In the experiments we will concentrate on sum range queries
over joint frequency distributions, for the estimation of query selectivities.
The accuracy of a histogram F̃ built on the joint frequency distribution F
of an input relation R is measured by evaluating the average relative error
of the estimates obtained by accessing the histogram. Given a query q on R,
we denote as Q the sum range query on F computing the selectivity of q;
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we denote as Q̃ the estimate of Q evaluated on F̃ . The relative error of the
estimate Q̃ is defined as: erel = |Q− �Q|

max{1,Q} . We performed several experiments
both on synthetic and real-life data.

Synthetic data. Our synthetic data are similar to those of [31]. They are
generated by creating an empty d-dimensional array D of size nd, and then
by populating r regions of D by distributing into each of them a portion of
the total sum value T . The size of the dimensions of each region is randomly
chosen between lmin and lmax, and the regions are uniformly distributed in
the multi-dimensional array. The total sum T is partitioned across the r re-
gions according to a Zipf distribution with parameter z. To populate each
region, we first generate a Zipf distribution whose parameter is randomly cho-
sen between zmin and zmax. Next, we associate these values to the cells in
such a way that the closer a cell to the centre of the region, the larger its
value. Outside the dense regions, some isolated non-zero values are randomly
assigned to the array cells. As explained in [31], data-sets generated by using
this strategy well represent many classes of real-life distributions.

Real life data. We considered a real-life data set which will be referred to as
Forest Cover. It was obtained from the U.S. Forest Service and is available at
the UCI KDD archive site. It consists of 581012 tuples having 54 attributes.
Among these, 10 attributes are numerical. As in [44], we considered the tu-
ples projected on these numerical attributes, thus obtaining a 10-dimensional
data distribution which will be denoted as FC10. We projected FC10 on five
attributes, thus obtaining a 5-dimensional data distribution which will be de-
noted as FC5.

In our experiments we compared CHIST with MHIST, MinSkew and GEN-
HIST (see Sect. 2.2 for related work). The comparison has been accomplished
by considering histograms (with the same number of buckets) obtained by the
four techniques. We have investigated how the accuracy depends on the num-
ber of buckets and on the exact selectivity of the queries. Diagrams (a, b) in
Fig. 5.6 refer to 4-dimensional synthetic data (d=4; n=1000; T =100000; r=

100; zmin=0.5; zmax=2.5; lmin= 30; lmax= 200), whereas diagrams (c, d) refer
to 8-dimensional synthetic data (d = 8; n = 1000; T = 200000; r = 200; zmin=

0.5; zmax= 2.5; lmin= 30; lmax= 200). In both cases we set MinPts= 4 and
Eps= 4. Diagrams (a, b) in Fig. 5.7 were obtained on FC5, whereas diagrams
(c, d) refer to FC10 (in these cases we set MinPts= 4 and Eps= 25).

The query workload was constructed by first randomly generating 10000
query centers in the data domain; then, for each of these centers, queries with
increasing selectivity were generated by progressively enlarging the query vol-
ume, till a selectivity threshold is reached (this threshold is 6.4% for synthetic
data, and 5% for real-life data). Finally, the results on the accuracy of the
answers were grouped by the query selectivity.
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Fig. 5.6. Accuracy of techniques on 4D synthetic data (a, b) and 8D synthetic data
(c, d)

From the analysis of the diagrams in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 it turns out that,
for all the techniques, the accuracy of estimates improves as the number of
buckets increases. Likewise, error rates decrease as selectivity increases. This is
mainly due to the fact that queries having higher selectivity are likely to have
larger volumes: the larger the volume, the more the buckets of the histogram
which are completely contained in the query range (such buckets give an exact
contribution to the query evaluation).

Diagrams in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show that CHIST outperforms all the other
techniques on both synthetic and real-life data.

The table in Fig. 5.8 reports construction times of the examined techniques
on the 8-dimensional synthetic data set considered above. The columns refer
to different number of buckets (from 500 to 4000). Execution times for CHIST
are expressed as a sum of two contributions: the first one is the time needed
to execute DBSCAN, the second one refers to Step II and Step III of our
algorithm. MHIST and MinSkew construction costs are less than GENHIST
and CHIST, but their accuracy is very poor. On the one hand, the fact that
CHIST is slower than the other techniques is not a crucial drawback: the sum-
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Fig. 5.7. Accuracy of techniques on FC5 (a, b) and FC10 (c, d)

marization of data is an off-line task which is usually performed on historical
data, so that in practice it is executed only once. On the other hand, it is
worth noting that the execution time of CHIST is dominated by the cluster-
ing step. Thus, our technique is likely to benefit from the adoption of more
efficient clustering algorithms. In particular, future work on CHIST will be
devoted to investigate how other clustering techniques can be embedded into
the scheme of our algorithm, and how their adoption affects both the accuracy
and the construction time of histograms.

Number of buckets
500 1000 2000 4000

CHIST 361 + 6.1 361 + 11 361 + 26 361 + 54

GENHIST 18 30 71 149

MHIST 1.5 1.6 2.0 2.2

MinSkew 1.8 2.3 2.5 3.0

Fig. 5.8. Histogram construction times (seconds)
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Summarization of Sensor Data Streams

In this chapter we address the problem of summarizing streaming data in
order to provide fast approximate answers to aggregate queries over time. In
particular, we focus on the processing of streams of readings generated by
sensor networks to monitor real life phenomena. We propose a hierarchical
summarization of the sensor data stream which is incrementally maintained
as new readings are received, by progressively compressing older stored data.

6.1 Introduction

Sensors are special devices used to monitor real life phenomena, such as live
weather conditions, network traffic, etc. They are usually organized into net-
works where their readings are transmitted using low level protocols [60].
Sensor networks represent a non-traditional source of information, as read-
ings generated by sensors flow continuously, leading to an infinite stream of
data. The readings produced by the sensors are caught by a Sensor Data
Stream Management System (SDSMS), which combines them into a unique
data stream, and supports data analysis. The stream processor is provided
with a bounded amount of storage space, typically very small relative to the
stream size (which is possibly unbounded). Traditional DBMSs, which are
based on an exact and detailed representation of information, are not suit-
able in this context, as all the information carried by a data stream cannot
be stored within a bounded storage space [8, 22, 82, 48, 7]. Thus, processed
data items must be either discarded or only partially archived; in any case it’s
not feasible to compute exact answers to most common queries on the data
stream.

A possible solution to this issue consists in summarizing received data into
a compact structure which fits the available storage space (by possibly losing
less relevant information) and posing queries on summary data. This approach
aims at allowing approximate answers on the data stream, by storing as much
information carried by the stream as possible.
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Obviously, this strategy shares many similarities with the summarization
of static data sets, described in the previous chapters, but there are some
differences.
First of all, summary structures on streaming data have to be constructed and
maintained dynamically, as data arrive, while static data are usually historical
and very unfrequent to be refreshed. Thus, the updating efficiency is crucial
for data stream summaries, while its not so addressed in static contexts, where
summarization is mainly an off-line task. Moreover, the efficiency requirement
in answering queries on sensor data streams is quite strict. In fact, the amount
of data produced by sensors is very large, grows continuously, and usually
measures the conditions of a monitored world: queries need to be evaluated
very quickly, in order to allow the stream processor to react timely to possible
critical events.
Moreover, in order to make the information produced by sensors useful, it
should be possible to retrieve an up-to-date “snapshot” of the monitored world
continuously, as time passes and new readings are collected. For instance,
a climate disaster prevention system would benefit from the availability of
continuous information on atmospheric conditions in the last hour. Similarly, a
network congestion detection system would be able to prevent network failures
by exploiting the knowledge of network traffic during the last minutes. If the
answer to these queries, called continuous queries, is not fast enough, we could
observe an increasing delay between the query answer and the arrival of new
data, and thus a not timely reaction to the world.

In this chapter we propose a technique for providing fast approximate
answers to aggregate queries on sensor data streams. Our proposal adopts a
hierarchical summarization of the data stream embedded into a flexible index-
ing structure, which enables both efficient access and incremental maintenance
of the summary structure. The summarized representation of data is updated
continuously, as new sensor readings arrive. When the available storage space
is not enough to store new data, some space is released by compressing the
“oldest” stored data progressively, so that recent information (which is usually
the most relevant to retrieve) is represented with more detail than old one.

As we describe in Sect. 6.2, we model the overall stream as a two-
dimensional data set where the first dimension corresponds to the set of
sources, and the other one (potentially infinite) corresponds to time. We de-
sign a summarization technique for this two-dimensional data set, by taking
into account the peculiar nature of time dimension.
In particular, the sensor data stream is divided into “time windows” of the
same size; the readings produced by sensors within each time window are rep-
resented by a quad-tree structure, called quad-tree window, which is defined in
Sect. 6.3. In Sect. 6.3.4 we represent the overall sensor data stream by means
of a list of quad-tree windows, by showing how quad-tree windows can be
created and populated dynamically as data arrive.

In order to allow efficient access to the data stream synopsis, quad-tree
windows are divided into clusters and indexed: in Sect. 6.4 we define the
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overall structure summarizing the data stream, called Multi-Resolution Data
Stream Summary (MRDS), as a list of indexed clusters of quad-tree windows.
In particular, in Sect. 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 we introduce the binary tree index, which
permits the efficient location of quad-tree windows within a given cluster; then
in Sect. 6.4.3 we describe the construction of the overall Multi-Resolution
Data Stream Summary, by showing how binary tree indices are dynamically
constructed on the underlying quad-tree windows, and linked together, as new
data arrive. Moreover, in Sect. 6.5 we describe the progressive compression of
a Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary, as new data is received, in order to
release the storage space needed to represent new readings. Finally, in Sect.
6.6, we show how range queries and continuous queries are answered on a
sensor data stream by accessing only the MRDS.

6.2 Problem Statement

Consider an ordered set of n sources (i.e. sensors) denoted by {s1, . . . , sn}
producing n independent streams of data, representing sensor readings. Each
data stream can be viewed as a sequence of triplets 〈ids, v, ts〉, where: 1)
ids ∈ {1, .., n} is the source identifier; 2) v is a non negative integer value
representing the measure produced by the source identified by ids; 3) ts is
a timestamp, i.e. a value that indicates the time when the reading v was
produced by the source ids.

The data streams produced by the sources are caught by a Sensor Data
Stream Management System (SDSMS), which combines the sensor readings
into a unique data stream, and supports data analysis.

An important issue in managing sensor data streams is aggregating the
values produced by a subset of sources within a time interval. More formally,
this means answering a range query on the overall stream of data generated
by s1, . . . , sn. A range query is a pair Q = 〈si..sj , [tstart..tend]〉 whose answer
is the evaluation of an aggregate operator (such as sum, count, avg, etc.) on
the values produced by the sources si, si+1, . . . , sj within the time interval
[tstart..tend]. In particular, the work presented in this chapter focuses on sum
range queries.

We point out that considering the set of sources as an ordered set implies
the assumption that the sensors in the network can be organized according to
a linear ordering. Whenever any implicit linear order among sources cannot
be found (for instance, consider the case that sources are identified by a ge-
ographical location), a mapping should be defined between the set of sources
and a one-dimensional ordering. This mapping should be closeness-preserving,
that is sensors which are “close” in the network should be close in the lin-
ear ordering. Obviously, it is not always possible to define a liner ordering
such that no information about the “relative” location of every source w.r.t.
each other is lost. It can happen that two sources which can be considered as
contiguous in the network are not located in contiguous positions according
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to the linear ordering criterion. In this case, a range query involving a set of
contiguous sensors in the network is possibly translated into more than one
range query on the linear paradigm used to represent the whole set of sources.

The sensor data stream can be represented by means of a two-dimensional
array, where the first dimension corresponds to the set of sources, and the
other one corresponds to time. In particular, the time is divided into intervals
∆tj of the same size. Each element 〈si,∆tj〉 of the array is the sum of all the
values generated by the source si whose timestamp is within the time interval
∆tj . Obviously, the use of a time granularity generates a loss of information,
as readings of a sensor belonging to the same time interval are aggregated.
Indeed, if a time granularity which is appropriate for the particular context
monitored by sensors is chosen, the loss of information will be negligible.

Using this representation, an estimate of the answer to a sum range query
over 〈si..sj , [tstart..tend]〉 can be obtained by summing two contributions. The
first one is given by the sum of those elements which are completely contained
inside the range of the query (i.e. the elements 〈sk,∆tl〉 such that i ≤ k ≤ j
and ∆tl is completely contained into [tstart..tend]). The second one is given
by those elements which partially overlap the range of the query (i.e. the ele-
ments 〈sk,∆tl〉 such that i ≤ k ≤ j and tstart ∈ ∆tl or tend ∈ ∆tl). The first
of these two contributions does not introduce any approximation, whereas the
second one is generally approximate, as the use of the time granularity makes
it unfeasible to retrieve the exact distribution of values generated by each sen-
sor within the same interval ∆tl. The latter contribution can be evaluated by
performing linear interpolation, i.e. assuming that the data distribution inside
each interval ∆ti is uniform (Continuous Values Assumption - CVA). For in-
stance, the contribution of the element 〈s2,∆t3〉 to the sum query represented
in Fig. 6.1 is given by 6−5

2 · 4 = 2.

Fig. 6.1. Two-dimensional representation of sensor data streams

As the stream of readings produced by every source is potentially “infi-
nite”, detailed information on the stream (i.e. the exact sequence of values
generated by every sensor) cannot be stored, so that exact answers to every
possible range query cannot be provided.
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However, exact answers to aggregate queries are often not necessary, as
approximate answers usually suffice to get useful reports on the content of
data streams, and to provide a meaningful description of the world monitored
by sensors.

A solution for providing approximate answers to aggregate queries is to
store a summarized representation of the overall data stream, and then to
run queries on the summary data. The use of a time granularity introduces a
form of summarization, but it does not suffice to represent the whole stream
of data, as the stream length is possibly infinite. An effective structure for
storing the information carried by the data stream should have the follow-
ing characteristics: i) it should be efficient to update, in order to catch the
continuous stream of data coming from the sources; ii) it should provide an
up-to-date representation of the sensor readings, where recent information is
possibly represented more accurately than old one; iii) it should permit us to
answer range queries efficiently.

Our proposal. In this chapter we propose a technique for providing (fast)
approximate answers to aggregate queries on sensor data streams, focusing
our attention on sum range queries. Our proposal consists in a compact rep-
resentation of the sensor data stream where the information is summarized
in a hierarchical fashion. In particular, a flexible indexing structure is embed-
ded into the summary data representation, so that information can be both
accessed and updated efficiently.

In more detail, our summarization technique is based on the following
scheme:

• the sensor data stream is divided into “time windows” of the same size:
each window consists of a finite number of contiguous unitary time inter-
vals ∆ti (the size of each ∆ti corresponds to the granularity);

• time windows are indexed, so that windows involved in a range query can
be accessed efficiently;

• as new data arrive, if the available storage space is not enough for their
representation, “old” windows are compressed (or possibly removed) to
release the storage space needed to represent new readings, and the index
is updated to take into account the new data.

The technique used for compressing time windows is lossy, so that “recent”
data are generally represented more accurately than “old” ones. In Fig. 6.2,
the partitioning scheme of a stream into time windows is represented, as well
as the overlying index referring to all the time windows.
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Fig. 6.2. A sequence of indexed time windows

6.3 Representing Time Windows

6.3.1 Preliminary Definitions

To deal with multi-dimensional arrays we will refer to the basic notations
introduced in Sect. 1.4. In particular, we are interested in two-dimensional
data distributions. Given a block r = [l1..u1, l2..u2] of a two-dimensional array,
we denote by ri the i−th quadrant of r, i.e. r1 = [l1..m1, l2..m2], r2 = [m1 +
1..u1, l2..m2], r3 = [l1..m1,m2 + 1..u2], and r4 = [m1 + 1..u1,m2 + 1..u2].
where m1 = �(l1 +u1)/2� and m2 = �(l2 +u2)/2�. Given a a time interval t =
[tstart..tend] we denote by size(t) the size of the time interval t, i.e. size(t) =
tend − tstart. Furthermore, we denote by ti/2 the i-th half of t. That is t1/2 =
[tstart..(tstart + tend)/2] and t2/2 = [(tstart + tend)/2..tend]. Given a tree T ,
we denote by Root(T ) the root node of T and, if p is a non leaf node, we
denote the i−th child node of p by Child(p, i). Given a triplet x = 〈ids, v, ts〉,
representing a value generated by a source, ids is denoted by ids(x), v by
value(x) and ts by ts(x).

6.3.2 The Quad-Tree Window

In order to represent data occurring in a time window, we do not store directly
the corresponding two-dimensional array, indeed we choose a hierarchical data
structure, called quad-tree window, which offers some advantages: it makes an-
swering (portions of) range queries internal to the time window more efficient
to perform (w.r.t. a “flat” array representation), and it stores data in a straight
compressible format. That is, data is organized according to a scheme that
can be directly exploited to perform compression.

This hierarchical data organization consists in storing multiple aggrega-
tions performed over the time window array according to a quad-tree parti-
tion. The quad-tree partition of an array has been introduced in Chap. 3; here
we adopt it to represent all the elements contained in a time window. This
means that we store the sum of the values contained in the whole array, as
well as the sum of the values contained in each quarter of the array, in each
eighth of the array and so on, until the single elements of the array are stored.
Figure 6.3 shows an example of “complete” quad-tree partition, where each
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node of the quad-tree is associated to the sum of the values contained in the
corresponding portion of the array.

Fig. 6.3. A Time Window and the corresponding quad-tree partition

The quad-tree structure is very effective for answering (sum) range queries
inside a time window efficiently, as we can generally use the pre-aggregated
sum values in the quad-tree nodes for evaluating the answer (see Sect. 6.6.1
for more details). Moreover, the space needed for storing the quad-tree repre-
sentation of a time window is about the same as the space needed for a flat
representation, as we will explain later. Furthermore, the quad-tree structure
is particularly prone to progressive compressions. In fact, the information rep-
resented in each node is summarized in its ancestor nodes. For instance, the
node Q of the quad-tree in Fig. 6.3 contains the sum of its children Q.1, Q.2,
Q.3, Q.4; analogously, Q.1 is associated to the sum of Q1.1, Q1.2, Q1.3, Q1.4,
and so on. Therefore, if we prune some nodes from the quad-tree, we do not
loose every information about the corresponding portions of the time window
array, but we represent them with less accuracy. For instance, if we removed
the nodes Q1.1, Q1.2, Q1.3, Q1.4, then the detailed values of the readings pro-
duced by the sensors S1 and S2 during the time intervals ∆t1 and ∆t2 would
be lost, but it would be kept summarized in the node Q.1. The compression
paradigm that we use for quad-tree windows will be better explained in Sect.
6.5.
We will next describe the quad-tree based data representation of a time win-
dow formally. Denoting by u the time granularity (i.e. the width of each in-
terval ∆tj), let T = n ·u be the time window width (where n is the number of
sources). We refer to a Time Window starting at time t as a two-dimensional
array W of size n × n such that W [i, j] represents the sum of the values
generated by a source si within the j−th unitary time interval of W . That
is W [i, j] =

∑
x:ids(x)=i∧ts(x)∈∆tj

value(x), where ∆tj is the time interval
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[t+(j−1) ·u..t+ j ·u]. The whole data stream consists of an infinite sequence
W1,W2, . . . of time windows such that the i−th one starts at ti = (i − 1) · T
and ends at ti+1 = i · T .

In the following, for the sake of presentation, we assume that the number
of sources is a power of 2 (i.e. n = 2k, where k > 1).

A Quad-Tree Window on the time window W , called QTW (W ), is a full
4−ary tree whose nodes are pairs 〈r, sum(r)〉 (where r is a block of W ) such
that:

1. Root(QTW (W )) = 〈[1..n, 1..n], sum([1..n, 1..n])〉;
2. each non leaf node q = 〈r, sum(r)〉 of QTW (W ) has four children rep-

resenting the four quadrants of r; That is, Child(q, i) = 〈ri, sum(ri)〉 for
i = 1, . . . , 4.

3. the depth of QTW (W ) is log2n + 1.

Property 3 implies that each leaf node of QTW (W ) corresponds to a
single element of the time window array W . Given a node q = 〈r, sum(r)〉 of
QTW (W ), r is referred to as q.range and sum(r) as q.sum.

6.3.3 Compact Physical Representation of Quad-Tree Windows

The space needed for storing all the nodes of a quad-tree window QTW (W )
is larger than the one needed for a flat representation of W . In fact, it can
be easily shown that the number of nodes of QTW (W ) is 4·n2−1

3 , whereas
the number of elements in W is n2. Indeed, QTW (W ) can be represented
compactly, as it is not necessary to store the sum values of all the nodes of
the quad-tree (in a similar way as explained in Chap. 3). That is, if we have
the sum values associated to a node and to three of its children, we can easily
compute the sum value of its fourth child. This value can be obtained by
subtracting the sum of the three children from the sum of the parent node.
We say that the fourth child is a derivable node.

For instance, the node Q4 of the quad-tree window in Fig. 6.3 is derivable,
as its sum is given by Q.sum − (Q1.sum + Q2.sum + Q3.sum). Derivable
nodes of the quad-tree window in Fig. 6.3 are all colored in white. Using this
storing strategy, the number of nodes that are not derivable (i.e. nodes whose
sum must be necessarily stored) is n2, that is the same as the size of W .

This compact representation of QTW (W ) can be further refined to manage
occurrences of null values efficiently. If a node of the quad-tree is null, all of its
descendants will be null. Therefore, we can avoid to store the sum associated
to every descendant of a null node, as its value is implied. For instance, the
sums of the nodes Q2.1, Q2.2, Q2.3, Q2.4 need not be stored: their value (i.e.
the value 0) can be retrieved by accessing their parent.

We point out that the physically represented quad-tree describing a time
window is generally not full. Indeed, null nodes having a non null parent are
treated as leaves, as none of their children is physically stored. We will next
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focus our attention on the physical compact representation of a quad-tree
window.

In a similar way as done for QTSs in Chap. 3, a quad-tree window can
be stored by representing separately the tree structure and the content of the
nodes. The tree structure can be represented by a string of bits: two bits per
node of the tree indicate whether the node is a leaf or not, and whether it is
associated with a null block or not. Obviously, in this physical representation,
an internal node cannot be null.

In more detail, the encoding pairs are: (1) 〈0, 0〉 meaning non null leaf
node, (2) 〈0, 1〉 meaning null leaf node, (3) 〈1, 1〉 meaning non leaf node. It
remains one available configuration (i.e., 〈1, 0〉) which will be used when com-
pressing quad-tree windows, as it will be shown in Sect. 6.5. The mapping
between the stored pair of bits and the corresponding nodes of the quad-
tree is obtained storing the string of bits according to a predetermined lin-
ear ordering of the quad-tree nodes. In Fig. 6.4, the physically represented
QTW corresponding to the QTW of Fig. 6.3 is shown. The children of Q2 are
not explicitly stored, as they are inferable. The string of bits describing the
structure of the QTW corresponds to a breadth-first visit of the quad-tree.
Note that, since the blocks in the quad-tree nodes are obtained by consec-

Fig. 6.4. A quad-tree window and its physical representation

utive splits into four equally sized quadrants, the above string of bits stores
enough information to reconstruct the boundaries of each of these blocks.
This means that the boundaries of the blocks corresponding to the nodes do
not need to be represented explicitly, as they can be retrieved by visiting the
quad-tree structure. It follows that the content of the quad-tree can be rep-
resented by an array containing just the sums occurring in the nodes. Some
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storage space can be further saved observing that: 1) we can avoid to store
the sums of the null blocks, since the structure bits give enough information
to identify them; 2) we can avoid to store the sums contained in the derivable
nodes of the quad-tree window, i.e. the nodes p such that p = Child(q, 4),
for some other node q. As explained above, the sum of p can be derived as
p.sum = q.sum − ∑

i=1..3 Child(q, i).sum.
Altogether, the quad-tree window content can be represented by an array

storing the set {p.sum|p is a non-derivable quad-tree node and p.sum > 0}.
The above sums are stored according to the same ordering criterion used
for storing the structure, in order to associate the sum values to the nodes
consistently. For instance, the string of sums reported on the right-hand side
of Fig. 6.4 corresponds to the breadth-first visit which has been performed to
generate the string of bits on the center of the same figure. The sums of the
nodes Q.2, Q1.2 and Q4.3 are not represented in the string of sums as they
are null, whereas the sums of the nodes Q.4, Q1.4, Q3.4 and Q4.4 are not
stored, as these nodes are derivable.

It can be shown that, if we use 32 bits for representing a sum, the largest
storage space needed for a quad-tree window is Smax

QTW = (32 + 8/3)n2 − 2/3
bits (assuming that the window does not contain any null value).

6.3.4 Populating Quad-Tree Windows

In this section we describe how a quad-tree window is populated as new data
arrive. Let Wk be the time window associated to a given time interval [(k −
1) · T..k · T ], and QTW (Wk) the corresponding quad-tree window. Let x =
〈ids, v, ts〉 be a new sensor reading such that ts is in [(k − 1) · T..k · T ]. We
next describe how QTW (Wk) is updated on the fly, to represent the change
of the content of Wk.

Let QTW (Wk)old be the quad-tree window representing the content of
Wk before the arrival of x. If x is the first received reading whose timestamp
belongs to the time interval of Wk, QTW (Wk)old consists of a unique null
node (the root). Algorithm 1 shown in Appendix B.1 takes as arguments x
and QTW (Wk)old, and returns the up-to-date quad-tree window Qnew on Wk.
Algorithm 1 works as follows. First, the old quad-tree window QTW (Wk)old

is assigned to Qnew. Then, the algorithm determines the coordinates 〈ids, j〉
of the element of Wk which must be updated according to the arrival of x,
and visits Qnew starting from its root. At each step of the visit, the algorithm
processes a node of Qnew corresponding to a block of Wk which contains
〈ids, j〉. The sum associated to the node is updated by adding value(x) to it
(see Fig. 6.5). If the visited node was null (before the updating), it is split into
four new null children. After updating the current node (and possibly splitting
it), the visit goes on processing the child of the current node which contains
〈ids, j〉. The algorithm ends after updating the node of Qnew corresponding
to the single element 〈ids, j〉.
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Fig. 6.5. Populating a quad-tree window

6.4 The Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary

A quad-tree window represents the readings generated within a time interval
of size T . The whole sensor data stream can be represented by a sequence
of quad-tree windows QTW (W1), QTW (W2), . . .. When a new sensor reading
x arrives, it is inserted in the corresponding quad-tree window QTW (Wk),
where ts(x) ∈ [(k− 1) ·T..k ·T ]. A quad-tree window QTW (Wk) is physically
created when the first reading belonging to [(k − 1) · T..k · T ] arrives.

In this section we define a structure that both indexes the quad-tree win-
dows and summarizes the values carried by the stream. This structure is called
Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary and pursues two aims: 1) making
range queries involving more than one time window efficient to evaluate; 2)
making the stored data easy to compress.

We propose the following scheme for indexing quad-tree windows:

1. time windows are clustered into groups C1, C2, . . . ; each cluster consists of
K contiguous time windows, thus describing a time interval of size K · T ;
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2. quad-tree windows inside each cluster Cl are indexed by means of a binary
tree denoted by BTI(Cl);

3. the whole index consists of a list linking BTI(C1), BTI(C2), . . ..

We next focus our attention on describing the structure of a single index
BTI(Cl). Then, we show how the whole index overlying the quad-tree windows
is built.

6.4.1 Indexing a Cluster of Quad-Tree Windows

Consider the l-th cluster Cl of the sequence representing the whole sensor data
stream. Cl corresponds to the time interval [(l− 1) ·K · T..l ·K · T ]. The time
interval corresponding to Cl will be denoted by ∆T (Cl). We fix the value of
K to a power of 2.

A Binary Tree Index on Cl, is denoted by BTI(Cl) and is a full binary
tree whose nodes are pairs 〈t, s〉, with t a time interval and s a sum, such that:

1. Root(BTI(Cl)) = 〈∆T (Cl), sum(∆T (Cl))〉 where sum(∆T (Cl)) is the
sum of the values generated within ∆T (Cl) by all the sources, i.e.
sum(∆T (Cl)) =

∑
(l−1)·K<i≤l·K sum(Wi)

2. each non leaf node q = 〈t, s〉 of BTI(Cl), with t = [j1T..j2T ], has two child
nodes corresponding to the two halves of t, that is Child(q, i) = 〈ti/2, si/2〉,
i = 1, 2, where ti/2 is the i−th half of t, and si/2 is the sum of all the
readings generated within ti/2 by all the sources.

3. the depth of BTI(Cl) is log2K, that is each leaf node of BTI(Cl) corre-
sponds to a time interval of size 2T .

4. each leaf node q = 〈t, s〉 of BTI(Cl), with t = [j1T..j2T ] (j2 − j1 = 2),
refers to the two quad-tree windows in t (i.e. QTW (Wi), j1 < i ≤ j2).

Given a node q = 〈t, s〉 of BTI(Cl), t and s are referred to as q.interval
and q.sum, respectively. Moreover, q.range denotes the two-dimensional range
〈s1..sn, t〉.

6.4.2 Compact Physical Representation of
Binary Tree Indices

In Sect. 6.3.3 we have described how quad-tree windows can be stored effi-
ciently, saving the space needed for representing both null and derivable nodes.
Analogously, binary tree indices can be stored in a compact fashion: in a bi-
nary tree index a node is derivable if it is the second child of another node.
The sum of a derivable node can be computed by subtracting the sum of the
sibling node from the sum of the parent node. The sums of both derivable
and null nodes are not explicitly stored, as they can be efficiently retrieved by
accessing the stored information concerning the structure of the tree and the
content of the other nodes. The resulting physical representation is the same
as the one described in Sect. 6.3.3: a string of bits is used to encode the tree
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structure, and an array of sums is used to represent the content of the nodes.
The encoding pairs occurring in the string of bits are the same as described in
Sect. 6.3.3. The largest space consumption of a binary tree index (embedding
its referred QTWs) can be shown to be Smax

BTI = (32+8/3)·K ·n2+(52/3)·K−2
bits.

6.4.3 Constructing and Linking Binary Tree Indices

In the same way as quad-tree windows, binary tree indices can be constructed
dynamically, as new data arrive and new quad-tree windows are created. An
algorithm for constructing a binary tree index follows the same strategy as
Algorithm 1, and, in particular, uses Algorithm 1 for populating the indexed
quad-tree windows. The resulting algorithm is reported in Appendix B.2. It
consists of a function which takes as arguments a “new” reading x and the
binary tree index BTI(Cl) where x is in ∆T (Cl), and updates both the index
and the underlying quad-tree windows.

The overall index on the sensor data stream is obtained by linking together
BTI(C1), BTI(C2), . . ., i.e. the binary tree indices corresponding to consecu-
tive clusters. In particular, when a new sensor reading x arrives, it is inserted
(according to Algorithm 2) into the binary tree index BTI(Cl) such that ts(x)
is in ∆T (Cl). If this BTI does not exist (i.e. x is the first arrival in this clus-
ter), first of all a new binary tree index BTI(Cl) containing a unique null
node (the root) is created. Then the function Insert(BTI(Cl), x) is called,
and the updated BTI returned by Algorithm 2 is added to the existing list of
consecutive binary tree indices. The list of BTIs with the underlying list of
quad-tree windows is referred to as Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary
- MRDS. As the sensor data stream is infinite, the length of the list of binary
tree indices is not bounded, so that a MRDS cannot be physically stored. In
the following section we propose a summarization technique which allows us
to store the most relevant information carried by the (infinite) sensor data
stream by keeping a finite list of (compressed) binary tree indices.

6.5 Compression of the Multi-Resolution Data Stream
Summary

Due to the bounded storage space which is available to store the information
carried by the sensor data stream, the Multi-Resolution Data Stream Sum-
mary (which consists of a list of indexed clusters of quad-tree windows) cannot
be physically represented, as the stream is potentially infinite.

As new sensor readings arrive, the available storage space decreases till
no other reading can be stored. Indeed, we can assume that recent informa-
tion is more relevant than older one for answering user queries, which usually
investigate the recent evolution of the monitored world. Therefore, older in-
formation can be reasonably represented with less detail than recent data.
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This suggests us the following approach: as new readings arrive, if there is not
enough storage space to represent them, the needed storage space is obtained
by discarding some detailed information about “old” data.

We next describe our approach in detail. Let x be the new sensor reading
to be inserted, and let BTI(C1), BTI(C2), . . ., BTI(Ck) be the list of binary
tree indices representing all the sensor readings preceding x. This means that
x must be inserted into BTI(Ck). The insertion of x is done by performing
the following steps:

1. the storage space Space(x) needed to represent x into BTI(Ck) is com-
puted by evaluating how the insertion of x modifies the structure and the
content of BTI(Ck). Space(x) can be easily computed using the same
visiting strategy as Algorithm 2;

2. if Space(x) is larger than the left amount Spacea of available storage space,
then the storage space Space(x) − Spacea is obtained by compressing
(using a lossy technique) the oldest binary tree indices, starting from
BTI(C1) towards BTI(Ck), till enough space is released.

3. x is inserted into BTI(Ck).

We next describe in detail how the needed storage space is released from
the list BTI(C1), BTI(C2), . . ., BTI(Ck). First, the oldest binary tree index
is compressed (using a technique that will be described later) trying to re-
lease the needed storage space. If the released amount of storage space is not
enough, then the oldest binary tree index is removed from the list, and the
same compression step is executed on the new list BTI(C2), BTI(C3), . . .,
BTI(Ck). The compression process ends when enough storage space has been
released from the list of binary tree indices. This process is implemented in
Algorithm 3 shown in Appendix B.3.

The compression strategy adopted by the function CompressBTI in Al-
gorithm 3 exploits the hierarchical structure of the binary tree indices: each
internal node of a BTI contains the sum of its child nodes, and the leaf nodes
contain the sum of all the reading values contained in the referred quad-tree
windows. This means that the information stored in a node of a BTI is repli-
cated with a coarser “resolution” in its ancestor nodes. Therefore, if we delete
two sibling nodes from a binary tree index, we do not loose every information
carried by these nodes: the sum of their values is kept in their ancestor nodes.
Analogously, if we delete a quad-tree window QTWk, we do not loose every
information about the values of the readings belonging to the time interval
[(k − 1) · T..k · T ], as their sum is kept in a leaf node of the BTI.

The compression strategy of CompressBTI is based on the above rea-
soning. As it will be described later, it compresses the oldest BTI by either
compressing the referred QTWs (using an ad hoc technique for compressing
quad-trees) or pruning some of its nodes. This means that the compression
process modifies the structure of a BTI:

• a compressed BTI is not, in general, a full binary tree, as it is obtained
from a full tree (i.e. the original BTI) by deleting some of its nodes;
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• not every leaf node refers to two QTWs, as a leaf node of the compressed
BTI can be obtained in three ways: 1) it corresponds to a leaf node of the
original BTI; 2) it corresponds to a leaf node of the original BTI whose
referred QTWs have been deleted; 3) it corresponds to an internal node
of the original BTI whose child nodes have been deleted.

The compact physical representation of a BTI described in Sect. 6.4.2
must be modified in order to represent a compressed BTI. In particular,
the pairs of bits encoding the tree structure need to be redefined in order
to distinguish between the several kinds of leaf nodes of a compressed BTI.
The pairs of bits which encode the tree structure of a compressed BTI are:
(1) 〈0, 0〉 meaning non null leaf node with no quad-tree windows, (2) 〈0, 1〉
meaning null leaf node, (3) 〈1, 0〉 meaning non null leaf node with quad-tree
windows, (4) 〈1, 1〉 meaning non leaf node.

We next describe in detail the compression process of a BTI performed
by the function CompressBTI invoked in Algorithm 3. The BTI to be com-
pressed is visited in order to reach the left-most node N (i.e. the oldest node)
having one of the following properties:

1. N is a leaf node of the BTI which refers to 2 QTWs;
2. the node N has 2 child leaf nodes, and all the 2 children do not refer to

any QTW.

In the first of the two cases, CompressBTI calls an ad hoc procedure for
compressing the quad-tree windows referred by N . The 2 QTWs are com-
pressed till either the needed storage space is released, or they cannot be
further compressed. If both QTWs are no longer compressible, then they are
deleted definitively. In the second of the two cases, the children of N are
deleted. The information contained in these nodes is kept summarized in N .

In Fig. 6.6, several steps of the compression process on a binary tree index
of depth 4 (i.e. a BTI indexing 16 QTWs) is shown. The QTWs underlying
the BTI are represented by squares. In particular, uncompressed QTWs are
white, partially compressed are grey, whereas QTWs which cannot be further
compressed are crossed. We next describe the compression process reported
in Fig. 6.6. At step 1, the oldest QTW is partially compressed. At step 2, the
needed storage space is released by continuing the compression of QTW1 till
it cannot be further compressed. As the released storage space is not enough,
QTW2 is partially compressed. After step 3, all the QTWs referred by N.1.1
are maximally compressed, and they are removed during step 4. Step 6 consists
of removing the four QTWs referred by N.1.2. The node N.1.2 will be removed
together with N.1.1 during step 7: as the space released by deleting N.1.1 and
N.1.2 does not suffice, some QTWs referred by N.2.1 are compressed too
during the same compression step. The compression process ends after step
10: the BTI consists of a unique node (the root) which will be definitively
removed as further storage space is needed.

CompressBTI(N,S) can be implemented using a recursive scheme, which
works as follows. If N is a leaf of the binary tree index referring to 2 QTWs,
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Fig. 6.6. Compressing a BTI

then it tries to release the amount S of storage space by compressing the
quad-tree windows referred by N (the technique adopted to compress a quad-
tree window will be explained later). In particular, the oldest of the referred
quad-tree windows is compressed first. If the released storage space does not
suffice, then the second QTW is compressed. If the released amount of storage
space is not enough after all the quad-tree windows referred by N have been
compressed, then they are deleted definitively. If N is an internal node of
the binary tree index, then the function CompressBTI is recursively called
on its child nodes, starting from the left-most one (i.e. the “oldest” one) till
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either the needed storage space is released, or all the child nodes have been
maximally compressed (i.e. they have become leaves). In this case, the child
nodes are deleted. The implementation of this recursive scheme is given in
Algorithm 4 shown in Appendix B.4.

The compression of a BTI consists in removing its nodes progressively, so
that the detailed information carried by the removed nodes is kept summarized
in their ancestors. This summarized data will be exploited (as described in
Sect. 6.6) to estimate the original information represented in the removed
QTWs underlying the BTI. The depth of a BTI (or, equivalently, the number
of QTWs in the corresponding cluster) determines the maximum degree of
aggregation which is reached in the MRDS. This parameter depends on the
application context. That is, the particular dynamics of the monitored world
determines the average size of the time intervals which need to be investigated
in order to retrieve useful information. Data summarizing time intervals which
are too large w.r.t. this average size are ineffective to exploit in order to
estimate relevant information. For instance, the root of a BTI whose depth is
100 contains the sum of the readings produced within 2100 consecutive time
windows. Therefore, the value associated to the root cannot be profitably used
to estimate the sum of the readings in a single time window effectively (unless
additional information about the particular data distribution carried by the
stream is available). This issue will be clearer as the estimation process on
a compressed Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary will be explained (see
Sect. 6.6).

6.5.1 Compressing Quad-Tree Windows

The strategy used for compressing binary tree indices could be adapted for
compressing quad-tree windows. In fact, the compression strategy, designed
for binary trees, can be easily extended to operate on 4-ary trees. For instance,
we could compress a quad-tree window incrementally (i.e. as new data arrive)
by searching for the left-most node N having 4 child leaf nodes, and then
deleting these children.

Indeed, we refine this compression strategy in order to delay the loss of
detailed information inside a QTW. Instead of simply deleting a group of
nodes, we try to release the needed storage space by replacing their represen-
tation with a less accurate one, obtained by using a lower numeric resolution
for storing the values of the sums. To this end, we use n-Level-Tree indices –
nLT indices, the compact structures introduced in Chap. 3 (Sect. 3.4.1), for
representing approximately a portion of the QTW. In Chap. 3, nLT indices
have been shown to be very effective for the summarization of two-dimensional
data. In the approach proposed in this chapter a 64-bit nLT index is used to
describe approximately both the structure and the content of a sub-tree with
depth at most n of the QTW. An example of nLT index (in particular “3
Level Tree index” - 3LT) on a QTW is shown in Fig. 6.7. The left-most sub-
tree SQTW of the quad-tree of this figure consists of 21 nodes, which occupy
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2 · 21 + 32 · 16 = 554 bits (2 · 21 bits are used to represent their structure,
whereas 32 · 16 bits to represent the sums of all non derivable nodes). The
64 bits of the nLT index used for SQTW are organized as follows: the first
17 bits are used to represent the second level of SQTW , the second 44 bits
for the third level, and the remainder 3 bits for some structural information
about the index. That is, the four nodes in the second level of SQTW occupy
3 ·32+4 ·2 = 104 bits in the exact representation, whereas they consume only
17 bits in the index. Analogously, the 16 nodes of the third level of SQTW
occupy 4 · (3 · 32 + 4 · 2) = 416 bits, and only 44 bits in the index. In Fig. 6.7
the first 17 bits of the 3LT index are described in more detail.

Fig. 6.7. A 3LT index associated to a portion of a quad-tree window

Two strings of 6 bits are used for storing A.sum + B.sum and A.sum +
C.sum, respectively, and further 5 bits are used to store A.sum. These string
of bits do not represent the exact value of the corresponding sums, but they
represent the sums as fractions of the sum of the parent node. For instance,
if R.sum is 100 and A.sum = 25, B.sum = 30, the 6 bit string representing
A.sum + B.sum stores the value: LA+B = round

(
A.sum+B.sum

R.sum · (26 − 1)
)

=
35, whereas the 5 bit string representing A.sum stores the value: LA =
round

(
A.sum

A.sum+B.sum · (25 − 1)
)

= 14. An estimate of the sums of A,B,C,D

can be evaluated from the stored string of bits. For instance, an estimate
of A.sum + B.sum is given by: A.sum + B.sum = LA+B

26−1 · R.sum = 55.6,
whereas an estimate of B.sum is computed by subtracting the estimate of
A.sum (obtained by using LA) from the latter value.

The 44 bits representing the third level of SQTW are organized in a similar
way: two strings of 4 bits are used to represent E.sum+F.sum and E.sum+
G.sum, respectively, and a string of 3 bits is used for E.sum. The other nodes
at the third level are represented analogously.

As described in Chap. 3, the family of nLT indices includes several types
of index other than the 3LT one. Each of these indices reflects a different
quad-tree structure: 3LT describes a balanced quad-tree with 3 levels, 4LT
(4 Level Tree) an unbalanced quad-tree with at most 4 levels, and so on.
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The same portion of a quad-tree window could be represented approximately
by any of the proposed nLT indices. In Sect. 3.4.1 a metric for choosing
the most “suitable” nLT index to approximate a portion of a quad-tree is
provided: that is, the index which permits us to re-construct the original data
distribution most accurately. As it will be clear next, this metric is adopted
in our compression technique: the oldest “portions” of the quad-tree window
are not deleted, but they are replaced with the most suitable nLT index.

The algorithm which uses indices to compress a QTW is analogous to
Algorithm 4 (suitably adapted to work with 4-ary trees). That is the QTW
to be compressed is visited in order to reach the left-most node N (i.e. the
oldest node) having one of the following properties: 1) N is an internal node
of the QTW such that size(N.range) = 16; 2) the node N has 4 child leaf
nodes, and each child is either null or equipped with an index.

Once the node with one of these properties is found, it is equipped with
the most suitable nLT index, and all its descending nodes are deleted. In
particular, in case 1 (i.e. N is at the last but two level of the uncompressed
QTW) N is equipped with a 3LT index. In case 2 the following steps are
performed:

1. all the children of N which are equipped with an index are “expanded”:
that is, the quad-trees represented by the indices are approximately re-
constructed;

2. the most suitable nLT index I for the quad-tree rooted in N is chosen,
using the above cited metric;

3. N is equipped with I and all the nodes descending from N are deleted.

The compressed QTW obtained as described above is not, in general, a
full 4-ary tree, as nodes can be deleted during the compression process. Fur-
thermore, leaf nodes can be possibly equipped with an nLT index. Thus, the
compact physical representation of a QTW, presented in Sect. 6.3.3, has to be
modified in order to represent a compressed QTW. In particular, the pairs of
bits which encode the tree structure are redefined as follows: (1) 〈0, 0〉 means
non null leaf node equipped with nLT index, (2) 〈0, 1〉 means null leaf node,
(3) 〈1, 0〉 mean non null leaf node not equipped with nLT index, (4) 〈1, 1〉
mean non leaf node; the array of sums representing the content of the tree is
augmented with the nLT indices associated to the leaves of the compressed
QTW.

6.5.2 The Summarization Technique in Short

The aim of our summarization technique is to store as much information as
possible in a given bounded storage space, satisfying the following constraints:

• summary data must be efficient to update;
• answering to range queries on summary data must be efficient to perform.
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The summarization strategy is based on the idea of releasing some stor-
age space from “old” information stored in the Multi-Resolution Data Stream
Summary as new data arrive. To this end the whole sensor data stream is
divided into equally sized time windows. Each time window is represented
by means of a quad-tree, called quad-tree window - QTW, whose hierarchical
structure is particularly suitable to be compressed. A QTW is obtained by
choosing a time unit and then partitioning the time window into unitary time
intervals ∆t1, . . . ,∆tn. Each leaf node of the QTW contains the sum of the
readings produced by a source si in a unitary time interval ∆tj . Internal nodes
of a QTW have four children and contain the sum of their values. The root
of a QTW contains the sum of all the readings produced by all the sources
s1, . . . , sn in the corresponding time window.

Time windows are then grouped into clusters. An index is associated to
each cluster in order to access time windows efficiently. The index, called BTI,
consists of a binary tree having the following structure: i) the root contains
the sum of all the readings represented in the cluster; ii) each leaf node refers
to two consecutive quad-tree windows and contains the sum of their readings;
iii) each internal node has two children and contains the sum of their values.
The overall sensor data stream is represented by a list of consecutive BTIs.

Therefore, the data stream is stored into a hierarchical structure where
information is represented using a “multi-resolution” scheme: the highest de-
tail level is obtained in the leaf nodes of the QTWs (where the readings of
the single sources are stored), and the resolution of the stored information
decreases as we get closer to the roots of the BTIs of the list (where summa-
rized information on the readings produced by all the sources in a wide time
interval is represented).

As new data arrive, if the available storage space is not enough, the “old-
est” BTI of the list is compressed to release the space needed for representing
the new arrivals. The oldest BTI of the list is compressed incrementally till
the needed space is released. The compression process sacrifices the oldest de-
tailed information stored in the BTI: first, the oldest QTWs are compressed
using an ad hoc technique for quad-trees. The compression of a QTW is done
by replacing progressively the exact representation of some of its portions with
an approximate one. The approximation is obtained by either using a lower
numeric resolution (i.e. less than 32 bits) for representing the value of the
sums, or deleting some of its nodes definitively. Therefore, the resolution of
the information stored in a QTW decreases as the compression process goes
on, till the QTW cannot be further compressed. When all the QTWs referred
by a leaf of the BTI cannot be further compressed, these QTWs are deleted:
their sums are kept summarized in the nodes of the overlying BTI. As QTWs
are deleted, the compression process spreads into the overlying BTI. The
BTI is compressed using an analogous strategy: the needed storage space is
released by deleting two leaf nodes at a time, collapsing them in their parent
node. The sacrificed leaf nodes are the oldest nodes containing no reference to
any QTW: they are ancestors of the QTWs which have been deleted during
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some previous compression step.
The compression of a BTI goes on by pruning its nodes, till the BTI con-

sists of anything but the root. When further storage space is needed, the BTI
is removed from the list definitively: every information about the readings
generated in the corresponding time interval will be lost.

6.6 Estimating Range Queries on a Multi-Resolution
Data Stream Summary

A sum range query Q = 〈si..sj , [tstart..tend]〉 can be computed by summing
the contributions of every QTW corresponding to a time window overlapping
[tstart..tend]. The QTWs underlying the list of BTIs are represented by means
of a linked list in time ascending order. Therefore the sub-list of QTWs giving
some contribution to the query result can be extracted by locating the first
(i.e. the oldest) and the last (i.e. the most recent) QTW involved in the
query (denoted, respectively, as QTWstart and QTWend). This can be done
efficiently by accessing the list of BTIs indexing the QTWs, and locating the
first and the last BTI involved in the query. That is, the binary tree indices
BTIstart and BTIend which contain a reference to QTWstart and QTWend,
respectively. BTIstart and BTIend can be located efficiently, by performing a
binary search on the list of BTIs. Then, QTWstart and QTWend are identified
by visiting BTIstart and BTIend. The answer to the query consists of the
sum of the contributions of every QTW between QTWstart and QTWend.
The evaluation of each of these contributions is explained in detail in the next
section.

Indeed, as the Sensor Data Stream Summary is progressively compressed,
it can happen that QTWstart has been removed, and the information it con-
tained is only represented in the overlying BTI with less detail. Therefore,
the query can be evaluated as follows:

1. the contribution of all the removed QTWs is estimated by accessing the
content of the nodes of the BTIs where these QTWs are summarized;

2. the contribution of the QTWs which have not been removed is evaluated
after locating the oldest QTW involved in the query which is still stored.
This QTW will be denoted as QTW ′

start.

Indeed, it can happen that QTWend has been removed either. This means
that all the QTWs involved in the query have been removed by the com-
pression process to release some space, as the QTWs are removed in time
ascending order. In this case, the query is evaluated by estimating the con-
tribution of each involved QTW by accessing only the nodes of the overlying
BTIs.

For instance, consider the MRDS consisting of two BTIs shown in Fig.
6.8. The QTWs and the BTI nodes whose perimeter is dashed (i.e. QTW1,
QTW2, . . ., QTW8, as well as the nodes N1.1.1 and N1.1.2) have been removed
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by the compression process. The query represented with a grey box is evalu-
ated by summing the contributions of the BTI1 node N1.1 with the contri-
bution of each QTW belonging to the sequence QTW9, QTW10, . . . , QTW29.

Fig. 6.8. A range query on a MRDS

The query estimation strategy is implemented in Algorithm 5 reported in
Appendix B.5. This algorithm uses a function BTIBinarySearch which takes
as arguments a Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary and the time bound-
aries of the range query, and returns the first and the last BTI of the summary
involved in the query. Moreover, it uses the function EstimateAndLocate im-
plemented in Algorithm 6 reported in Appendix B.5. This function is first
invoked on BTIstart and performs two tasks: 1) it evaluates the contribution
of the BTI nodes involved in the query where the information of the removed
QTWs is summarized, and 2) it locates (if possible) QTW ′

start, i.e. the first
QTW involved in the query which has not been removed. If QTW ′

start is
not referred by BTIstart, EstimateAndLocate is iteratively invoked on the
subsequent BTIs, till either QTW ′

start is found or all the BTIs involved in
the query have been visited. The contribution of the BTI leaf nodes to the
query estimate is evaluated by performing linear interpolation. The use of
linear interpolation on a leaf node N of a BTI is based on the assumption
that data are uniformly distributed inside the two-dimensional range N.range
(Continuous Value Assumption). If we denote the two dimensional range cor-
responding to the intersection between N.range and the range of the query Q
as N ∩ Q, and the size of the whole two dimensional range delimited by the
node N as size(N), the contribution of N to the query estimate is given by:
size(N∩Q)

size(N) · N.sum.

6.6.1 Estimating a Sum Range Query inside a QTW

The contribution of a QTW to a query Q is evaluated as follows. The quad-
tree underlying the QTW is visited starting from its root (which corresponds
to the whole time window). When a node N is being visited, three cases may
occur:

1. the range corresponding to the node is external to the range of Q: the node
gives no contribution to the estimate;
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2. the range corresponding to the node is entirely contained into the range of
Q: the contribution of the node is given by the value of its sum;

3. the range corresponding to the node partially overlaps the range of Q:
if N is a leaf and is not equipped with any index, linear interpolation
is performed for evaluating which portion of the sum associated to the
node lies onto the range of the query. If N has an index, the index is
“expanded” (i.e. an approximate quad-tree rooted in N is re-constructed
using the information contained in the index). Then the new quad-tree is
visited with the same strategy as the QTW to evaluate the contribution
of its nodes. Finally, if the node N is internal, the contribution of the
node is the sum of the contributions of its children, which are recursively
evaluated.

The pre-aggregations stored in the nodes of quad-tree windows make the
estimation inside a QTW very efficient. In fact, if a QTW node whose range
is completely contained in the query range is visited during the estimation
process, its sum contributes to the query result exactly, so that none of its
descending nodes must be visited. This means that, generally, not all the leaf
nodes involved in the query need to be accessed when evaluating the query
estimate. The overall estimation process turns out to be efficient thanks to
the hierarchical organization of data in the QTWs, as well as the use of the
overlying BTIs which permits us to locate the quad-tree windows efficiently.
We point out that the BTIs involved in the query can be located efficiently
too, i.e. by performing a binary search on the ordered list of BTIs stored in
the MRDS. The cost of this operation is logarithmic with respect to the list
length, which is, in turn, proportional to the number of readings represented
in the MRDS.

6.6.2 Answering Continuous (Range) Queries

The range query evaluation paradigm on the data summary can be easily
extended to deal with continuous range queries. A continuous query is a triplet
Q = 〈si..sj ,∆Tstart,∆Tend〉 (where ∆Tstart > ∆Tend) whose answer, at the
current time t, is the evaluation of an aggregate operator (such as sum, count,
avg, etc.) on the values produced by the sources si, si+1, . . . , sj within the
time interval [t−∆Tstart..t−∆Tend]. In other words, a continuous query can
be viewed as range query whose time interval “moves” continuously, as time
goes on. The output of a continuous query is a stream of (simple) range query
answers which are evaluated with a given frequency. That is, the answer to a
continuous query Q = 〈si..sj ,∆Tstart,∆Tend〉 issued at time t0 with frequency
∆t is the stream consisting of the answers of the queries Q0 = 〈si..sj , t0 −
∆Tstart, t0 − ∆Tend〉, Q1 = 〈si..sj , t0 − ∆Tstart + ∆t, t0 − ∆Tend + ∆t〉, Q2 =
〈si..sj , t0−∆Tstart+2·∆t, t0−∆Tend+2·∆t〉, . . .. The i-th term of this stream
can be evaluated efficiently if we exploit the knowledge of the (i−1)-th value of
the stream, provided that ∆t � ∆Tstart−∆Tend. In this case the ranges of two
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consecutive queries Qi−1 and Qi are overlapping, and Qi can be evaluated by
answering two range queries whose size is much less than the size of Qi. These
two range queries are Q′ = 〈si..sj , t0−∆Tstart+(i−1)·∆t, t0−∆Tstart+i·∆t〉,
and Q′′ = 〈si..sj , t0 −∆Tend + (i− 1) ·∆t, t0 −∆Tend + i ·∆t〉. Thus we have:
Qi = Qi−1 − Q′ + Q′′.



Conclusions

In this thesis we have investigated the issue of efficiently retrieving aggre-
gate information from multi-dimensional data. We have described the main
application scenarios where data is suitably modelled according to the multi-
dimensional paradigm, and we have addressed one of the most relevant tasks in
these contexts: the efficient computation of aggregations over specified ranges
of the domain (called range queries).
We have shown how the multi-dimensional model is especially well suited for
the evaluation of range queries, although the cost of computing exact answers
is unaffordable in most contexts, where efficiency requirements go beyond the
need for accurate query results.

We have presented summarization of multi-dimensional data as a widely
accepted approach for speeding up the query answering process by allowing
some approximation in query responses. We have given an overview of the
most popular and effective state-of-the-art summarization techniques, focus-
ing our attention on histogram-based ones: they store aggregate information
about the data distribution inside a set of non-overlapping buckets partition-
ing the data domain. We have reviewed the main theoretical results about the
construction of the V-Optimal histogram within a given storage space bound,
showing that it’s unfeasible to afford in practice. Thus, we have described the
main heuristics adopted in the literature for constructing histograms, remark-
ing their poor performances in the multi-dimensional context.

In this scenario, we have defined new histogram-based summarization tech-
niques for multi-dimensional data which outperform state-of-the-art ones, and
we have provided the following main contributions:

1. We have shown that high accuracy in estimating query answers can be
achieved by designing summary structures suited to data with specific
number of dimensions. We have focused on two-dimensional data by
proposing a new summary structure (the Quad-tree Summary – QTS)
which is based on a quad-tree partition of the multi-dimensional space. In
this context we have shown how the use of “rigid” partitioning schemes,
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which can be stored very compactly (such as the quad-tree one), although
limiting flexibility in the arrangement of buckets, can result in a better
data description w.r.t. arbitrary partitions. In fact, the storage space saved
thanks to the compact representation of the histogram structure can be
reinvested to store (into suitable indices) additional information about
intra-bucket data distribution. We have provided efficient greedy strate-
gies that construct effective QTSs, and experimental results showing that
QTSs perform better than state-of-the-art summarization techniques.

2. We have investigated how binary partitions can be used to define very ef-
fective histograms for data with high dimensionality. We have introduced
two new classes of histogram: HBH which adopts a binary partition of the
multi-dimensional space and GHBH which additionally introduces a grid
constraint on the hierarchical partitioning. We have shown how HBH and
GHBH can be stored in a redundancy-free space-saving fashion, which
allows more buckets in the same storage space bound w.r.t traditional
histograms. We have also shown that the increased number of buckets re-
sults in better histogram estimation performances only if combined with
effective heuristics for the histogram construction.
We have investigated several heuristics capable of effectively arranging
the available buckets in the multi-dimensional space and, by means of
experiments, we have analyzed the performances (in terms of accuracy)
of different combinations heuristic/representation model. We have found
out that GHBH with “low”-degree grids, combined with one of the pro-
posed heuristics, yields the highest accuracy. We have provided a thorough
experimental analysis comparing the best performing GHBH with other
state-of-the-art multi-dimensional summarization techniques, proving its
effectiveness also for high-dimensional data distributions.

3. We have extended state-of the art results on the complexity of constructing
V-Optimal histograms, by analyzing the construction cost of V-Optimal
QTSs and V-Optimal HBHs and GHBHs. We have shown that, although
polynomial, the cost of computing the optimal solutions is unaffordable
in practice.

4. We have combined summarization of multi-dimensional data with the use
of clustering techniques. We have proposed a new multi-dimensional his-
togram (CHIST) which is constructed by invoking a density-based clus-
tering algorithm to partition data into dense and sparse regions, which
are further partitioned according to a grid-based scheme. We have shown
how (possible nesting) buckets generated by data partitioning can be as-
sembled, so as to enhance both efficiency and accuracy of query answer-
ing. We have provided experimental results on both synthetic and real-life
data, proving how CHIST overcomes the main limitation of existing multi-
dimensional histograms.

5. We have proposed a new dynamic summarization technique for evaluating
approximate aggregations on sensor data streams; it consists in the incre-
mental maintenance of a quad-tree based summary structure (the MRDS),
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where more recent data is represented with more detail than older one.
We have shown how the MRDS is dynamically populated and its oldest
summary information is progressively compressed when new sensor read-
ings are received, in order to release the needed storage space. We have
presented an efficient algorithm for answering range queries on the MRDS,
which exploits a hierarchical indexing structure (embedded in the MRDS)
allowing efficient location of summarized information over time. We have
also extended the proposed query estimation paradigm to perform in-
cremental evaluation of continuous range queries, i.e. queries producing
output streams consisting of (simple) range query answers, evaluated at
a given frequency.

Further work on summarization of multi-dimensional data will deal with the
following issues:

a. Improving the efficiency of accessing summary data in the proposed hi-
erarchical histograms. In particular, we are interested in developing new
physical representation models aimed at minimizing not only the storage
consumption of the histogram, but also the overhead of de-compression
(that is the overhead of evaluating queries directly on the compactly en-
coded structure).

b. Extending to a dynamic environment the summarization techniques pro-
posed for (static) multi-dimensional data. The issue of histogram incre-
mental maintenance has been addressed, in this thesis, only for two-
dimensional data, in the context of sensor data stream management. In
this context data sources have been assumed linearly ordered, thus allow-
ing the data stream to be modelled over time as a two-dimensional data
set; however, in some cases this assumption is not suitable as data sources
can be distributed in a multi-dimensional environment. Thus, dynamic
summarization techniques for general multi-dimensional data are needed.
Furthermore, even when summarizing non-streaming data, if frequent
changes to multi-dimensional data sets are allowed, re-computation of
the histogram from scratch can be too inefficient, and techniques for its
incremental update should be developed. Most of our summarization tech-
niques are prone to a dynamic re-adaptation; in particular, clustering-
based histograms can be maintained dynamically by exploiting incremen-
tal clustering algorithms (that is algorithms which propagate data updates
to the computed clusterization).

c. Considering different clustering techniques to be embedded into our
clustering-based histograms. In fact, in our implementation of CHIST, we
adopted the well-known clustering algorithm DBSCAN, whose execution
time turns out to dominate the cost of the histogram construction. DB-
SCAN is known to provide poor performances (in terms of computational
cost) on large data sets with high-dimensionality. In future work different
clustering techniques will be adopted, in order to study how they can be
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exploited to improve the histogram construction cost, while preserving its
accuracy.

d. developing metrics for deciding the best histogram technique to be adopted
on a given multi-dimensional data set. In fact, CHIST histogram is likely
to achieve high performances on data sets characterized by several clus-
ters dispersed in the data domain; while data sets without clusters are
likely to be described better by GHBH (in particular, clusters are unlikely
to occur in data having very high dimensionality). In general, depending
on data density and on the distribution of clusters on the domain, either
CHIST or GHBH can be valid options. An alternative approach could be
to combine CHIST and GHBH by partitioning the layers resulting from
the clustering step with a GHBH histogram (rather than a grid-based
strategy). This option is worth being considered on static data sets, while
in the case that the histogram has to be maintained incrementally, grid-
partitioning is better-suited as it has the advantage of being easy and
efficient to re-compute.

e. Extending the issue of approximate query answering to a richer set of
queries. This implies considering the computation of other kinds of aggre-
gate operators, as well as other query paradigms which can be found in
specific application domains – such as spatial window queries in GIS or
general SQL operators on streaming data.



A

Proof of Theorems

A.1 Proof of Proposition 4.6

Let D be a d-dimensional data distribution, B a storage space bound, and T
a type of histogram (where T is either FBH, HBH or k-GHBH). The number
of buckets βT of a B-maximal histogram H of type T on D are in the ranges
reported in Table 1.

Type Number of buckets

FBH βFBH =
�

B
32·(2·d+1)

�

HBH βmin
HBH =

�
B+�log d�+34

67+�log d�

�
≤ βHBH ≤

�
B+�log d�+2
35+�log d�

�
= βmax

HBH

k-GHBH βmin
GHBH =

�
B+log k+�log d�+2
35+log k+�log d�

�
≤ βGHBH ≤

�
B+log k+�log d�−30

3+log k+�log d�

�
= βmax

GHBH

Table 1

Proof.

1. T=FBH. The size of an FBH having β buckets is precisely size(FBH)=(2·
d+1)·32·β bits, so that size(FBH) ≤ B holds for all values of β ≤

⌊
B

32·(2·d+1)

⌋
.

Therefore the latter bound on β is the number of buckets of a B-maximal FBH.

2. T=HBH or T=k-GHBH. An HBH, as well as a k-GHBH, with β buck-
ets has a space consumption which can vary between a minimum and a max-
imum value (depending on the partition tree and on the data distribution).
We denote by sizemin

T (β) and sizemax
T (β) respectively, the minimum and the

maximum space consumption of any histogram of type T having β buckets.
The upper bound on the number of buckets of a B-maximal histogram of
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type T is obtained as the largest value of β which satisfies the inequality
sizemin

T (β) ≤ B. Similarly, the lower bound on the number of buckets of a
B-maximal histogram of type T is obtained as the largest value of β which
satisfies the inequality sizemax

T (β) ≤ B.
We will next compute sizemin

HBH , sizemin
GHBH , sizemax

HBH and sizemax
GHBH as functions

of β.
According to the physical representation of an HBH described in Sect.

4.2.3, the size of an HBH H with β buckets can be expressed as the sum of
four contributions:

sizeHBH(H) = (2 · β − 1) + (β−1) · (�log d+32) + ndl(H) + 32 · ndn+(H)

where ndl(H) and ndn+(H) stand for the number of non-derivable leaves
of H and, respectively, the number of non-null non-derivable nodes of H.
Analogously, we will denote by ndl+(H) and ndl0(H) the number of non-null
non-derivable leaves and, respectively, the number of null derivable leaves of
H. As ndl(H) = ndl+(H) + ndl0(H) and ndn+(H) = β − ndl0(H), then

sizeHBH(H) = (2 ·β−1)+(β−1) ·(�log d+32)+32 ·β+ndl+(H)−31 ·ndl0(H)

Similarly the size of a k-GHBH H having β buckets is

sizeGHBH(H) = (2·β−1)+(β−1)·(�log d+log k)+32·β+ndl+(H)−31·ndl0(H)

The expressions for sizeT (H) (for either T=HBH and T=GHBH) have
minimum value when ndl+(H) = 0 and ndl0(H) = β − 1, which occurs for a
histogram of type T with β buckets where all but one leaves are non-derivable
and null. Likewise, the expressions for sizeT (H) have maximum value when
ndl+(H) = β − 1 and ndl0(H) = 0, which occurs for a histogram of type T
with β buckets where all but one leaves are non-derivable and not null. Thus,
the minimum and maximum storage consumption of an HBH and a GHBH
having β buckets are, respectively:

sizemin
HBH(β) = β · (35 + �log d) − �log d − 2;

sizemin
GHBH(β) = β · (3 + �log d + log k) − �log d − log k + 30;

sizemax
HBH (β) = β · (67 + �log d) − �log d − 34;

sizemax
GHBH(β) = β · (35 + �log d + log k) − �log d − log k − 2.

As said above, βmax
HBH , βmax

GHBH , as well as βmin
HBH , βmin

GHBH , are straightforward. �
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.8

Let D be a d-dimensional data distribution, B a storage space bound, and T a
type of histogram (where T is either FBH, HBH, or k-GHBH). A V-Optimal
histogram H� of type T on D w.r.t. B can be computed in the complexity
bounds reported in Table 2.

Type of histogram Complexity bound for V-Optimal histogram

FBH O( B2

d·2d · n2d+1)

HBH O
(
d · B2

2d · n2d+1
)

k-GHBH O
(
d · B2

2d · kd+1 · nd
)

Table 2

Proof.
1. T=FBH. The problem of finding the V-Optimal FBH on D can be

solved by the following dynamic programming approach. Given a block b of
D, denoting the storage space needed to represent a single block as γ =
(2 · d + 1) · 32, the minimum SSE of any FBH H on b with size(H) ≤ S can
be defined recursively as follows:

1. SSE∗(b, S) = ∞, if S < γ;
2. SSE∗(b, S) = SSE(b), if S ≥ γ ∧ (S < 2·γ ∨ vol(b)=1);
3. SSE∗(b, S) = min{SSE∗(blow, S1) + SSE∗(bhigh, S2) | 〈blow, bhigh〉 is a bi-
nary split on b, S1>0, S2>0, S1+ S2=S}, otherwise

Our optimization problem consists in evaluating SSE∗(D,B). As implied
by the above recursive definition, SSE∗(D,B) can be computed after evalu-
ating SSE∗(b, S) for each block b of D and each S in [0..B] which is multiple
of γ. At each step of the dynamic programming algorithm, SSE∗(b, S) is eval-
uated by accessing O(d · n · B

d ) values computed at the previous steps, as the
possible binary splits of a block are O(d ·n) and there are O(B

d ) possible ways
to divide S into two halves which are multiple of γ.
The number of different SSE∗(b, S) to be computed are O(B

d · n2d

2d ), as the
number of sub-blocks of D are O(n2d

2d ), and the number of possible values of
S are O(B

d ).
On the other hand, the SSE of all the sub-blocks of D must be computed.
It can be shown that the cost of accomplishing this task is dominated by
O(n2d). It follows that the overall cost of the dynamic programming algo-
rithm is O( B2

d·2d · n2d+1).
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2. T=HBH. The problem of finding the V-optimal HBH can be formalized
and solved following the same approach as the one just described for FBH. The
main difference is that when evaluating the optimal HBH on a block b, two
distinct optimization problems must be addressed, corresponding to the cases
that b appears in HBH∗ as either a left-hand child or a right-hand child of
some node. In fact, due to the physical representation paradigm (Sect. 4.2.3),
the storage consumption of an HBH constructed on b is different in these two
cases. Intuitively enough, this leads to a recursive formulation of the V-optimal
problem which is different from the one described for FBH. We define the min-
imum SSE of any HBH H on b having size(H) ≤ S both in the case that b
is considered as a left-hand child node (which we denote by SSE∗

left(b, S))
and a right-hand child node (which we denote by SSE∗

right(b, S)). Both
SSE∗

left(b, S) and SSE∗
right(b, S) can be defined recursively in a way that

is similar to the recursive definition of SSE∗(b, S) for FBH. The main differ-
ences are that in the non-recursive cases (i.e. the cases such that no HBH can
be constructed or no split can be performed on b) more complex conditions
on the storage space must be expressed, as the storage space consumption of
b depends also on whether b is null or not. Moreover, the recursive case is
defined as the minimum value of SSE∗

left(b
low, S1) + SSE∗

right(b
high, S2), for

each possible binary split < blow, bhigh > on b, and for each S1 and S2 which
are consistent with the bound S on the overall space consumption allowed
on b. The dynamic programming algorithm must compute both SSE∗

left(b, S)
and SSE∗

right(b, S) for each sub-block of D and for each S in [0..B]. This

algorithm computes O(B · n2d

2d ) values of SSE∗
left(b, S) and O(B · n2d

2d ) values
of SSE∗

right(b, S), where each one is computed in time O(d · n · B).

3. T=k-GHBH. The problem of finding the V-Optimal k-GHBH can be for-
malized by means of some minor adaptation in the definition of SSE∗

left(b, S)
and SSE∗

right(b, S) introduced for HBHs: 1) each constant which represents
a storage space consumption is changed by replacing the 32 bits needed to
represent the splitting position with log k bits. 2) the minimum value of
SSE∗

left(b, S)+SSE∗
right(b, S) which define the recursive case is evaluated by

considering only the binary splits of degree k.
The dynamic programming algorithm which computes all the values of both
SSE∗

left(b, S) and SSE∗
right(b, S) needed to compute SSE∗

left(D,B) exhibits
a different complexity bound w.r.t. the case of HBH as:

1. The cost of computing a single value of SSE∗
left(b, S) or SSE∗

right(b, S) is
reduced to O(d · k · B), since all the possible binary splits of degree k on
a block are d · k (instead of d · n).

2. Due to the restriction on the possible binary splits of a block, the recursive
definition of SSE∗(D,B) induces the computation of SSE∗

left(b, S) or
SSE∗

right(b, S) for a proper subset of all the possible sub-blocks of D. It

can be shown that the number of such blocks is O(nd · kd

2d ) (instead of
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O(n2d

2d )). Thus, the number of values of SSE∗
left(b, S) or SSE∗

right(b, S)

to be computed is O(nd · kd

2d ) for each S in [0..B].
3. The cost of computing the SSE of all the O(nd · kd

2d ) blocks is O(nd · kd).

All considered, the cost of the dynamic programming algorithm which com-
putes the V-Optimal GHBH of degree k on D is O(d · B2

2d · kd+1 · nd). �

A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.9

Given a d-dimensional data distribution D with volume nd containing exactly
N non-null points, the time complexity of the greedy algorithms computing
a histogram of type T (where T is either FBH, HBH or k-GHBH) on D,
adopting either the sparse data model, or the non-sparse data model, or pre-
computation, are reported in Fig. A.1, where α = n if Max-Varmarg/Max-
Redmarg criterion is adopted, and α = k for all the other greedy criteria.

Fig. A.1. Complexity bounds of Greedy Algorithm

Proof. Complexity bounds when pre-computation is not used were obtained
by multiplying the maximum number of iterations of Greedy Algorithm (which
are O(βmax

T )) for the cost of each iteration. The cost of each iteration of Greedy
Algorithm is dominated by the cost of evaluating the greedy criterion G on
a bucket b, that is by the cost of computing Evaluate(G, b) (which has been
computed in Sect. 4.3.2 for FBH and HBH, and in Sect. 4.3.2 for GHBH).
In the case that pre-computation of F and F 2 is performed, the cost of Greedy
Algorithm is given by the sum of three contributions:

1. PreComp: the cost of pre-computing F and F 2;
2. CU : the cost of all the updates to the priority queue;
3. CE : the cost of computing the function Evaluate for all the nodes to be

inserted in the queue.

These contributions can be computed as follows:
1) Both F and F 2 can be constructed “incrementally”, by accessing only once
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each cell of the multi-dimensional array corresponding to D and accessing
2d − 1 cells of F and F 2 computed at the previous steps. For instance, in the
two dimensional case:
F [< i, j >] = D[< i, j >] + F [< i − 1, j >] + F [< i, j − 1 >] − F [< i − 1, j − 1 >],
and
F 2[< i, j >] = (D[< i, j >])2+F 2[< i−1, j >]+F 2[< i, j−1 >]−F 2[< i−1, j−1 >].
These formulas con be easily generalized to the multi-dimensional case, so that
the cost of computing F and F 2 is given by: PreComp = O(2d · nd).
2) As to term CU , at each iteration of the algorithm the first element of the
priority queue is extracted and two new elements are inserted. The cost of
either top-extraction and insertion is logarithmic w.r.t. the size of the queue,
which is in turn bounded by the number of buckets of the output histogram.
On the other hand, the number of iterations of Greedy Algorithm is equal to
the number of buckets it produces. Thus, if we denote as β the number of
buckets of the histogram produced by the greedy algorithm, the overall cost
CU of the updates to the priority queue is O(β · log(β)).
3) We denote the cost of computing the function Evaluate on the block b
w.r.t. the greedy criterion G as C(Evaluate(G, b)); moreover, we denote the
binary histogram produced by Greedy Algorithm as H. Thus, the term CE is
given by

∑
b∈Nodes(H) C(Evaluate(G, b)).

As shown in Sect. 4.3.2, the SSE of a block and the reduction of SSE due
to a split can be evaluated accessing 2d elements of F and 2d elements of F 2,
instead of accessing all the elements of the block (see (4.3) and (4.1)). Clearly,
also the reduction of SSE(margdim(b)) due to the split of b along any point
on dim can be computed in O(2d), as it can be derived from the reduction of
SSE(b) due to the same split (see formula (4.2)). On the contrary, evaluat-
ing SSE(margdim(b)) requires the computation and scanning of the marginal
distribution of b along dim, which, using the array of partial sums F , can
be done in O(2d · n). Therefore, for all the proposed greedy criteria G but
Max-Varmarg/ Max-Redmarg, C(Evaluate(G, b)) = O(2d · η), where η is the
number of reductions of SSE or marginal SSE which have to be computed. In
particular, η = d · n for FBH and HBH, whereas η = d · k for k-GHBH.
In the case that Max-Varmarg/ Max-Redmarg is adopted, the cost of comput-
ing the d marginal SSEs of the block is O(2d · d ·n) for either FBH, HBH and
k-GHBH, and dominates the cost of computing the reductions of marginal
SSE.
To sum up, when pre-computation is adopted, C(Evaluate(G, b)) = O(2d·d·n)
for FBH and HBH, and C(Evaluate(G, b)) = O(2d ·d ·α) for k-GHBH (where
α = k for all the greedy criteria G but Max-Varmarg/ Max-Redmarg, for which
α = n).
Therefore, CE is given by:

1. in the case that T=FBH or HBH, CE=
∑

b∈Nodes(H) C(Evaluate(G, b))=
O(βmax

T · 2d · d · n)
2. in the case that T=k-GHBH, CE= O(βmax

GHBH · 2d · d · α)
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Observe that in the case of FBH and HBH under any greedy criterion, as
well as in the case of k-GHBH under Max-Varmarg/ Max-Redmarg, term CU

is negligible w.r.t. CE . In fact, the number of buckets β is not greater than
nd, which implies log β ≤ d · log n < 2d · d · n. In the case of k-GHBH, when a
criterion different from Max-Varmarg/ Max-Redmarg is adopted, it can happen
that the inequalities log β < 2d · d · k do not hold, even though, in practical
cases, the number of buckets rarely exceeds the value 22d·d·k. �





B

Algorithms

B.1 An Algorithm for Populating a Quad-Tree Window

Algorithm 1

Function InsertIntoWindow

INPUT: a sensor reading x = 〈ids, v, ts〉;
a quad-tree window QTW (Wk)old, where ts ∈ [(k − 1) · T..k · T ].

OUTPUT: a quad-tree window Qnew

begin

Qnew := QTW (Wk)old;
j := �(ts − (k − 1)T )/u; // ts is contained into the j-th time interval

// inside Wk

Point := 〈ids, j〉;
CurrNode := Root(Qnew);
UpdateSum(CurrNode,CurrNode.sum + v);
while(size(CurrNode.range) > 1)

if (CurrNode is a leaf) Qnew := Split(Qnew, CurrNode);
Let i ∈ 1..4 be such that Point is inside Child(CurrNode, i).range;
CurrNode := Child(CurrNode, i);
UpdateSum(CurrNode,CurrNode.sum + v);

end while;

return Qnew;
end.

wherein: 1) the function Split(QTW,m) adds four children (corresponding to
four null quadrants) to the leaf node m of the quad-tree window QTW , and
2) the function UpdateSum(m, v) assigns the value v to the sum associated
to the node m.
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B.2 An Algorithm for Constructing Binary Tree Indices

Algorithm 2

Function Insert

INPUT: a sensor reading x = 〈ids, v, ts〉;
a binary tree index BTI(Cl)old, where ts ∈ ∆T (Cl).

OUTPUT: a binary tree index BTI(Cl)new

begin

Ind := BTI(Cl)old;
CurrNode := Root(Ind);
while(size(CurrNode.interval) > 2 · T )

UpdateSum(CurrNode,CurrNode.sum + v);
if (CurrNode is a leaf)

Ind := Split(Ind,CurrNode);
Let i ∈ 1..2 be such that ts(x) belongs to Child(CurrNode, i).interval;
CurrNode := Child(CurrNode, i);

end while
if (CurrNode.sum = 0)

Create two empty quad-tree windows corresponding
to the two halves of CurrNode.interval;

end if
UpdateSum(CurrNode,CurrNode.sum + v);
Let QTWj be the quad-tree window referred by CurrNode whose time
window contains ts(x);
InsertIntoWindow(QTWj , x);

return Ind;
end.

wherein: 1) the function Split(BTI,m) adds two children (corresponding to
two null halves) to the leaf node m of the binary tree BTI, and 2) the function
UpdateSum(m, v) assigns the value v to the sum associated to the node m of
BTI.
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B.3 An Algorithm for Compressing a Multi-Resolution
Data Stream Summary

Algorithm 3

Function ReleaseStorageSpace

INPUT: a list L of Binary Tree Indices BTI(C1), BTI(C2), . . ., BTI(Ck);
the amount Sreq of storage space to be released.

OUTPUT: a new list L′ of Binary Tree Indices.

begin

L′ := L;
Srel := 0; the storage space which has been actually released

while(Srel < Sreq)
Srel := Srel + CompressBTI(Root(OldestBTI(L′)), Sreq −
Srel);
if (Srel < Sreq)

Srel := Srel + Space(OldestBTI(L′));
Remove OldestBTI(L′) from L′;

end if
end while;
return L′;

end.

wherein: 1) Space(Y ) returns the amount of storage space occupied by the
binary tree index Y ; 2) OldestBTI(L) returns the first (i.e. the oldest) binary
tree index of the list L; 3) CompressBTI(N,S) compresses the binary tree
index whose root is N till either S has been released, or the binary tree
index is no longer compressible. After compressing the BTI, the function
CompressBTI(N,S) returns the amount of storage space which has been
actually released.
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B.4 An Algorithm for Compressing Binary Tree Indices

Algorithm 4

Function CompressBTI

INPUT: A node N of a binary tree index;
the amount Sreq of storage space to be released.

OUTPUT: the amount of storage space actually released.

begin

Srel := 0; // the storage space which has been actually released

if (N is not a leaf)
i:=1;
while (Srel < Sreq and i ≤ 2)

Srel := Srel+CompressBTI(Child(N, i), Sreq−Srel);
i := i + 1;

end while
if (Srel < Sreq)

for each i = 1, .., 2
Srel := Srel + Space(Child(N, i));
delete the node Child(N, i);

end if
else
if N refers to 2 quad-tree windows QTW1, QTW2

i:=1;
while (Srel < Sreq and i ≤ 2)

Srel := Srel + CompressQTW (QTWi, Sreq − Srel);
i := i + 1;

end while
if (Srel < Sreq)

for each i = 1, .., 2
Srel := Srel + Space(QTWi);
delete QTWi;

end if
return Srel;

end.

wherein: 1) CompressQTW (QTWi, S) compresses the quad-tree window
QTWi till either the amount S of storage space has been released, or QTWi

is no longer compressible. The function returns the amount of storage space
actually released; 2) Space(N) returns the space consumed by a binary-tree
node N in the BTI representation described in Sect. 6.4.2; 3) Space(QTWi)
returns the space occupied by the quad-tree window QTWi.
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B.5 Algorithms for Estimating Range Queries on a
MRDS

Algorithm 5

Function EstimateSumQuery

INPUT: a compressed Multi-Resolution Data Stream Summary MRDS;
a sum range query Q = 〈si..sj , [tstart..tend]〉.

OUTPUT: an estimate of the query answer.

begin

〈BTIstart, BTIend〉 = BTIBinarySearch(MRDS, [tstart, tend]);
BTIcurr := BTIstart;
Sum := 0;
QTW ′

start := null;
while (QTW ′

start = null and BTIcurr precedes or coincides with
BTIend )

〈∆S,QTW ′
start〉 := EstimateAndLocate(Q,Root(BTIcurr));

Sum := Sum + ∆S;
Assign the BTI following the current one to BTIcurr;

end while
if (QTW ′

start 
= null )
QTWend := Search(MRDS, tend);
for each quad-tree window QTWi from QTWstart to QTWend

Sum := Sum + Estimate(Q,QTWi);
end if
return Sum;

end

where :

• Estimate(Q,QTWi) evaluates the contribution of the quad-tree window
QTWi to the query Q, and will be described in more detail in Sect. 6.6.1;

• Search(MRDS, tend) searches the most recent QTW stored in MRDS
whose time window starts before tend
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Algorithm 6

Function EstimateAndLocate

INPUT: A query Q = 〈si..sj , [tstart..tend]〉;
A BTI node N ;

OUTPUT: a pair 〈∆S,QTW ′〉, where QTW ′ is the first QTW which has not
been removed and is referred by the sub-tree rooted in N , and ∆S is the con-
tribution to the query result of the descending nodes of N which are older than
QTW ′.

begin

QTW ′ := null;
if (N.interval is external to [tstart..tend])

return 〈0, null〉;
if (N.interval is completely contained into [tstart..tend] and si..sj =
s1..sn)

return 〈N.sum, null〉;
// otherwise, N.interval overlaps [tstart..tend] partially, or si..sj is strictly

// contained into s1..sn

if (N is a leaf node not equipped with any QTW)
return 〈linear interp(N,Q), null〉;

if (N is a leaf node referring to 2 QTWs)
Assign the first of the referred QTWs whose time window over-
laps [tstart..tend] to QTW ′;
return 〈0, QTW ′〉;

end if
// otherwise, N is an internal node

i := 1;
S := 0;
while (i ≤ 2 and QTW ′ = null)

〈∆S,QTW ′〉 := EstimateAndLocate(Q,Child(N, i));
S := S + ∆S;
i := i + 1;

end while
return 〈S,QTW ′〉;

end

where linear interp(N,Q) evaluates the contribution of N to the estimate of
Q by performing linear interpolation, as explained above.
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